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City's Ambulance Share Pegged By Council
Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Councilmen Also Vote
Pay Hike for Offices

Morality Has No Place In Foreign
Policy Say Lecturers At 'Insight'

Morality was described as
Ambulance service for man committee from the county
having no place in the conduct
Murray and Calloway was the in an attempt to resolve the
of foreign policy by the two
subject of the principal issue.
visiting lecturers in the Ipsight
Local funeral homes have
discussion last night at the
We heard about a man who
'73 symposium at Murray State
regular meeting of the Murray announced they will cease
went to the Better Business
University Thursday evening.
City Council. John Ed Scott, ambulance operation on July 1,
Bureau for help after he had
Ted Koppel, a news comMayor pro-tem presided at the of this year and an attempt has
been swindled out of his
mentator for the American
meeting in the absence of been made by this committee to
savings. "Why didn't you come
Broadcasting Company, noted
set up some type of service
Mayor Holmes Ellis.
here before you made your
that "morality is a red herring
was which will comply with the new
discussion
The
in the deadly game of ininvestment?" the Bureau ofprecipitated by Councilman stringent regulations of the
ficial asked. "Yes lasoor, I
ternational politics." He added
Rex Alexander when he urged state and federal government.
aTmost did," the man replied,
that foreign alliances are forThe funeral homes in the city
that the City Council endorse an
med merely because they are
"but I was afraid you would tell
editorial which appeared in have indicated they will not
me not to do it."
expedient-not on any moral
yesterday's Ledger and Times offer an ambulance service
basis.
calling on the county "to even with subsidies.
Dr. Samuel Popkins, a
Progress always involves a
Councilman Alexander said
exercise its responsibility to the
arrangeHarvard University professor,
certain amount of risk. After
people" of the city and county that he thougnt any
echoed the opinion offered by
all, you can't steal second base
ment with the county would be
on the ambulance issue.
Koppel. He said a foreign policy
and still keep one foot on first.
Councilman Melvin Henley unfair unless it was on a
based on a moral stand would
replied that the endorsement basis whereby the city paid half
be a "total disaster."
In defense of Free Enterprise,
,uld not fit into the present and Jhe county paid half. The
Speaking to an audience of
toVernor Ronald Reagan said:
&raligement since a three man county has indicated it will
about 300 aspen of the program
"It is time for business to start
committee from the council was operate such a system with the
sponsored by the student
presenting the facts, because
having meetings with a three city with the county paying 60
government, the, two men
per cent and the city 40 per
the facts are on your side. But,
generally agreed that President
for heaven's sake, don't just
cent. It was pointed out last
Police
Gives
Stalls
Nixon's more liberal posture in
repeat them to each other by
night that if the county pays
the field of international
way of trade journals. Tell the
sixty per cent, approximately
Citations
Department
diplomacy in the last year has
especially
and
people,
FISHER-PRICE DONATION-Paul K. Lynn, associate
half of this 60 per cent would be
accomplished a great deal In
professor of industrial education at Murray State University,
customers and employees-and
Councilman Buel Stalls from revenue received from the
the triangular relationship uncrates a plastics granulator donated to the industrial education presented the Murray Police city residents since they pay
usually they are the one and the
among Washington, Peking mid department by Fisher-Price Toys of East Aurora, N. V. Calling Department report prepared by county taxes in addition to their
same-and tell our sons and
, QUESTION-AND-ANSWER-Ted Koppel (left), a com- Moscow.
the machine "something we have always needed," Lynn said it is Chief of Police James M. Brown city taxes. If city residents pay
daughters."
mentator for ABC News, and Dr. Samuel Popkins, Harvard
Koppel, who has been to used for recycling scrap plastic. Lynn credited Howard J. Hill, Thursday night at the council
half of this sixty per cent plus
State
Iluit freeze did not do our professor, field questions from members of the Murray
Vietnam about 20 times as viell Jr., plastics engineering manager at Fisher-Price, with the meeting.
the 40 per cent, then city
Azaleas much good. In fact it University chapter of Sigma Delta Chi national journalistic as traveling extensively over responsibility for the gift, which Lynn said would cost about
Citations issued from March residents would be paying about
froze them. The blooms we society and the staff of the Murray State News Thursday on the the rest of the world, predicted 11.500 to replace. Fisher-Price has a nee plant under con- 17. through April 5, are as seventy per cent of the total cost
mean. Hopefully some will still campus. Also shown is Chris Doughty of Louisville, senior editor that .Couth Vietnam will be struction near Murray.
follows: DWI 18, speeding 46, no of the project, Alexander told
bloom since the large whites of the Murray State News, who introduced the two men later taken by the Communists
operators
license
16, the council.
had not started, and the purples featured as lecturers Thursday evening in the annual Insight ''within two or three years."
He said that in his opinion this
disregarding stop sign 17,
in
afternoon
the
during
the
students
with
met
symposium. They
were not too far along.
But he spiimed the idea that
reckless driving 16, improper is a county project and should
the newsroom on the campus.
U. S. troops became involved in
registration 17, unnecessary be financed wholly by the
the war in Vietnam in an effort
Fellow says he is always a
noise 6, public drunkeness 13, no county.
to save South Vietnam from
day late and a dollar short.
city auto sticker 3, disorderly
Alexander's motion that the
Communist
becoming
conduct 1, disregarding stop city taxpayer pay only half the
dominated.
light 7, no state inspection actual cost was approved by
Watching a movie on TV last
''Our forces were there only
night and it got so suspensful we
sticker 10, shoplifting 4, im- the council. The council also
as a testing grotuid for a conThe sixth in. the, series of
had to get up and walk off. We
Usabaas-kw.the Miirray -City ILL or begirtniac tf-ActW,. to proper . Lake off 1, improper approved.a molien to grant the
frontatiion with Mali.
just knew the fellow would get Prayer and Service Breakfest
School System have been $6,273 annually. The rate for a driving 3, drinking beer in car 1, committee the authority to
through Peking a confrontation
caught in the wine cellar, but he of Key '73 will be held coming
granted a 5.5 per cent day in- Rank I, or teacher with a drinking in public 1, no head draw specifications for the,
with Moscow," he explained.
-- Monday morning, April 16, at
wasn't.
create fornezt year, atordiztg master's degree plus 30 hours, gear on motorcycle 1, per- service and advertise for -bids
When skirmishes broke out
and 12 years experience, was mitting subject to ride for its operation. The comeight o'clock at the Holiday Inn
Two accidents were reported along the 4,000-mile Soviet-Sino to Fred Schultz, superintendent.
Mattingly
raised to $9,414.
Martin
Rev.
with
motorcycle as passenger mittee, composed of Counof
Board
The
Murray
Our sympathy to Mrs.
to the Murray Police Depart- border in 1969 and the Russians
In other action, the board without head gear 1, con- cilmen, W.R. Furches, Roy
Cleburne Adams on the death of presiding.
ment Thursday. No injuries moved more than a million Education, in its regular
accepted a bid of $101.50 for a tributing to delinquency of Starks, and Henley will work
Rev. Darrell Keith is the
her father and Cecil Farris on
were sustained in either of the troops into position on that monthly meeting Thursday,
house located at 203 Irvan, minor 1, chasing fire truck 1. with the county committee on
general chairman of Key '73.
Rank
a
for
scale
pay
the
raised
the death of his father.
accidents, according to police. boundary, the Chinese became
which the city schools purThe special theme of the breakOf the 184 cases, 106 were this phase of the issue.
The first accident occurred at
chased for expansion of the disposed of as charged in the
It is estimated that if a
fast will be "Intercessory 3:55 p.m. at the intersection of terrified, Koppel said.
We cleaned our desk off the Prayer."
Carter Elementary playground. court of City Judge Donald private firm operates an am1.2t
Page
Insight,
(See
Fifth and Olive, and involved
other day for some reason. Took
'The bid, from Leo Zinkovich, Overbey with 76 dismissed.
The Prayer and Service
bulance service here, it would
everything off and washed off Breakfast are part of Phase III cars driven by Jana G. Acuff of
54 be subsidized by about $45,000
noted
Jr., of Pine Bluff, called for the
report
The
Rochelle
G.
At
and
Agnes
Open
Benton,
Sunday
House
the lineoleurn top. Looks right whose overall theme is "Calling
board to receive $101.50 for the automobile accidents. In- yer year.
nice. We put everything back our Continent to Reser_ reetion." of Rutherford, Tenn., according
, which Zmkovich is to vestigations are as follows:
The Ledger and Times
Library
the
of
MSU Amateur Radio Club The Friends
but at least it is straightened up Phase III will also bein charge -to police.
off the lot before July 1. breaking and entering 1, grand editorial referred to by Counmove
the
at
meet
will
Organization
is
Investigating officers said the
some. Our filing system
44 the annual Easter Sunrise
The Murray State University Calloway
Public - -The board also approved the larceny 4, petty larceny and cilman Alexander urges the
County
downright uncanny. No par- Service and will be disclosing Acuff car was headed east on
told
17, at school calendar for next year, vandalism 11, and two stolen county to provide this service to
will
April
Amateur
Radio
Club
Tuesday,
Library
ticular order, but we can details for the arrangements Olive, and the Rochelle car was an
with school beginning August bicycles.
MSU
meeting
annual
the
;See Council, Page 12
"Open
at
This
7:00 p.m.
House"
headed south on Fifth when the
usually find what we are looking soon, Rev. Keith said.
WB4NT- is held each year at this time for 20, and student registration on
Sation,
Radio
Amateur
accident occurred.
for. Not right then maybe, but
prospective August 22. Christmas holidays
Sunday af- members or
Damage to the Rochelle car B, in Swann Hall,
at least the next da'y. That's not
will begin December 19, with
grotip'
the
of
6:00
to
p.m.
members
4:00
from
was to the front end. Police ternoon,
too bad.
back
reporting
"Friends" was students
local
The
p.m.
reports did not list the damage
organized several years ago January 2.
MSU
of
Faulty
and
Students
to the Acuff car.
A new spring break, moved to
Congratulations to James
Murray and has contributed much in the
The second accident occurred and the citizens of the
way of support and material coincide with the university
Harmon on being named as
inare
you
Area
are
if
invited
at 4:55 p.m. on Highway 641
president of the Murray Lions
The Murray State University Joe N. Prince, dean of the
radio com- needs to the library. It is both a break, is tentatively set for the
North, and involved cars driven terested in
Club. We have watched James
spokesman national and state wide week of March 25.
Symphony Orchestra under the School of Fine Arts, and the
club
a
munications,
N.
403
G.
by
Jackson,
Richard
The board received a report direction of Neale B. Mason will Rev. William Porter of the UCM
organization and has many
Harmon grow from a boy into a
10th, and Euel D. Elkins, Route said.
purposes.
on the. National School Board
fine young man.
play a spring concert on the staff.
Three, according to police.
by campus Thursday, April 19, as
Some of their objectives in- Convention, attended
County Judge Robert 0.
Other events scheduled at 8
the cars were
said
Officers
clude: creating expanded Chairman Maurice Ryan and
one of the special events during p.m. on each date during the
Miller has been appointed to the
Youngest called Wednesday
both headed south on 641 when
public support; and providing Schultz. The board also the Festival of Arts and week are: Monday- a concert
Rural County Task Force of the
night. Says he has shaved off
the accident occurred. Damage
assistance for items received the foundation study Religion.
financial
of
Association
.
National
today's
by the University Chorus in
by
his beard and that
to the Jackson car was to the
be of great benefit report, made for the city school
which
would
Scheduled at 8:15 p.m. in the Lovett Auditorium; Tuesday-a
NAC
to
according
Counties,
"standards his hair is short.
the
to
and
damage
a
end,
rear
Murrar firemen received
but cannot be purchased from system.
University School auditorium, Multi-Media _Happening in the
Executive director Bernard F.
Who says there are no
Elkins car was to the front end, call at 10:45 a.m. Thursday to the library budget.
concert program will in- Ftectial Hall Annex of the Price
the
Hillenbrand.
miracles today.
according to police.
804 N. 17th, where a car
The most recent project of the
clude Beethoven's "Fidelio" Doyle Fine Arts Center;
Miller is a graduate of Hazel
Pridemore
belonging to Lyle
group was the landscaping of
Overture, "Circus," a concert Wednesday-the opening and
High School, Murray State
Broke a finger nail the other
the library grounds.
had caught fire.
overture by Ernest loch, and awards presentations at the
and the University of
University
day. Reached for something
Fire Department reports said
A new slate of officers will be
will feature the "New World" annual Student Art Exhibition
Law. He has
Schootof
Louisville
on a shelf and instead of
the fire was out when firemen presented for the members'
Symphony by Dvorak.
been in county government as
in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery
for
getting what we reached
County Sheriff Clyde Steele
arrived. The fire was ap- approval and other business
Miss Alice Hopper, a senior in the Doyle Fine Arts Center;
attorney and judge since 1954.
reported a break-in at the home from Belleview, Fla., will ap- and Friday-a University
parently caused by an electrical will be conducted.
(See Seen & Heard, Page 12)
Miller is a member of the
interested in the of John Gregory Wednesday pear as.a soprano soloist with
Anyone
short.
of
board,
airport
board,
production
library
Theatre
z :7,41
Three men and one truck library program may join The night.
the orchestra in the aria "Non "Rosencrantz and Guildenstern
hospital board and is charirnan
annual dues are: individuals Steele said entry was gained ml dir" from Mozart's opera Are Dead," also in the Doyle
responded to the call.
of the board of health.
81.00, organizations - $3.00, through the back door, but that "Don Giovanni." She .is a
The Calloway County Chapter
Fine Arts Center.
contributing individuals- $10.00, the Gregory's are out of town, student of
Carl Rogers at
of the American Red Cross will
Mrs. Rena Hansen, associate
and lifetime individuals - $25.00. and he does not know exactly Murray State.
Sunny and cool today, with a
begin a Junior and Senior Life
for the arts of the
director
library
the
at
paid
be
Dues
may
taken.
high in the mid to upper 50s.
what was
The concert by the orchestra,
Saving Course at the Murray
National Council of Churches
or to William Boyd; treasurer.
performing
Partly cloudy and warmer
major
the
of
one
on
pool
University
State
in New York City, will serve as
Robert Hendon, president.
tonight and Saturday, with the
organizations on the campus, is
Monday, April 23.
be
to
the consultant on the campus
members
urges
all
adno
low tonight in the upper 30s and
open to the public at
The Murray State University present.
of
the entire festival week.
pastor
during
Puckett,
Rev.
Glen
the high Saturday in the mid
Sessions will be from 6:30 to
mission charge. It is another of
United 9:30 p.m. from April ZI to Faculty Jazz Trio will present a
the Mt. Hebron
will speak, lead
She
of
series
the,
continuing
60s. Warmer Sunday, with a
Sunday,
ed Al
.Metbodist • Church...will be the, -Friday,- April 27.-Ages for Abe ,concert at 2:00 p.m.
Thettisiesigl
-presentations -by the School of ulasEroorn discussions,. arid-.4
tf_t. of'tisnershowers. -held*
will
be
serviceS
_
Half
Revival
Recitalin
April
15,
the
the weekend junior course are eleven to
speaker for
and on panels.
at the Shady Grove Baptist Fine Arts for the edification
Annex, School of Music.
Kentucky's extended Gude& revival to open tonight (Friday)
Thursday
Motel
Murray
Mrs. Hasen, who has a
and
campus
the
of
enjoyment
fourteen, and for the senior
Church starting Sunday, April
The Trio consists of H. Leo
Sunday through Tuesday.
at 7:30 p.m. at the church.
in both art and
background
residents.
are fifteen or older.
area
course
s ray.City Police received a 15, at seven p.m., and conheld on
Blair, bass; Chuck Sunonss, Mur
Rain spreading !rote the west ' Services will be
Festival of Arts and theology, will speak at the UCIM
The
report
cash
April
the
of a theft from
tinuing through Saturday,
;tudents desiring to par- drums, Erwin Chandler. piano.
Sunday, ending in the east Friday and Saturday at 7:30
Religion April 16-20 Is being luncheon at 12:30, p.m. WedMonday. Fair and cooler p.m. and on Sunday at eleven ticipate in the courses must Featured with the Tric will be drawer at the Murray Motel 21, at 7:30 p.m. each evening. jointly sponsored by the School nesday and at the Rotary
Rev. Buck Morton will be the
register at the Red Cross office, student, Mike Shannon, saxo- Thurday.
Tuesday. Highs in the 70s Sun- a.m.
of Fine Arts and the United luncheon at 12:15 p.m. ThurTwenty dollars in cash was evangelist for the sevices. The
The church is located near located on the second floor of phone.
day and Monday, lowering to
Campus Ministry to explore the sday Her topic on both ociiivites
Lee,
Jerry
the 60s Tuesday. Lows around Backusburg on the Kirksey- the Calloway County Court
iThe public is cordially invited reportedly taken from the cash pastor, Rev.
relationships of art and religion. casions will be "Art and
50 Sunday and Monday, low- Mayfield Highway 464. The House, by Friday. April 20, a to attend this free perfocmance, drawer, according to police the public to attend the ser- Serving as co-directors are Dr. Religion"'
vices.
Red Cross spokesman said.
public is invited to attend.
a university spokesman said. reports.
ering to mid 40s Tuesday.

Key '73 Breakfast
Scheduled Monday

Two Accidents
Investipted
By City4 Police

City Teachers To
Get Pay Increase

and

Library Friends
Meet Tuesday

MSU Symphony Orchestra To
Give Spring Concert April 19

Miller Named
To Rural
Task Force

Firemen Called To
Car Fire Thursday

Break-In Reported
At Gregory Home

Red Cross Courses
In Life Saving To
Be Conducted Here

The Weather

Mt. Hebron Church
To Hold Revival

Faculty Jazz Trio
To Present Concert

Revival Planned
AJ Shady Grove
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Learn About Imports
Unions learn they, too. buy imports..:The Ohio
APL—C-10. in waging a major campaign against
imports, is finding that the lesson begins at home.
During the union's recent legislative conference,
President Frank W. King was surprised when a
delegate arose to make an observation. "We keep
talking about how imports are taking away jobs," he
said. "I would like to point out that the wine served
at our banquet last night was a foreign import
wine."
There was a briei silence. Some delegates_
privately mumbled something about eternal
,vigilance. the need for educational programs, and
_ _the session went on.—BeaumonLITex..1.Enterprise.

Stick With First Amendment
On the subject of a federal shield law for newsmen
protecting their right to keep sources of,information
confidential, a recent statement of John S. Kriftht of
the Knight Newspapers seems particularly apropos.
- `The more I study this question," Knight said,
"the more I ars persuaded that, since the First
Amendment has nurtured the freest press of any
nation. reporters, editors and publishers should not
petition Congress but rather continue to contest all
erosions of press or public freedom and be prepared
to defend their convictions at any cost.
"Freedom is not something that can be assured by
transitory legislation. worthy as the intent may be.
When Congress is involved, there lies the risk-as Royster has said—that it might start legislating
about freedom of the press even in the guise of
protecting it. This could be a dangerous precedent."
In other words, the newspaper publisher is wondering if the best answer to recent problems of news
source confidentiality is not to stick just with the
First amendment , under which the free press has
survived for nearly 200 -years, without any ,interpretive law —Wichita Falls (Tex.) Times.
•
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OVERSEAS DEFENSE SPENDING

Cuts may weaken peace effort

prtGE THREE

Taxpaying Time Here;
Tax Reform Not Seen
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Political Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Income taxpaying time is at
hand: federal tax reform is not.
An issue during the 1972 presidential campaign, tax reform
is still in the issue stage, although Congress has taken an
initial step toward shaping legislation.
There is, however, no likelihood that the product will be
the kind of overhaul of upperbracket and corporate tax provisions advocated by some
Democrats.
President Nixon has said he
will recommend property-tax
relief for the elderly and a tax
credit for parents on tuition
paid to private elementary and
secondary schools.
The administration has not
yet presented detailed proposals, but is expected to recommend little more than that.
Nixon is concentrating on another aspect of the tax ques-tion, contending that if Congress undoes the economies in
his budget, "it would take a 15per-cent increase in income
taxes to pay for the additional
expenditures."
Would-be reformers have
talked of raising vast new revenues by undoing what they consider loopholes in the tax code,
but the administration says
that can't be done.
John D. Ehrlichman, Nixon's
domestic-affairs chief, contends
it would not be possible to raise
substantial amounts of new
money through tax reform "un-

European NATO members did inSen.' John McClellan and fellow
their defense budgets by a tocrease
AppropriaSenate
his
on
Democrats
tions Committee declare that the tal of U.S billion this year, but most
proposed $83.5 billion defense budget of the increase went to cover the effor the coming fiscal year is too fects of inflation. It is apparent that
high, but they do not say exactly Western Europe has simply not pre'
THE
where.they would cut it, Neverthe- pared itself for a significant withless, it is obvious that one of the most drawal of U.S. fortes from NATO.
FAMILYvir var
Secretary of Defense Elliot L.
vulnerable areas of defense spendLAWYER
ing in the congressional mind right Richardson recently reminded Sennow is the cost of maintaining U.S. ator McClellan that. it would be a
forces overseas, especially in Eu- mistake to interpret the atmosphere
Invisible Fence
of detente in Europe and the final
rope.
Barbed-wire fences may be
The traditional debate over de- withdrawal of U.S. troops from Vietharder to climb, and wooden
the
dein
go-ahead
for
cuts
as
a
nam
fences harder to see through. But
fense costs is being cross-fertilized
for sheer versatility, nothing beats
and confused by the debate over fense budget that would demand a
_ttier invisible fence erected around
U.S. economic problems abroad. reduction in our commitments overeve!, piece of proper by the
The truth is, matters of trade imbal- seas. This, he said, would "seriously , laws of trespass and- nuisance.
Consider an example:
ance and dollar outflow actually weaken" the U.S. position in interThe Benson family lived next
have no bearing on our defense national negotiations.
door to a vacant lot on which the
might
budget
time
we
While
at
nevertheless
are
owner kept a large pile of sand.
strategy, but they
Whenever the wind blew from
threatening to affect it. If a glut of look upon those commitments in
that direction, sand would seep
weapnumbers
and
—
men
terms
of
dollars in Europe is a problem,,it
through the doors and windows of
seems so simple to suggest an attack or_i_s_pd the cost of keening them de.1•EDGEE a Tirilt8 FILE
Atte„„tiOSSZtl.b..90.e,
on it by reducing the $3 billion we ployed— their significance in an-Of:gt:•
spend keeping nearly 300,000 Ameri- er sense almost defies reckoning.
Mra Lovie Sheridan,age 82, died yesterday..at the _
cans in European billets with the The strength of1TATIT -and of the
Murray Hospital.
North Atlantic Treaty Organization. other mutual security organizations
• The Lynn Grove Methodist ghurch will be
There is no doubt that the size of in which the United States partici::dedicated Sunday exactly four years after the first
NATO cbmmitment becomes pates are the basis for the condition
':service was held in the new building. Officiating
harder
to defend as our alliet' be- which has permitted us to enter an
.1:ministers will be Rev. John Archer, pastor, and Rev.
come more prosperous, and as the "era of negotiation" in search of
..;;Paul T. Lyles, district superintendent.
pressure grows for limitations on the permanent peace. If they are weak7:- James L. Johnson, executive secretary of the
size
of our own federal budget. Gov. ened, the prospect for peace is
-Finally Benson sued the neigh. Murray Chamber of Commerce, spoke on "ComNelson Rockefeller, in his recent weakened.
bor on grounds of nuisance. In
munism and Profit" at the meeting of the Murray
keynote address to the Europe- _ The size of America's armed
coat, the neighbor argued that
Rotary Club.
he could ngt be blamed for what
America conference in Amsterdam. __forces has already _dwindled _to the
the wind did. But the court held
• 12th baseball
Murray State Racers won theii-Korean
before
the
since
lowest
point
for
important
it
is
pointed out how
it was unlawful—a breach of the
game of the season with a 2 to 1 triumph over the
invisible fence—for him to allow
Europeans to_be _aware of a "trend War. Until our allies show a much
visiting Indiana University team of the Big Ten.
his sand to invade the Benson
_toward isolationism" in America greater willingness to shoulder repremises.
now
we
security
for
the
sponsibility
security.
their
affect
which could
Othe,r courts have taken a simiin
"fat"
lar attitude toward leaves dropped
The need for "more equitable agree- provide, it is hard to find the
from an overhanging tree, vine,
, ments" to share the burden of Euro- our defense budget that the new isospreading into a latn, eaves jutlationists are looking for.
LiDGItit & TIMES DMZ
pean defense is urgent.
ting cner a boundary line (by a

less you start digging into the
extaxpayers'
average
emptions," such as deductions
for donations to charity, mortgage interest and the like.
And Rep. Wilbur D. Mills, DArk., chairman of the House
Ways and Means Committee,
says Congress never has managed to gain revenue through
tax reform.
Mills supports Nixon's proposed tax break for tuition-paying parents.
What may emerge eventually
is a bill emhracing that; property-tax relief; and revenueboosting changes in the capitalgains tax and the minimum
levy
in
upper-bracket
taxpayers.
Whatever happens, it won't
happen soon. Mills said. his
House Ways and Means Committee, which initiates tax legislation, will act first on Nixon's request for broad new
trade-negotiating powers.
Waiting in the Senate are
such reform advocates as Sen.
George McGovern who, in his
being_ Democratic Irerti4ential

campaign, said he would seek
changes to add $22 billion a
year to tax revenues by 1975.
Sen. Edmund S. Muside of
Maine has introduced legislation he said would produce $18
billion in new revenues by closing "upperAncorne and corporate loopholes" without affecting middle and lower-income
taxpayers.
But other omens are more
likely to foretell the outcome,
Nixon, during his re-election
campaign, said he favors plant.
depreciation provisions that
benefit industry at tax time, as
a way to promote improved
U.S. plants and equipment. He
also said there should be no reduction in oil-depletion allowances, a favorite target of reformers, in view of the energy
crisis.
During the campaign, Mills
joined in proposing legislation
to phase out 54 specific tax advantages unless Congress specifically reinstated them. Nothing was done about it then, and
he did not renew the proposal

Irvan G Dunn, age 67, died yesterday at the home
t
k
1 of his sister, Mrs. Weldon Lyles of near Kirksey.
Joe Tarry.son of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Tarry, won
__
: the Kentucky Federation of Music Clubs' contest in
Louisville. He won in the drum division and
represented the Murray Woman's Club.
Dr, HugkyncElrath was presented a watch as-a
_
• token of appreciation at a rc•cent meeting of the
Kentucky ' State Dental Association held at
Louisville, .
• Mrs. Hugh McElrath was installed as state vice• president of the Woman's Missionary Union of
4 Kentucky at the recent convention held at
Lexington

P.
:Bible
Thoughtfor Today
6••
The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom.—
Psalm 111:10.
Fear of the Lord means reverence and wisdom
begins with the recognition of God's power.

Isn't It The Truth
by (gait Riblet Jr.
The sun shines, the moon glows, the stars twinkle
and man blinks back at such wonders, meanwhile
wondering why,' ihe sun duesn't self-destruct, the
moon doesn't turn lob-sided and the stars dop'1,,fall
and put an-end to the misery orremembering where
hestarted -nut -from—in a diaper. .
"Life and misery began together:" - -frtornologia „., ,
..-

‘:. el

71..;:•-,
..
•

Clean-Up Program Success
70 members serve on the
executive council.
Successes within the state
include Hardin County and
Lexington. Last
year, the
Hardin County Environmental
Council won the Keep America
Beautiful County Award for a
44-point program they carried
out. The council coordinated
business, industry, government
and public and private
organization in a_beautification
campaign.
The Hardin County group's
activities included surveys of
dumps, pick-up of abandoned
cars and trash, and educational
programs. They also issued
pollution report‘,,carda, closed
illegal dumps, placed litter
barrels in the county, gave out
litter bags and recycled
newspapers_
Lexington's program differs
from most clean-up campaigns
bia.a se it has an. organization
funded by $5,000 from the city
government. Lexington's
Metropolitan
Environmental
Improvement
Commission
MENIMCO)acts as a lobby for
the public in matters of environmental concern.
Speakincof the organization.
Edith'Frankel, a founder and
Almost every county in chairman of the beautification
'Kentucky now has a member on subcommittee, -said the efthe advisorlacommittee. About fectiveness of MENIMCO lies in

FRARKPORT, Ky.—Despite
problems in getting the public
and government organizations
to take clean-up seriously, Bill
Henry, director of the
beautification program in the
Kentucky Department for
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection, points
to some examples of success
and hopes the successful ideas
will catch on.
Since becoming director of
beautification in January,,
Henry has been traveling
around Kentucky to meet
leaders in grass-roots clean-up
campaigns. Henry hopes to
expand and revitalize the old
citizen advisory organization on
beautification, Kentuckians for
a Cleaner, Greener Land, Inc.
"By revitalizing our citizaa
advisory committee, I believe
we will be better able to develop
effective beautification
programs across the state.
Through thfs organization,
leaders in beautification will be
able to exchange ideas and
expertise as well as help each
other by pnesenting a unified,
coordinarted approach to cleanup and' beautification in Kentucky," said Henry.

its ability to change laws.
"Laws and enforcement are
absolutely necessary if anyone
is ever going to take clean-up,
maintenance and beattification
seriously. Through MENIMCO,
we have been able to raise the
priority most people give cleanup because we have been able to
obtain some good laws
regulating it. One of our
remaining problems is raising
the priority enough to get good
enforcement of those laws."
Since it's formation in 1969,
MENIMCO has been instrumental in passage of a new
litter ordinance, a sign ordinance and a buffer ordinance.
The buffer ordinance requires
green zones between incompatible land uses, such as
centers
and
shopping
residential areas. MENIMCO
also helped establish a timetable for garbage and trash
-pie!'-ups- whirh outlawed
placing trash cankand garbage
outside from Friday morning
until Sunday night—a time
when no collections are made in
Lexington.
Gov. Wendell -Ford has
proclaimed April as Kentucky
°Clean-up and Beautification
Month and has urged all Kentuckians to exert effort and care
to keep the state clean and.
beautiful

Saturday, Apr!

Spring luncheon
Women's Society will I
Kenlake Hotel at 1;
Mail reservations by
Mrs. Charles Herring

Temple Hill Chapter
Order of the Eastern
sponsor a chicken supp
Temple Hill Masonic /
serving to be from five
p.m. The public is inv.

Rummage sale, spot
Murray
Student
Economics Associatic
will be held at th
building in downtown
from six a.m. to t
Persons who would
donate items for the
767-3387.

A rummage sale wil
the American Let
starting at seven a.r

in this co_hgress.

at

sored by the United I
Women of Martin's
Church.

James Campen Cl
Kentucky Society, Sol
American Revolution,
a 12 noon luncheon
Triangle Inn. All men
urged to attend.

The Captain Wend
Chapter of the Daugh
American Revolution
at the home of Mr;
Hart at 1:30 p.m.

Spring
The trees swinging in the breeze,
Touched gently by the spring,
Beauty growing on the land,
A harmonious song -to sing.

Doubleheader
softball game betwee
Acers and Lindy's
Evansville, Ind., will
at the Murray City Pi
p.m.

Waiting for a long long time,
Nature slept her wonderous sleep,
While unseen clocks ticked away,
Confident of her rendezvous to keep

Lonely seeds lay resting still,
Waiting through long winter's hush,
.Just tvaiting for a caressing touch,
Revelling Nature's innocent blush.

Teentown will be h
First United Method)
from 7:30 to eleven p
disc jockey present
records. Admission
cents.

What eye could fail to see,
What ear could fail to hear.
Symphonic music in the land,
In the spring of another year

Ten Years Ago Today

10 Years Ago Today

Friday, April
The American Leg
Auxiliary will meet
Legion Hall, South
Maple Streets, at seve
Post Service officer
the hall from five to se
to help veterans a
dependents with probl

Sunday, Apri
Open house will be
MSU Amateur Had
--W4NTgy Swann I'
four to six p.m. fc
intereste& in nu

-Tom Perkins
5•111..-

WIhrrER DREAMING - •
Fantasies in-January
_—
Turn not the north wind

municationi.—

Nor warm the earth;
But the gardener dreams
of sunrays and green shoots
and sings love songs
to all the seeds
yet to be sown
and to the bulbs
beneath the snow
and to the muddled grasses,
and fancies not that it is winter.

Senior recital o
Shults, trumpet,
N.Y., will be at four p
Recital Hall, Price E
Arts .Center, MSU.

alk

Mr. and Mrs. Alvin 1
Akron, Ohio, will be I
their 50th wedding a
by their children a
children with a recep

The old man sat in his old rocking chair:tears streatningfrom his
eyes,
For the world of today had told him it would be a better place if he
were to die.
Youth was the blessed lovely state,
But old age was the sin.
To the young people he was a burden,
To the young babes he was a king,
To himself, he was a man torn between the want to live, and the
want of death
"Sky"

Fresh Flow
Co

matter of inches), and sound
waves from a neighbor's howling
dog.
And, of course, the invisible
fence also bars anyone from walking across your property without
He looked at the sky.
permission.
How high does the fence _exHow beautiful it was he thought; and it was older than he,
tend? Courts used to say it -exYet it remained,and would still be when he passed away.
tended all the way up to heaven
-a theory that, if enforced literally, would make eery airplane Thunder roared through the clouds, frightening the young,
Yet the old man wasn't afraid of the thunder;
flying overhead a trespasser.
Nowadays, your invisible fence 4-- For he had lived long and knew what thunder Was.
extends only to a "reasonable" The rain came, tumbling from the sky.
height. But still, your protection
Cleaning all the earth; falling upon the old man.
goes" higher -than the Average
He glanced at the cristal rain that laid upon the old wrinkled hand,
housetop.
In one case a telephone com- Then he smiled and though aloud,
pany strung a wire'X) feet above Depthls what I want, where I can watch the young grow old.
a man's hack yard, contending it He laid his head back, closed his eyes,
was using only the "free and
and quickly the' old man died.
open" air. However, a court ordered the wire removed, since
Deborah Holt
space that close to the ground
R. R. 1
might well be and someday by
the owner himself.
neater. Kentucky 42036
,-The space occupied by the
wire." said the court, "ViaS a part
of his land. The law protects it
from hostile occupation."
.4n American Bar 4,...owin lion
public ..ervice fOnture by Will
THEATRE
licrnard.

12th at Poplar_ St
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Friday, April 13
The American Legion and
Auxiliary will Meet at the
Legion Hall, South 8th and
Maple Streets, at seven p.m. A
Post Service officer will be at
the hall from five to seven p.m.
to help veterans and their
dependents with problems.

Methodist Women
Of Coldwater Hold
Holiday Inn, Murray,from two to Program Meeting
four p.m. All friends. and
Mrs. Sherwood Potts was in
Atbarge of the program
presented at the meeting of the
United Methodist Women of the
Coldwater Church held on
Monday, April 2, at seven
o'clock in the evening at the
church.
The scripture was read by
Mrs. Thomas Smith and the
group repeated The Lord's
Prayer led by Mrs. Glen
Puckett,

relatives are invited.
Social season at Oaks Country
Club starts with a scramble
tournament for men and women
at one p.m. Members urged to
sing up at the club pro-shop or
call in their entry by Saturday
noon.

Saturday, April 14
The MSU Faculty Jazz Trio
Spring luncheon of MSU
Women's Society will be held at will present a concert at two
Kenlake Hotel at 12:30 p.m. p.m. in the Recital Hall Annex.
Mail reservations by April 12 to
Mrs. Charles Harrington.
Monday, April 111
The Penny Homemakers Club
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Order of the Eastern Star will
Richard Armstrong with Mrs.
sponsor a chicken supper at the
Ernest Madrey as hostess at
Temple Hill Masonic Hall with
9:30 a.m. A potluck luncheon
serving to be from five to eight
will be served.
p.m. The public is invited.
Rummage sale, sponsored by
Home
Student
Murray
Economics Association, MSU,
will be held at the Bells
building in downtown Murray
from six a.m. to two p.m.
Persons who would like to
donate items for the sale call
767-3387.
_ _
A rummage sale will be held
at the American Legion Ran
starting at seven a.m., sponsored by the United Methodist
Women of Martin's Chapel
Church.
James Campen Chapter of
Kentucky Society, Sons of the
American Revolution, will have
a 12 noon luncheon at the
Triaogle Inn. All members ars
urged to attend.
The Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution will meet
at the borne of Mrs. George
Hart at 1:30 p.m.
Doubleheader women's
softball game between Murray
Acers and Lindy's Stars of
Evansville, Ind., will be played
at the Murray City Park at one
p.m.
Teentown will be held at the
First United Methodist Church
from 7:30 to eleven p.m. with a
disc jockey present to play
records. Admission will be fifty
cents.
Sunday, April 15
Open house will be held at the
MSU Amateur Radio Station
-WRANTBi-lievann Ha/I, from
four to six p.m. for persons
interested., in radio
Cornmuicat
Senior recital of Edgar
Shults, trumpet, Syracuse,
N.Y., will be at four p.m. at the
Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, MSU.

Mrs. Hulas Wilson had the
topic, "Easter," Mrs. Bobby
Locke, "The Lily;" Mrs. Gary
Haneline, "A Great Easter
Truth;" Mrs. Potts, a poem,
"The Cross Was His Own."
The song, "There's No One
Like Jesus," was sung by Mrs.
Haru Adams.
Mrs. Codie Adams, president,
presided and Mrs. David Lamb,
secretary, read the minutes.

The Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Women will meet at
the church at one p.m.
Prayer and Service Breakfast
of Key '73 will be at the Holiday
Inn at eight a.m.
The MSU Chorus will present
a concert, "The Lord Triumphant" by Eula McCain, conducted by Prof. Robert Bear, at.
8:30 p.m. in the Lovett
auditorium.
• .Calloway County Citizens
Public
with
Concerned
Education(Concerned Citizens)
will hold its first meeting in the
community room of the Federal
Savings and Loan,7th and Main
Streets at seven p.m. An open
invitation is extended to all
interested persons.

The next meeting will be held
May'7 at the church. Visitors
are invited to attend, Mrs.
Adams said.

Murray-Kenlake Flotilla will
start its safe boating course at
the Murray Vocational School
at 7:30 p.m.
Blood River Baptist Pastor's
Fellowship will meet at the
Triangle Inn at 11:30 a.m.

•

Fresh Flowers - Potted Plants and
Corsages for Easter

.
4

KEY GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Key of
Marion, Illinois, announce the
arrival of a baby girl, Mends
Glen, born March 24, at 5:20
p.m. She weighed seven pounds
and twelve ounces.
They
have two other
daughters, Stacy Michelle and
Tasha Gaye..
The maternal grandmother le
Mrs. Ben Bell of 502 South 7th
Street, Murray, and the
paternal grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Lowell Key of Murray
Route Four. Great grandparents are Mrs. Emma
Emerson, Mrs. E.T. Humphries, and Mr. and Mrs. One
Key.
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Plenty of Parking in Rear

753-610
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Shirts
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-kres
Youth Shop 4,

504 Main
Behind Peoples Bank
SEE US FOR EASTER!
Bank Arnericard
..............................................................,
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$200
REWARD
For information leading to the arrest and
conviction of person or persons involved in the
breakin at WALLACE BOOK STORE, Monday
night, April 9.

Contact Fred Masters,
Phone 753-7334
—Information Will Be Kept Confidential

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY . How much does a daughter owe her
mother? Mom divorced Dad when I was five. I'm 23 now,
and Dad has paid her a generous alimony all these years,
phis child support which enabled me to have the .bet
clothes, music lessons, dancing lessons, and a college education. Morn never .had to go out and work.
I recently married a -Nvonderfnl man whose wort takes
him all over the world. At first Moen sulked because we
didn't ask her to live with us. Vey she wants me to stay
home with her or invite her to travel with us. Abby, I love
my mother, and my husband is very considerate of her, but
he doesn't want to make it a steady threesome.
Mother is 56, attractive, and could easily marry again
but she says she won't let Dad off the alimony hook as long
as she lives. [She's bitter because he's happily married
now.)
I feel guilty leaving her. In fact, I feel guilty just
LIFE OF MY OWN
writing this. What should rtle?
DEAR LIFE: If you MINI 111101111.1111 to too you .it 06
feel guilty, count me in. A woman wko makes a martyr of
herself -because she's determined to keep her husband os
the alimony book doesn't deserve mach sympathy. You'd
feel less guilty if you sold her how you felt. It might cause
her to take a good hard look at herself and possibly change
her life's direction.
DEAR ABBY: We were planning a lovely big church
wedding for our daughter in June. Well, she got pregnant,
and she and her boy friend panicked and drove to Reno and
got married there.
Now she wants to be married in church by our priest.
[Do we have to tell him the truth?] Of course, the wedding
won't be as big and elaborate as the one we planned originally, but I wonder if we could still have a flower girl and
ring bearer? We promised my little niece and nephey. and
MRS J.
they will be so disappointed.

— FREE DELIVERY —
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-How much does
daughter owe her mom?

We Have ...
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The sanctuary of the Puryear
Baptist Church was the scene of
the wedding of Miss Vivian Lee
Morris, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert D. Morris, Jr., of
Route One, Puryear, Tenn., to
Jimmy D. Geurin, son of Mrs.
Lona Mae Geurin of Murray
Route Six and the late Robert
Troy Geurin.
Rev. Norman Culpepper
officiated at the double ring
ceremony read at seven o'clock
in the evening on Saturday,
March 17.
The vows were exchanged
before the traditional family
arch. Spring flowers of daffodils, blue bells, peach

Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p.m.

The Baptist Young Women of
the Blood River Baptist
Association will meet at the
Baptist Student Union at 7:30
p.m.

I
1
I

COOKING

DEAR MRS. J.: Under the circumstances I think simplicity should be the keynote in this wedding. Discuss it
with your priest. And. yes. tell him the truth: be can count
and will probably be asked to baptise the baby In six
months.
DEAR ABBY: A girl with whom I work is getting
married soon She and I have spent our lunch hour together nearly every day since she came here a year ago. I was
quite sure she would invite me to her wedding, but the
other day she said she wasn't having anybody from the
office because if she invited one she'd have to have them
all or there would be hard feelings.
Abby, she isn't friendly with any of the other girls. and
I'm sure there would be no hard feelings if she were to
/'invite me. I am very hurt, and I don't know how I can
continue to have lunch with her every day and keep a .
plastic smile on my face. If the situation were reversed, I'd
have invited her to my wedding..1 think she should be more
concerned about hurting MY feelings than the feelings of
the other girls in the office who are mere acquaintances. 1. -air.? Or nhiuidI St-it--HURT
slide'
DEAR HURT: Let it slide. dear. Some people don't feel
as close tons as we feel to them.
Prebiems? You'll feel better if you get It on your chest.
For • perms& repty. write 10 ABBY: Box Na. srm, L. A..
CAL ONO. nodose stmapeid. 'self-addressed eurel*Pe.
!lease.
Hale to write letters? Seed $l to Abby, Box 111700 Los
Angeles, Cal. 9000. for Abby's booklet. "How to $,J. rite
Letters for All Oerasious."

blossom.- baby's breath, and
with
hyacinths entwined
greenery covered the arch and
the low white picket fence on
each side of the altar. White
tapers in candelabra were on
each side of the altar.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Mrs. J.T.
Dale, organist, and Mrs. Gary
Garnlin, vocalist. Mrs. Dale
played several selections and
the
wedding
traditional
processional and recessional.
Selections by Mrs. Gamlin were
"One Hand, One Heart" and
"We've Only Just Begun."
Bride's Dress
The bride entered the church
and came to the altar on the isle
of carpet. She was escorted by
her father and given in
marriage by her parents.
Her dress, designed and
fashioned by her mother, was of
white Chantilly lace with a
wedding ring neckline and
empire waist with tiny covered
buttons down the back and
closing the wide cuffs that were
fitted to full gathered sleeves.
The skirt had seven tiers of
ruffles down the center back.
Small white daisies trimmed
the neckline, waist, and cuffs.
The bride's headpiece was
covered with Chantilly lace and
tiny pearls. The long train made
from imported illusion and
trimmed with the Chantilly lace
was attached to the headpiece.
She carried a bridal bouquet
made by the bride of daisies,
carnations, porn poms, roses,
and ivy along with streamers
surrounded by an orchid center.
The bouquet was placed on a
white Bible given to the bride
and groom by the bride's
parents.
were pearl
Her jewelry
loveknot earrings given to her
by the groom, and a watch
necklace of her great aunt for
something old. Pennies were
placed in her shoe by her
brother, Jim moms, and her
uncle Noble Wilson
Mrs. David Gallimore, sister
of the bride, was the matron of
honor and only attendant. Her
dress was floor length of flora
orgaruza with ruffled neckline
and a wide ruffle around the
bottom of the dress, and long

Mrs. Elvin Crouse
eet
Hostess
Of Westside Club
The borne of Mrs. Elvin Crouse
on the Penny Road was the scene
of the meeting of the Westside
Homemakers Club held on
Tuesday, April 3, at eleven-thirty
o'clock in the morning.
Mrs. Harold Fones, president,
presided. Lessons for the corning
year were discussed
The devotional reading from
Psalms 37:1-4 was by Mrs. James
Miller.
A potluck luncheon was served
at the noon hour.
Present for the meeting were
Mesdames Jerry Joseph, Glen
Gibbs, Charles Coleman, Alvin
Usrey, James Miller, Harold
Fone, and Crouse.
The next meeting will be held
May 8, at 12:30 p.m. at the home
of Mrs. Wayburn -Wyatt.

'

PICNIC SUPPER
Cold Cuts
Cheese Sandwiches
Cherry Tomatoes
Celery Sticks
Melon Wedges
Cookies
CHEESE SANDWICHES
1/4 pound cheddar cheese, fine.
ly grated
I drained canned pimiento.
minced
2 tablespoons minced green ol-,
Ives
2 tablespoons finely chopped
walnuts
2 tablespoons mayonnaise
Mix together all the ingredients. Use as a filling for sandwiches Makes about 1 cup
cheese spread

The Puryear, Tenn., Baptist Church

The Coldwater Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Jerry
•
Bazzell at 12:30 p.m.

The United Methodist Women
of Good Shepherd Church will
meet at two u.m.

FRIDAY--APHIL 13 1973 t

Miss Vivian Lee Morris Exchanges Vows
With Jimmy D. Geurin In Ceremony At

Tuesday, April 17
The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
present a program of music
appropriate for use at church
weddings at the First United
Methodist Church at 7:30 p.m.

Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Williams of
Akron, Ohio, will be honored on
Friends of the Library will
their 50th wedding anniversary meet at the _Calloway County
grandby their children and
Public Library at,seven p.m.
children with a reception at the

12th at Poplar St

During the social hour
refreshments were served by
Mrs. Potts.
Other members present, not
previously mentioned, were
Mesdames Roy Clark, Jimmy
Wilson, Evelyn Kinsey, and
Charles- fikaton. Two new
members were Mrs. Arnold
Forner and Mrs. Lloyd Cooper.
Four visitors were Mrs. Hart
Adams, Tricia Clark, Lori
Cooper, and Tina Cooper.

KENTUCKY

Mother
Goose

j

says:

"Sure,
you can
pay more':
but you
can't buy
tter."
Pont let our low prices lead you
to believe you're buying less t
the best. Mother Goose specializes
in children's shoes only - so top
Quality can go into every pair ...
at prices others just caul Meet.
let our expert child titters show
you why Mother Goose is better.

Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy D. Geurin

sleeves with gathered cuffs. She‘
41.ane, nieces of the groom, was
1999
wore a pink bolero over her used to cut the cake.
.
dress.
Serving at the reception were
Her headpiece of the same Mrs. James H. Morris, sister,infabric as the bolero, was a law of the bride, Mrs. Tommy
contoured cap covered with Lane, sister of the groom, and
pink fabric flowers and had Mrs. Robert L Morris III,
three streamers with a flower sister-in-law of the bride.
, 1t4s
t
7.99
After the reception the couple
attached to each one. She
of
left for a short wedding trip and
carried s nosegay bouquet
spring flewers.
are now residing on Murray
Michael Keel served as best Route Six.
The bride is a graduate of
man for Mr. Geurin. The ushers
were Robert L. Morris III, Puryear High School and
brother of the bride, and Nestle's School of Cosmtology
brotharia•imr of and is operator of the Three
Sisters Beauty Salon of
the groom.
MR1PTV
Mrs. Morris, mother of the Puryear. The groom, a
bride, wore a floor length dress graduate of Calloway County
of blue brocade crepe with blue High School, earned his B.S.
degree at Murray State
adcessbries. Her corsage was
University where he is
white orchid.
The groom's mother, Mrs. presently ,working on his M.S
Geurin, was attired in a floor degree.
length dress of green brocade
crepe with black trim and black
accessories. A yellow orchid
was her corsage.
The guest register in the
vestibule of the church, was
APRIL 15— The Rev. Bobby E Roberts,
kept by Miss Tina Morris, niece
Clinton (Sunday)
of the bride. The table was
APRIL
—
16
Rev.
floor
The
Kenneth Helton,
white
covered with a
length cloth centered with a bud
Paducah (Monday)
vase of yellow daffodils.

Mother Goose Shoes

Mother Goose
Fashions

HEAR OUTSTANDING PREACHING NIGHTLY
Tiiirefiristian Chiial 7:30
—

Reception
Following the ceremony the
reception was held in the
fellowship hall of the church.
The bride's table was centered with the three tiered cake
with the layers being separated
by Grecian pillars and topped
with a bride and groom
statuette. The cake was made
by the bride's aunt, Mrs. Noble
Wilson.

APRIL 17 — The Rev. W. W. Morris.
Wickliffe (Tuesday)

The silver cake knife given to
the bride and groom by Miss
Jody Birkeen and Miss April
'OW

WALLIS DRUG

Phone 753-127z
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
We Have It — We Will Get It — Or It Can't Be Had

.HOLY
SPIRIT
SEMINAR
CALVARY
T_EJAPLE

* Vote For *

T. G. (Ted)
ALEXANDER
for

FIRST PEPITECOSTAt CHURCH Of GOD
Hwy..641 S.-Murray, Ky.

'-

Pastor Paul WAger will be preaching a series of sermons
on the Doctrine of the Holy Spirit including the gifts of thtSVirit. April.15a2...4.7:410 p,pt. with.. the ,eiltyptiort -of
Saturday night the 21st. Special singing 'each night
featuring thr Melody Notes and Calvary Echoes

SHERIFF
of Calloway County
The Candidate With-A-Goal for Protection 24 Hours A Day

This is your Invitation to attend.
Paid Put

Ad

by T.G. Alexander,' RR2, Murray.
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McCovey Slams Two Homers In One Inning To Lead Giants

BRANDON'S
BITS

By KEN RAPPOPORT .
Associated Press Sports Writer
When Willie McCovey speaks,
everyone listens respectfully.
When he hits, everyone watches
admiringly.

By Mike Brandon

The biggest Giant of them all
gave the crowd something to
watch Thursday with two home
runs in one inning that carried

Les Taylor of Murray State will be in Louisville tonight to accept the award as the Outstanding College Basketball Player of
the Year in Kentucky
The award is being presented by the Commonwealth Athletic
Club.
Bill Walton will accept the top award which goes to the most
outstanding college player in the nation:
The outstanding college coach in the state is Denny Crum, head
basketball mentor at the University of Louisville.
Dale Ray, coach of the Hickman County Falcons, will receive
the award as the outstanding prep coach.
Wesley Cox of Louisville Male is the top prep player of the year.
- Charlie 0. Finley, owner of the Oakland Atheltics, the Memphis
Tams and the Oakland Seals will be the featured speaker at the
banquet.

By BOB COOPER .
Associated Press Sports Writer
The major Kentucky Derby
contenders are taking this weekend off, but at least seven possible starters are in stakes
competition and other hopefuls
across the country are seeking
to boost their stock.
Secretariat, the most heavily
favored future book choice in
Derby history, and the second
pick of the lot, Sham, are
awaiting next week's Wood Memorial in New York.
The bulk of the West Coast
delegation awaits the California
Derby at Golden Gate Fields
the same day as the Wood,
April 21, and many of the rest
are in Kentucky for Keenland's
Blue Grass Stakes a few days
later.
This week's racing spotlight
is on the 8100,000-added Pan
American Handicap at Gulfstream Park, where Calumet
Farm's Gleaming would have
been the heavy favorite, but
was withdrawn.
"I hate to miss this one, but
it's a long, long season,"
trainer Reggie Cornell said
after his colt was stung by a
scorpion in his stall and ran a
temperature of 101.3.
Gleaming, who was reported
recovering, had been assigned
top weight of 126 pounds for the

Action will really pick up on the local scene next week as the
high schools resume,
Murray High and Calloway will open their baseball seasons.
unless the weather seestIttO be a nuisance some more
.thybody who wants to take a chance on finding me home may
-do so by calling 753-2815. Otherwise, I can be reached at the office
on Tuesday and Thursday mornings.

By BOB GREEN .
Associated Press Golf Writer
PENSACOLA, Fla. 1AP* —
ff tried, but I just couldn't
),quite get with the program."

e

•

Masters champion Tommy
on looking tired and
as explaining his withdrawal
ter shooting a fat 77
ursday in the first round of
6150,000 Monsanto Open
If Tournament.

I knew full well what to exsaid Aaron, who has had
lynly a few hours of sleep since
s Masters triumph Monday.
"I'm just mentally and emo'onally exhausted.

of it built on his delicate touch
around the slick, hard-to-hold
greens that sent scores exceptionally high in this event
that often produces a number
of relatively low rounds.
teran Doug Sanders was
alone in :7-• • with a 68 that
he described as not too exciting. Just another day at the
office."

San Francisco to a 9-3 victory
over the Houston Astros.
After carrying his big stick,
the 6-foot-4, 230-pound first
baseman Spoke softly as reporters listened respectfully in the
clubhouse.
"It didn't even occur to me
that I was coming up again in
the same inning," said the quiet, unassuming McCovey.

14t-mile handicap over the turf.
Some 13 others will try for the
more than $80,000 first money.
At Garden State, four Kentucky Derby-eligible invaders
from New York are among a
field of nine going in the $25,000-added Princeton Stakes at
six furlongs.
Timeless Moment, Torsion,
Biller's Brother and Settecento
will be looking for tickets to
Louisville and the Derby, but
the role of favorite more likely
will be shared by Actuality and
Jim Duncan.
Though neither is eligible for
the Derby, Actuality won the
Hibiscus Stakes and was fourth
to Secretariat in the Bay Shore
and Jim Duncan has been a
threat all season.
La Prevoyante, last season's
unbeaten Canadian Horse of the
Year, heads the field for the
830,000-added Ashland Stakes at
Keeneland and probably will be
the prohibitive favorite.
Eligible for the Derby, the
filly more likely will try the
Kentucky Oaks—the derby for
the ladies of horsedom. She is
one for two this season.
Stablemates Lou Rosenbush
and Silver Doctor, the later
with four victories straight at
over a mile, head the field for
the $30,750 Challedon Stakes at
11-16-miles at Pimlico.

Jane Blalock,. Kathy ,
.wh

New Zealand left-hander Bob
Charles, Chuck Courtney and
Bob Wynn, grouped at 69, were
the only others in the 144 man
field able to break 70 on the 6,67a ,rd,. par 71 Pensacola
Ccitintry Club

Australian Bruce Crampton,
"I felt an obligation to play.
V'd
committed
to
the who said he hit only six greens,
ournarnent and I was obliged. headed a large group at 70. DeBy KAROL STONGER .
t after that 77 it's just hope- fending champion Dave Hill
PALM SPRINGS, Calif. AP)
for me to try to continue." had a fat 75 and must improve
and Kathy
-HOrriere Minas
-, t&Ty if he is lb Mai-Me-mit for the — Jane -Blalock
the accused and one
from Houston, held the final two rotuids Saturday and Whitworth,
of the accusers, were penalized
- first round lead with a 67, most Sunday,
for the same error at the same
water hazard in the opening
round of the 8154,000 ColgateDinah Shore Winners Circle. •
Murie Breer's four-under-par
68, good for $1,000 as the
round's low score as well as a
one-stroke lead over Betty Burfeindt, was virtually unnoticed
Thursday as Miss Blalock, Miss
Whitworth and Carol Mann,
three of the tourney favorites,
were embroiled in the controversy on the sixth hole of the
Reason 11. Our average fee for
Mission Hills Country Club

over seven and a half million
customers last year was only
about 12 dollars.

THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE

NATIONAL HOTEL BLDG.
Open 9 a m -6 p.m, weekdays, 9 am.-5 p.m Sat Phone 753-9704
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

McCovey's two shots, his
third and fourth of the season,
drove in four runs and highlighted an eight-run fourth inning that sewed up the game.
In the National League's other games, the Montreal Expos
trimmed the Philadelphia
Phillies 5-3; the Pittsburgh Pirates turned back the Chicago

Seven Possible Derby Starters
In Stakes Races This Weekend

.Juan Smith, a 6-4 185 pound guard, his signed an OVC grant-inaid and national letter of intent at Austin Peay. Smith is from
- Gastonia, North Carolina,
- The top priz* recruited so far by the Governors is 6-9 Ralph
Garner of Glenns High School in Brirningham, Alabama.
Murray State coach Cal Luther indicated yesterday that
several prospects will be signing soon.

•
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Miss Whitworth, as a member of the Ladies Professional
Golf Association's executive
board, was partially responsible for meting out a one-year
suspension of Miss Blalock last
May when Janie's peers judged
her a cheater. Miss Blalock,
who won this tournament last
year, currently is playing by
virtue of a court injunction barring her ban from the pro tour.
"I'm very cautious," said
Jane,referring to her plight. "I
check every little detail. When
I asked Kathy about how to
play the ball, I figured it was
okay.
"But I play so I'm responsible. I can't blame anyone
else."
What happened was that Miss
Whitworth, the all-time money
winner on the LPGA circuit, hit

it happened.
And its important.
Youll see it tonight
on WIAC-TV at6
and 10. Chris Clark
brings you
EYE.WITNESSer
I

Both are Derby eligibles.
While Lou Rosenbush has failed
to win in three starts this year,
he won two stakes last fall. Silver Doctor has won his last five
in a row in seven starts this
season.
Last year's 3-year-old champion, Rokeby Stables' Key ..ttt
the Mint, makes his seasonal
debut in the $50,000-added Excelsior Handicap at Aqueduct,
probably to face six challengers.
Those include Facoredian,
winner of the City of Baltimore
Handicap last Saturday and
recipient of 11 pounds' advantage in weight in the Excelsior.
Quack has been top weighted
for the $55,950 Lakeside Handicap at Hollywood frark at 127
pounds, giving seven to Royal
Owl for the 1 1-16-mile turf
race. Seven others will go.
The $30,000-added Berkeley
Hancficap at Golden Gate
Fields finds Cabin and Masked'
with top imposts of 121 and 120,
respectively, and nine others in
the 1 1-16-mile turf event.

Cubs 6-0; the New York Mets
nipped the St. Louis Cardinals
2-1; the Atlanta Braves beat
the San Diego Padres 3-2 and
the Cincinnati Reds trimmed
the Los Angeles Dodgers 5-2.
In the American League, the
New York Yankees trimmed
the Cleveland Indians 5-0; the
Chicago White Sox topped the
Oakland A's 6-3; the Baltimore
Orioles blanked the Detroit
Tigers 1-0 in 10 innings and the
Texas Rangers turned back the
Kansas City Royals 4-0. Bad
weather postponed Boston at
Milwaukee.
McCovey's feast on Houston
pitching marked the first time
in 24 years of baseball that a
National Leaguer has hit two
homers in one inning. Sid Gordon did it July 31, 1949, when
the Giants were in New York.
California's Rick Reichardt was
the last man to do it in the
American League, in 1966.
McCovey's power show made
It easy for starter Tom Bradley, who secured his first National League victory. Houston's Ken Forsch, victim of
McCovey's first clout of the inning, was the losing pitcher.
Jorge Roque's first major
league grand slam homer keyed a five-run first inning that
carried Montreal past Philadelphia. Roque's smash spoiled
Jim Lonborg's debut before the
Phillies' home fans and saddled
the former American Leaguer
with his first National League
loss.

•

Bridge
or
Accident
Trap

Mun
24-2

By MIRE BRAN
Ledger & Times Spoil
It was back in 1932
Murray State footbt
handed the UnIvei
Louisville a crushii
setback.
Yesterday Murray tit
humiliated I Allisville,
the difference in what 1
yesterday and what is
41 years ago is that
ferent sports were inv
An amazed crowd at
Field watched the
Thoroughbreds pound
hits as records fell u
blitzkrieg of bats.
By the time the three
batting practice en
Murray, the following
had fallen:
Most hits-22, breal
old record of 20 set
against Austin Peay ar
1969 against Memphis
Most runs-24, brea
old mark of 23 set in 195
Union College and tie(
against Austin Peay.

STEE-RIKE!Greg 1
up a strikeout. Englar

To the Citizens and Voters of Calloway County

- --lunacy's Games ..

Eastern Conference
Atlanta at Boston, if neces
sary, time to be announced
'We'stervi' conference
Golden State vs Milwaukee
at Madison. \Nis , if necessary,
7 10 p m
Chicago at Los Angeles, if
an
to
be
,,ecessary, time
iiounced ABA
All Best-of-7 Series
Division Championships
Thursday's Game
West Division
Utah 126, Indiana 107, Utah
'pads 10
Friday's Games
No, oames scheduled _
Saturday's Games
East Division
Kentucky vs. Carolina at
Greensboro. N.C., 2 p m , na
tonal TV, Kentucky leads 1-0
West Division
Indiana at Utah, 9'35 p m
Sunday's Games
No names scheduled

MODEL GSD461N
4 PUSHBUTTON CYCLES
• Power Scrug7 Norm& Wash
Short Wash and Rinse 1 Hold
• Automattc Detergent a Rinse
010 Dispensers

Plus small installation charge

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
212 E. Main
Phone 753-1586

Gabriel To Play
In Minor League
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (API —
Roman Gabriel's attorney says
he has reached a tentative
agreement for the unhappy Los
Angeles Rams quarterback to
play with a minor league club
next season, despite threats ha.
could be dropped from major
league football.
But there were indications
Gabriel was using the proposed
contract with the Las Vegas
Casinos to force a trade to
some other National Football
League club. Gabriel's attorney, Ed Masry, declined to
comment on the matter after
arriving here Thursday night,
saying only, "Roman wants to
be traded. If this helps him to
be traded then as tar as he's
concerned it's beneficial."
Masry. later met with owners
of the Casinos and in a joint
statement said the tentative
agreement called for the 6-foot4 signal caller to be paid $100,.
000 for an eight-game summer
season with the team and be
free to report to an NFL team
by mid-August.
Gabriel, who has played ii
years for the Rams, still -has
two years remaining in his cone
tract. But he has been seeking
a trade and Masry said he wanted to join the Washington Rea.
skins,-coached by former Rams
head coach- George Allen: •

made them stand - up for their
victory over the Cardinals.
John Milner singled home Bud
Harrelson with the first run
and aeon Jones later drove in
the winning run with a sacrifice
fly.
Hank Aaron broke a tie with
a solo home run in the sixth Inning to lead Atlanta over San
Diego. The blast was his second
of the year and 675th of his career, moving him 39 behind
Babe Ruth's all-time career
record of 714.

REPLACE
YOUR OLD
Pro Cage
ROAM
Standings WITH A et
PECRUBBER

By The Associated Press
NBA Playoffs
All Starting Times EST
All Best-of-7 Series
Conference Semifinals
Thursday's Games
No games scheduled
' Friday's Games
Eastern Conference
Roston at Atlanta, 8.05 p m
Boston leads 3 1
Western Conference
Los Angeles at Chicago. 8 30
. p m , national TV, Los Angeles
leads 3 2
Milwaukee at Golden State,
11 05 p m , Golden State leads
32
SafOrday's Games
No games scheduled

her No. 6 tee shot into the water on the par four hole, misjudged the hazard as to wham:she was supposed to drop the
ball, was penalized three
strokes instead of one and took
a triple bogey seven. She wound
up with a one-under-par 71.
Miss Blalock, No. 2 to Kathy
in official earnings for 1972,
also put her tee shot into the
water and, following Miss
Whitworth's example, played it
the same way—as a lateral
hazard instead of as a water
hazard.
She wound up with a 75.
While Mrs. Breer was alone
with a 68, and Miss Burfeindt
one stroke back at 69, Shirley
Englehom, Pam Barnett and
Debbie Austin were knotted at
70. At 71 going into today's second round were Gloria Ehret,
Mickey Wright and Miss
Whitworth.

Home runs by Milt May and
Manny Sanguillen and the fourhit pitching of Bob Moose
helped Pittsburgh maintain its
perfect recotd with a victory
over Chicago. The Pirates'
fourth straight victory was
fashioned in near-freezing
temperatures at Three Rivers
Stadium before a sparse crowd
of 3,764.
The New York Mets tagged
Bob Gibson for two runs in the
first inning and Tom Seaver
and reliever Phil Hennigan

1972 Cadillac Sedan Deville, all power and air, vinyl roof,
Murray car.
1971 Cadillac Coupe DeVille, all 4ower and air, vinyl roof,
Murray car.
1970 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, all power and air, white with
black vinyl roof.
1970 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, all power and air, gold with
black vinyl roof, Murray car.
1967 Cadillac DeVille, all power and air, yellow with black
Vinyl roof.
1969 Oldsmobile, 98 2 door hard top, power and air, yellow
with black vinyl roof, 43,000 miles. 1969 Oldsmobile,98,2door hard top, all power and air, tan
with black vinyl roof. 45,000 miles, Murray car.
1968 Oldsmobile Cutlass, 4 door Sedan, power and air,
48,000 miles.
1966 Oldsmobile 98, 4 door, power and air.
1968 Pontiac Executive, 4 door Sedan, power and air.
1968 Pontiac Catalina, 2 door hard top, power and air.
Or hard top, all power and air.
1968 Buick Electra. 4 do1967 Ford convertible, power and air, 44,000 miles,
Murray car.
1967 Chevy Impala,2 door hard top,tuff and ready. •
1466-rintlat ratgina, 4 door, power and air.

SANDERS-PURDOM
Main Street

I have asked to be your judge of Calloway County. Since
my announcement in February I have called at many, of
your homes and shall continue to do so between now and
the 29th of May. However, I am aware that in many
families both the husband and wife work. It is my belief
that you, the voters, have the right to know where I stand
on important issues that daily pass through the office of
the County Judge.. They include:
I. I will keep the County Judge's office open six )6) full
days a week and will be available for as long as necessary
to perform the duties and render the services of that office.

SPEC
GT-750J
9,390

14T5TE
Open:

Mon.-Sat 8-E
2.1 shall return to the magistrates the responsibility for
rural roads. It is my understanding that there must be a
licensed engineer; therefore, I will recommend to the
Fiscal Court that we hire a man at a reasonable salary to
work with and not dictate to the magistrates.

The above picture is that of a one lane bridge on the
Outland School House blacktop road. Located at the
bottom of a hill in a curve, the bridge has never had a
protective guardrail. One person has been killed going off
this bridge, and many have gone over the sides. Saturday
three students crashed off the south end of this bridge and
overturned. Luckily they were not seriously hurt. THIS IS
YOUR TAX DOLLARS AT WORK.
3.1 shall work with all duly elected officials,letting
them
run their office while I run mine. One of my
opponents has
made the statement that he has this county in the
palm of
his hands.. Maybe that is so, because he
completely
dominates the Fiscal Court. He also controls the
rural
roads with his gold-plated engineer. The only
office that
would not go along with him in the Court House
was the
Sheriff's, so he created his own police force
under the
guise of a county detective..'Further, he
dominates the
Hospital Board, the Airport Board, and the dispensing
of
welfare. But there hould be no need to warn him
that
Calloway County has never had a political
boss.' The
citizens of this county, are the most free
-thinking in the
state. No one has ever dominated Calloway
County for,
very long and no one ever will, I trust.
I am glad to see that for the first time in 20 years,
Mr.
Miller has hit the campaign trail. If he•will travel over
some of the roads that I have travelled he will see what his
administration has not done in the many years he has
been in office.
I would like to thank everyone for their many kindnesses and their encouragement. I shall continue to try to
see everyone. Remember, I do need your vote, and I do
need your help.
Thank you

GEORGE WEAKS
Paid Polical Advertisement. Paid for By George Weaks
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Murray State Pounds Louisville
24-2; Smash Numerous Records
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
It was back in 1932 when the
Murray State football team
handed the University of
Louisville a crushing .105-0
setback.
Yesterday Murray Once again
humiliated Lniiisville, 24-2. But
the difference in what happened
yesterday and what took place
41 years ago is that two different sports were involved.
An amazed crowd at Reagan
Field watched the baseball
Thoroughbreds pound out 22
hits as records fell under the
blitzkrieg of bats.
By the time the three hours of
batting practice ended for
Murray, the following records
had fallen:
Most hits-22, breaking the
old record of 20 set in 1967
against Austin Peay and tied in
1969 against Memphis State.
Most runs-24, breaking the
old mark of 23 set in 1958 against
Union College and tied in 1967
against Austin Peay.

Most RBI's-23, breaking the
old record of 21 set against
Austin Peay in 1967.
One individual record was
tied. Steve Coulson scored five
times to match the performance
of Ilale Alexander in the 1958
season against Union College.
Oddly enough, there were
only two homers hit in the game
by the Thoroughbreds. One was
a solo homer by Rick Weisman
in the sixth and the other was a
two run shot by freshman
catcher Gene Steuber in the
seventh.
It was Steuber who opened the
scoring for Murray in the home
half of the first by lacing a two
run single. Louisville had taken
a 1-0 lead in the top of the frame.
In the second, Murray took a
6-1 lead when Leon Wurth
smacked a two run single to left.
Three runs came across in the
third inning when Weisman
cleared the bases with a double
to right.
Five runs crossed in the
fourth inning as Greg Engler,

Coulson, Steve Barrett and a run in the seventh while the
Leon Wurth all had RBI singles. homers by Weisman and
Run scoring singles in the Steuber accounted for the final
fifth by Barrett, Weisman, Mike three Murray tallies.
Englar went the disance on
Bono, Wurth, Richie White and
Steuber gave Murray a 21-1 the mound for Murray and
allowed only three hits. Engler
bulge going into the sixth.
fanned seven and issued six
Louisville touched Engler for passes.

Girls Playoffs
Approved By KHSAA
LOUISVILLE, Ky. I AP) —
The Kentucky High School Athletic Association has approved
sanctioning of a girls' basketball playoff to determine a
state champion. But the delegates turned down two proposals to increase the number of
allowable boys' basketball
games.
The delegates voted 43-6 with
10 abstensions in favor of the
girls' playoff. The proposal, set

-
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STEE-RIKE!Greg Engler,a junior from FrederiCk, Maryland, throws over this curve ball to pick
spa strikeout. Engler recorded a 3-2 worksheet last season on the mound.
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon

SPECIAL '72 MODEL SALE
P.M/MVOS,

GT-7501

GT-38_91

9,390

860

All Other
'72 Models
*REICH *

(Sorrh NO Trade-Inslt These Prices)

'OVER 70 NEW SUZUKIS IN STOCK!!

Suzuki of Paris

Open:

East Wood Street
Paris, Tenn.

Mon.-Sat. 8-6

Factory Trained
Service Dept

forth by Ashland High School
principal Webb Young, specified that the KHSAA will have
playoffs will .be "under the
complete control of the KHSAA
and its commissioner."
One of the proposals dealing
with the number of permissible
basketball games called for increasing the number from 24 to
30 for schools which also have
football programs, while the
other called for making the allowable number 26.
Both failed to gain the required two-thirds vote of the 59
delegates at Louisville's Seelbach Hotel.
The first proposal was set
forth by Ronald L. Hager, principal of PrestonSburg High
School. Bath County principal
Arnold Stacy Jr., proposed the
26-game limit.
Another proposal, set forth by
Dayton High principal Frank
Lyons, would have raised the
number of permissible pre-season games in football and basketball from two to three. That
also was turned down.
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McNally Gets Second Three-Hit
Shutout With 1-0 Detroit Win

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Dave McNally is in his April
rut again.
Baltimore's veteran leftbander
barely missed a nine-inEvery starter except for
Howland had at least one hit in ning no-hitter against Detroit
the game. All of the starters had Thursday, finally getting a 10at least one run scored and at inning, three-hit, 1-0 victory
over the Tigers thanks to a
least one RBI.
Detroit pitchMurray, now 22-9, is off today throwing error by
er
Mickey
Lolich.
but will be in action Saturday
McNally's second start of the
as Middle Tennessee is in town
for a twinbill. Russell Peach young baseball season—and his
and Jerry Weaver will draw the second three-hit shutout.
mound assignments.
He started off last season
Sunday the Thoroughbreds
with
a pair of shutouts, a onewill entertain Arkansas State in
a pair of games. Starting time run game and two more shutfor the opening game both days outs before tailing off to a 13-17
record. That snapped a string
will be 1 p.m.
of four 20-victory seasons for
the 30-year-old pitcher.
Murray
.11.11rs
In other American League
5 3 -0
Howland-cf
games, the Chicago White Sox
6 5 4 I came from behind to beat OakCoulson-3b
Barrett-2b
5.3 2. 3 land 6-3, the New York
6 3 4 5 Yankees stopped Cleveland 5-0,
Weisman-rf
Bono-lb
5 1 1 1 Texas defeated Kansas City 4-0
5 2 3 4 and Boston's game at MilWurth-ss
5 2 1 2 waukee was postponed due to
White-lf
5 3 4 5 snow and cold weather.
Steuber-c
Englar-p
6 2 3 1
In the National League, the
Paulk-rf
1 0 0 0 New York Mets edged St. Louis
0..24..22..23 2-1, San Francisco whipped
Totals
Louisville 100 000 100 2-3-3 Houston 9-3, Pittsburgh topped
Murray 423 571 20x 24-2/-2 the Chicago Cubs 6-0, Montreal

4.4.11111111W'4--

•

In other action Thursday,
Mansfield reported that the
state
Basketball
1973
Tournament grossed $282,000,
which should result in profits
somewhat above last year's.
Attendance was down to 120,525, however, compared with
228,352 last year.
Also at the session, Louisville
Urban League member Louis
Coleman asked that state
schools consider playing Central and Shawnee of Louisville
more often when open dates allow.
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• YOUR AD EXPOSED TO- HUNDREDS OF 1000'S—
* Perim. Recreation Arse*-41as•b4ll Puke, Lakes, Harbors, Beaches,
Golf Courses, Race Tracks, Stadiums, Shopping Center, Expressway*
Downtown ALL OUTDOORS ACTIVITY

• YOUR AD SELLS—
New Products, Services, Special Attractions, Sales, Coming Events
Grand Openings, Political Announcements, Seasonal Announcements
COMMANDS ATTENTION

-

than any other media. A fast phone call will give you complete in
formation on how AERIAL ADS can make money for you.

Ashe defeated Torben Ulrich
of Copenhagen 6-2, 6-4, in one of
the quicker sessions s far in
.. ment.
the tosiztia

FOR MORE INFORMATION PHONE ...

4103p

142-3M-81145
LAKELAND ENTERPRISES
[-is RICHARD SCHOReY
PIRATES COVE, KENTUCKY 47043

AMON&

But Rosewall, who • followed
Ashe onto the courts, promptly
dispatched Tom Gorman of
Seattle with an even faster 6-2,
6-1 victory.

Murray State University's
Women's Tennis Team will take
an unblemished 4-0 record into
the 14-team Southern Collegiate
Tennis Tournament to be ,
played Saturday at Columbus,
Mississippi.
Among the teams competing
in the tournament will be
Florida State,
Auburn,
Alabama,
of
University
Universiity of South Carolina,
and Vanderbilt University.
The Racers are also sheduled
to play U-T Martin on the
Murray courts next Wednesday
afternoon at 2:30.
Lois Holmes, Murray's No. 1
singles player with a 2-0 recorde
sprained an ankle Tuesdas
afternoon in practice and will be
an unlikely competitor in
Saturday's match.
Others doing well for the Ward]
this season are Patsy Beechem
at No. 2 who is 3-1 for the year
and Janie Ross at No. 3 is 4-0.

--

Massey Ferguson
lawn and garden tractori.

Ready to startwhen you are.
Just turn the key or give a steady pull and
you're ready to go!
Dependable starts on 5 always ready models
from 7 to 14 h.p. for reliable performance in
nearly any weather!
Simple, effortless operation saves time anCt
work.
We back -up every rrlachine with parts and
service... because we know they're dependable!

•

the
MF Consider
world's largest maker
of tractors first
4'
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Later Thursday, the top-seeded doubles team of Riessen and
Okker
Switzerland's
Tom
bounced back to defeat Boro
Janovic of Yugoslavia and Alex •
Metroveli of Moscow 4-6, 6-4,
6-4.

• YOUR AD COSTS LESS PER VIEWER—IMPRESSION

MSU Women
Netters In
Big Tourney

THE Fj2RM_ OF A SLUGGER—Junior rightlielder Rick
Weisman connects here for a homer over the rightiield fence. The
blow cam.e in the sixth inning of the Thoroughbreds' 24-2 romp
over Louisville yesterday.

TopCLEVELAND (AP
seeded Marty Riessen took twin
victories Thursday in the Cleveland Tennis Classic, and two
other tour veterans moved into
position for a head-on battle
this evening:
Both Arthur Ashe of New
York City and Australian Ken
Rosewall had little trouble with
their opponents in Thursday's
matches, but the two may have
more trouble with each other.
And no matter who wins that
Match, the two will be back
across the nets from each other
about an hour later in the final
doubles competition of Friday's
sessions.
Riessen, of Amelia Island
Plantation, Fla., defeated Australian Ross Case in straight
sets 6-4, 7-5 in other singles
play.

lila ALL OUTDOORS

*That's the way It should be
done,"noted Stottlemyre, approvingly.
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Riessen Takes
Twin Victories

! IMPACT! SELLS

of singles, by Jack Broharner in
the fifth inning and George
Hendrick in the sixth. Kline's
perkimiance came on the heels
of a two-hit shutout hurled by
the Yankees' Mel Stottlemyre
against the Indians Wednesday.

!IP

KHSAA Commissioner Joe
Billy Mansfield said he was
surprised that neither proposal
to increase allowable basketball
games was approved. Last
month, Mansfield creclared
Warren East High School ineligible for playing more than
the allowable 24 games, and the
move resulted in extgnsive
court action before a U.S. District Court finally ruled in the
KHSAA's favor.
"I thought for sure that the
delegates would appreye_ at
least the 26-game proposal,"
Mansfield said.

defeated Philadelphia 5-3, Atlanta nipped San Diego 3-2 and
Cincinnati turned back Los Angeles 5-2.
The unbeaten Orioles got
their fourth victory of the season when Mark Belanger led
off the 10th with a single and
stole second. After Mery Ftettenrnund walked, Bobby Grich
bunted. Lolich fielded the ball
and tried for a forceout at
third, but his throw was wild
and Belanger came around to
score.
"I'm throwing the ball better
now than in the past couple
years," said McNally, who
handcuffed the Tigers over the
first nine innings, when the
only Tiger hit was a routine fly
ball by shortstop Ed Brinkman,
which Baltimore right fielder
Rettenmund lost in the sun. It
bounced off Retterunund's right
elbow for a triple.
Ken Henderson hit a grand
slam home run in the eighth inning to lift the White Sox over
Oakland. The A's, who got a
two-run homer from Gene
Tenace in the second inning,
had taken a 3-2 lead in the top
of the eighth when Chicago relief pitcher Terry Forster walked Sal Banda with the bases
loaded.
But the White Sox camels&
in the bottom half of the inning,
loading the bases on a single by
Pat Kelly and walks to Carlos
May and Bill Melton. Then
Henderson, acquired from San
Francisco in a major off-season
trade, delivered his basesloaded blast off Rollie Fingers.
The Yankees' Steve Kline
blanked Cleveland 5-0 on a pair

"

We're ready to talk when you are!

Stokes Tractor II Implement Co.
Industrial Road

Phone 753-1319
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Methodist

Baptist
Scotts Grove
11110 •.ns,
Worship Service
Evening worship

NiULU'Ei

Emmanuel Miss"
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
West Fora

First Baptist
Mortwig Worship
10:4Sa.ns
Evening Worship
6 30p.m
Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Lone Oak Primitive
2:00P.M.
1st. Sunday
3rd. Sunday
10:30 A.M.
. Faith Baptist
Naming Worship
Evening Worship

New Providence
11• m
Morning Worship
6 309 rn
Evening worship

11
I0 P.M.

VleTORY

Nazarene

To., anp..tit*
I. too NI,.
too,.
-14••••••••, Whotow.... Ph. ...ono.
...I.
-hot.
waltro.an
1.1 *

Sinkin& Springs
It a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7 30p m.

Murray Church
10a m
Sunday School
II• m
Worship Service
Locust Grove Church
11• m
Morning Worship
79 m
Evening Worship

Alm° Heights
11 am.
Morning worship
7 30p m.
Everting worship
United, 310 Irvasi Ave.
10 am
Sunday Sctsool
Evening Worship
7p m
United. New Concord
10a 0..
Sunday School
Worship Service, 114 m .7 pm
Catvery Temple
Sunday Scheel
10 a.m.
Worship SfOrViCtS
11 a.m..7:XI
m
First Assembly Of Gad
Church School
WO(SPI40 S./vice

10•.M.
651.01•

Sugar Creek

Coldwater
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Dexter-garden United
Worship Service 10.00 a.rn
ist I. 2nd Sundays, 11:00 •.rts.
3rd 6. Oh SundaY. 6:30 p.m.
1st & 3rd & Oh Sunday
Mt. Nebron
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 1st.
Sunday-11 00. rn. 3rd. Sunday:
Sunday School 11:00 a.m.. Tat
Sunday-10 00 a.m. Ind., 3rd. &
4th Sunday
Mt. Carmel
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 2nd.
Sunday 11:00 a.m. Oh Sunday
Sunday School 10:00 am 1st, 3rd
& 4th Sunday: 11:00 a.m. 2nd
Sunday

Immanuel Lutheran
9 15a fn
Sunday Schooi
Morning Worship
10130_14.in
Seventh 6ay Adventist"
10.03 a m
Sabbath Scti001
9 30 a in
Worship Service

Crafts Unlimited

MR. & MRS. WM. A. JONES, OWNERS
606 S 4th

The J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home
753-2411
Tucker TV Sales & Service

K
',.

- A.,

•• .-4

;.

Ph 753 7194

1101 Ad
rca ia

7 53 0676

.
Palace Cafe

"Every Day You Delay Lets Bugs Have
Their Way"
753-3914

100 So. 13th St.

Your

Five Points

Sholar's Auto Repair

,.._•
"

BURGER
QUEEN

•

• '
Highway 641 Mob

753-6025

709 S. 7th

Nth at Chestnut

753 5209

V

Randy Thornton Service Co.
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

a

802

DIV

Phone 753-8181

Chestnut

Ewing_ Tir•-Servke

11---

Your Complete Tire Service Center
For Passenger Truck & Farm Tires

HEATING - SHEET METAL .. AIR -CONDITIONING

753.1751

Ph

twitia•Eivai

Air Conditioning-Heating-Commercial Refrigeration .

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.

Gerrald Boyd-Owner
...Complete Automatic Transmission Service
.Frottt -End Alignment-Complete Tune-up & Repair Service-

Mayfield Hwy 121

Z?"" Dealer

JAS. D. CLOPTON

Way men Chapel
AME Church
Morning Services 10 45 A.M

Shady Oaks
Mobile Home Courts

=

With Over 20 Years Experience
Radio-Stereo-T.V
1600 Dodson Ave.
753 2900

753 7991

ii

Phone 753-2202

Goshen Methodist
Worship Services at 11 a in 1st S.
3rd Sundays. 7 p.m 2nd S. 4th
Sundays
Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9 45 a in
& 3rd Sundays, 11 a in 2nd I oh
Sunday
Cole's Camp Ground
10 00. m
Worship Service

Way man Chapel A.M.S.
Worship Services SI a rn 70 its

Peck's Auto & Furniture
Upholttery

"BOWLING AT ITS BEST"
- -- -,

---

Phone 753-4832
808 Coldwater Rd

753-3164

-

Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.

Kenlake Marina
J.W. WILHAM-MGR.

@MP P I /die

Ky Lake State Park

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE

Ph. 474.2211 Ex, 171

Lassiter & Frankhouser
Glass Company

"West Kentucky Transportation Center"
Your Full Line Chrysler Corp Dealer
4th at Poplar
753-1372

•Commercial-ResidentialOriginal Equipment Auto Glass
1202 Johnson Blvd.
753-7117

Ph 753 3037

Phone 753 1319

Industrial Road

me
Kentwekii

Wallace's
Book Store

"BIBLES &
RELIGIOUS
BOOKS"

•

SALES AND SERVI;E
Admiral & Whirlpool
Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center

Taylor Motors, Inc.

*HOUSE BOAT RENTALS*.

Dunn Furniture, TV &
Appliance

V

Rudy Lovett Distributing
Inc.. -.Co,

Cain & Treas Motor Sales

Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches

753-7334

Sycamore at 12th

Five Points

s,j•
-7- - .-.

Top Quality Used Cars

Phone 753 6448

Murray's Only Authorized Sylvania Dealer
Complete Repair Service On All Makes
2 Mi. From 5 Points on N. 16th E xt

Highest Cash Prices for Corn, Wheat & Soybean,.
Holmes Ellis, Mgr
E.W. Outland, Sue'

Call in Orders 753-7101

Phone 75341220

Benjamin
1710 Main

So. 12th & Story
753-6455

--

Shirley Florist

Steaks - Chops - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials, mon., Sirloin Steak • Tue., Ribeye Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin - Thurs.. Chicken- Fri., Fish
•
No. 12th Ext. 641 - Call In Orders to 753-4419

issalLiaillfr^

Jones Brothers
Body Shop

-

..

.

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

FTD

MEMBER F T D.
502 N 4th SI

753-3251

"FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS"

yowl=

Murray, Ky.
4

.„

00I

x,._.t-

.4;2
Ir.
'

50 Varieties of Roses
Shrubbery 8 Supplies
All Types of Bird Houses

-

)
On

1 --`
--77
:
-.7\
'
...-: ' .

SALES

SERVICE 8 RENTALS

T yriewriters . Adding Machines and
Calculators
ilS So 1/71
751 1 761

. Ward-Elkins .

Lubie & Reba Parrish, owners

RCA VICTOR FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG
403 Maple

Guy Sponn .
Real Estate Agency

SOO N „ 4th

Trenholm's Drive-In
HENNY PENNY CHICKEN

- PIZZA

Phone 153 1713

753 8944

Mrs Mona Purdom-RN-Admin.
"A HOME OF DISTINCTION FOR THE
SENIOR CITIZEN"
Physician On Call Al All Times
1505 Stadium View Drive •
753 710,

Residential- Commercial - Farm - Building Lots and
Lake Property-Buying - Selling- Leasing
Pnone 753-7724
518 W. Main

25 Cent Delivery on All Orders

12111 & Chestnut

Murray Livestock Co.
Hogs bought daily
_yilkill. E. DODSON. OWNER

The Beauty Box
. . --- •
705 Chestnut

V
..
...ii:

753-7137

Kentucky Lake Oil Company,
Mitt
Nut

JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS ,
Murray
753.1323 .

Mayfield
747 1487

Lynhurst Resort
( :ii

Air Shopping Center

1 7'

SALE EVERY TUESDAY AT 1 P.M. - PH 753-5331

s Food Giant

SPAGHETTI

25
ky

WANDA NANCE-OWNER

Fern Terrace Lodge

Bel
Phone 753-1933

Ofticd Equipment & Supplies

$..-osil'-

'

Murray

'Ph. 753-9636
Benton, Ky.

....,
i . , ,..,,,-„w.
Shirley Garden Center
4. .
...,_

,.
Murray, Ky

Jack's Super Burger
1100 Chestnut Street-Phone 753-8488

..:i

Joe Morris & Sons
Mobile Homes

- -t...
.1:0121.1

Murray's Most Complete Department Store
Central Shopping Center
753.7175'

Hutson Chemical Co. , Inc.

BERT, ALTON AND NED JONES
COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance claim work Free estimates
Hwy 641 5 (Hazel Hwy )
Ph 753 7150

Wells Electric

Chestnut St
753-1215

Pt 4

Phone 753-6168

•
500 Main
753-3231

Ph 7534685

TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST

i

;)
--XOSE
'
/

s

Paschall Truck Lines

COMPLIMENTS

..----,,

Member FDIC

- Grecian Steak House

AMP

753.3080

"THE EXTRAORDINARY BANK"

SERVICE

PARK RENTAL
I Mi E Murray

paints Ph •

$01 N 4th

A

Your Johnson Motors Dealer
, --_Sales Service-Parts
te
coBoating Supplies
94 E. At Murray Bail753-3734
*

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

John D. Grogan Mobile Homes
SALES

1%/bore

COMPLIMENTS

Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential-Sales 8 Service
Repairs & Installation-Gas & Sewer '

Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service - Open Sundays
Hwy 641 North
Phone 753-2700

Wayne Darnell Outboard
Marine
•

COVERING

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
On Hwy. 68 at Aurora
Phone 474-2202

Hwy 94

642-4674, Paris

753-2385

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.

Claude Vaughn

A choice Selection of Relishes • Salads Meats

TIDWELL PAINT & FLOOR

&trat4;o Restaurant

M

Ph

Ph 753 3571, Murray

c5Li
i,. 4.

10

Colonial House
Smorgasbord

Distributing Guill_Products
Tires-Batteries-AcCessories
Murray, Ky
South 2nd St.,

Ambassador- Hornet-Matedor-Gremitn-Jeep

Service

GRAIN DIVISION
"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"

Serving Murray State University
1413 Olive Blvd

flied chicka

TV

Sales
les and

i

American
Motors

t

10 a m
11 a m

Sunday Sc hooI
Morning Worship

10:50a m.
6 p.m

St. John's Episcopal
Sunday School
10:304.m
Morning Worship
11:3811801

THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU

(
r0
2
11

Mornina Worship
Sunday School

St. Lee Catholic Church
Sunday Mass • m . 11• m .4 30
pm
Saturday Mass
6:2$ p.01.
Christian Sc14114Ke
~Ship Service
114 M.
Jehovah's Witnesses
1030a m,
Watchtower
I 30 a.m.
Bible Lecture

t KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST
CONTROL

.._CarvatteaanesAnc._.

Kirltsey United
II CIO• m
Morning Worship
7 00p m
Evening Worship
Coldwater United
Worship Service 11 00 a.m 1st &
2nd Sunday 1000 a 471 3rd & eh
Sunday Scheel 10 00 a m. 1st &
2nd Sunday 11 00 a m. 3rd & ARPI
Sunday
Temple Hill United

Church at Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
10• m
Sunday School

I

•
Boone's Incorporated

Independence United
1st & 3rd Suncla ys
1100a m
2nd & Ith Sundays
700 p m

Other
Denominations

First Christian
10 30• m , 7
Worship Services
m
Murray Christian
Worship Services 10 45 a m ,7pm

FREE BOOT GIVE AWAY EVERY FRIDAY
A
(WoMens And
Men)
.
753 9885
Boots 8 Shoes For Any
or 8 4th
Sycamore
Artivity Under The Sun

0

Friends/14
Sunday School
Morning Worship

iOre.
11:00

ernon's Boot, Shoe & Western
Store and Shoe Repair
.3

.1°c

Bethel United
17
1:00
04 m
SundaoS
2nd &AM
9 30a m
3rd Sunday

Second Street
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Christian

Morning worship
11 a.m.
Evening worship
7 15 p.m.
Owens Chapel
Morning Worship
11:00AM
Evening Worship
S:30 PM

m
m

11 00a m.

od
tha
aSyvundays
:
2
3rst&
S
sulnd

Union Ores.
10.5011.01.
Morning WorshiCi
XIP.M•
Evening Worship
•
Seventh & Poplar
40a.m.
Warship Service
•P m.
Evening Service
New Concord
to SCam.
Morning Service
7p.m.
Evening worship
Plesaid Valley
Morning worsniCt
Evening Worship

Liberty Cuwilsorland
loam
Sunday School
ll• m.
Worship Service
North Plesant Greve
1041.m.
Sunday Scharr'
11•.m.
Worship Service
Oak Greve
10a.M.
Sunday Scheel
p.m.
Worship SCIYICel, it• in
Mount Ptesant
11 a.M.
Morning Worship
7p.m.
Evening Worsnip
First Preset/110180
Church School
9:301/./n•
Worship Service
10:45 0.111

Salem Baptiet
Morning Worship
11
Evening Worship
7150.M.

1.G5 Ma, Street

West Murray
Morning ~ship
Evening Worship

Presbyterian

New Mt. Carmel Missionery
11 00a.m .
Morning Worship
7 00 p.m
Evening Worship

490
N
„

ys•...
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s,11
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'
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togs ..
..111
mama.*n I ha•

Pentecostal

Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
7.00 p m

.11 1. mu...

Greets Mgt
Morn,. Worship
Eveningworsn.p

m
m

oompa mm.
Brooks Chapel Un97ited
1st Sunday

--University
Morning Worship
10 30a in
Evening Worship
60017-01.

To.

Leant Ortnre
11:013a.m.
Morning Warship
7:00p.m.
Evening ~Ship

m
m

At
n Mr., Thurha, Brown

OW01,',

Phone 753-2997
,,..,
..

Sales and Service

Authorized wrcury Outboard Motors Dealer
Fibergla,s 8 Aluminum Boat Repairs
West End Eguners Ferry
Hwy 68
,‘urnra
Ph 474 134

Wet Kentucky Rural Electric
Corp.
CO -0rative
1dg
Phonu 753 5011
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11d.m.
6:70p.m.

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

io 0
0

1st

TY

Phone 436 2345 and 436.5376
. .
...
_

.

,c„t)ip Pagliai's.
III71(ZAL

.
510 W

FAST-FREE HOT DELIVERY
Main

753 7975

•

Cari-oll Tire Service
YOUR UNI ROYAL TIRE DEALER
1105 Poguo ' 2 Block E of S 12th Phone 1S3-1449

..._

641-SU-per Shell
FREE PICK UP AND DELIVERY
Open 6'00 a.m. Close 12:00 p in
Sobth 17th Street-Phone 753-9131

,
.
- Susie's Cafe
•

..‘,„. National Hotel Building .

..
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Palestine United
worship Service 11 a.m
Sunday, 10 a m. 3rd Sunday
Martins Chapel United
10 . 300
Sunday Sch001
9.30 a
Worship Service
South Piegsant Grove
Morning Worship
10:45a
Evening Worship
7:00p
Good Shepherd United
11,00a
Werstap Service
10'00 a
Sunday School
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Ratty role
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)—
Paul Lynde is the voice of
Templeton, the rat, in the new
animated "Charlotte's Web"
production.

I took my ring and left. I've got
lots of rings now but, it means
more to nie than any of the
others.
"You know, if a lot of women
would listen to their husbands
more,they'd stay out of trouble.
They had to believe in him when,
they got married. I've kind of
left everything up to him."
Miss Lynn recorded first for
Zero Records, "I'm a Honky
Tonk Girl," which she wrote.
Since, she has recorded for
Decca:"I do about 95 per cent of
my writing and have ever since
I've been singing. Most of the
country singers don't write. I
feel if you don't write, you may
have a hit record about every
five years. As long as you write
them you know you're going to
have them. There's too. many
singers and not enough writers.
Buttl never wrote a song till I
started *ging."
Her gold albums are "Don't
Come Home A-Drinkin' ( with
Lovin' ton your Mind)" and
"Greatest Hits." Nearly gold,
she says, are "You Ain't
Woman Enough ( To Take my
Miner's
"Coal
Man),"
Daughter" and a hymn album.
She very much likes "Coal
Miner's Daughter." "It was
about three or four records back
and a monster record for me.
Many times I did try to write
about the old home place but
they never turned out like I
wanted. This was exactly like I
wanted.
"I usually write in my bus."
This takes her 150,000 miles a
year for personal appearances.
"There are three lounges on
there and 12 or 13 of us traveling
together I lock the door to my
room and try to concentrate. I'll
take a true thing or a happening
around me that I can see.
Maybel'll spice it up a little or
sometimes have-to -take some of
the spice out of it. I'll write
about somebody I am or would
Like to be.
"One thing I was thinkingt)at
the CMA* awards was it would
be greet if Daddy could see me
now. Me and him were so close
together. One thing I hate most
is that my Daddy never knew
anything nice. He died in 1959
and I didn't start singing until
1961.
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By MARY CAMPBELL
AP Newsfeatures
Loretta Lynn, named entertainer of the year by the
Country Music Association last
October, the only woman ever
to win or be nominated,
nominated for two Grammy
AWards his year, sits curled
up, brusting the long black hair
she recently has washed and
singing .tte praises of the
husband .who got her into the
music business:
This young married couple
had gre to a • Saturday night
dance in Custer, Wash., when
LORETTA LYNN
all at once Mooney Lynn told the
State Fair. I got 17 first prizes,
band that his gide could sing
13 second and 7 third. My
better than any woman country
girlfriend Edna Brown took her
and
singer except Kitty Wells
canned stuff every year and she
they should let her sing with
talked me into taking mine.
them. "I stoog by the door. I
When I found out I won I leitped
thought, 'If they say yes I'm
up in the air; I looked like a
going to run.' I never sang with
clam. They took my picture,
music before. blowed it up and had it standing
never
"And Mooney had
by the gate. I was up in the air,
heard me sing excer rocking
hair going every way, 'Canner
the baby. I didn't'know he
of the Year.' I went to the fair
but
it,
thought* anything about
every night to see my picture by
he took a notion. They said they
the gate."
didn't let nobody get up and sing
After Mooney and Loretta
but come back Wednesday
Lynn got married in 1949 they
night. I thought he'd forget all
moved from Kentucky to Washabout it. Bk4 on Wednesday
and Mooney went, from
ington
night he said, Are you ready to
being a coalminer to working in
go' There's a lot of girls out
timber and being a heavy duty
singing and they can't singony
mechanic."The way we figured
better. than you or as good and(
it, we'd sink or swim. The best
why shouldn't you be making
thing for a young couple to do is
the money?'" 9
get out on their own. We
-We got married when I
couldn't run home to Mama and
lacked three montbie being 14.
Daddy. We married to stay that
I knew then he waslikcepuonal.
f He can do anything he wants to
"A week before I was 18, I had
de. He didn't go very far in high
four children. Eight years later
school but he' has horse sense
I had twins—Patsy, named for
and' he knows whether
Patsy Cline, and Peggy, named
something is right or wrong and
for my sister. With the first
he's a real hard worker. He
four, I didn't really realize what
career and our
oversees
a great thing it was to have a
farm and ;offices and rodeo.
"It's a sore shame he isn't ! baby. We were just thinking,
'We got to feed these kids.' With
here now so you could meet
the twins I realized how - much
him."
they are—if a person
pleasure
Butin
born
was
Lynn
Miss
until they're old
wait
can
second
the
cher Hollow, Ky.,
enough to make ends meet."
child of eight. -I had rocked
'The Lynns also have .fisUr
babies and took care of kids
grandchildren.
today
13
of
Hof many girls
After Loretta Lynn started
could put a meal on the table
singing, people thought she
and not run to a store? I knew
wasn't married because she
exactly how to raise a garden.
didn't have a wedding ring. So
'My garden is out every year.
when she was 23 Mooney bought
U I'm home a day I'm canning.
a gold ring with four indents
her
be
to
ought
I
- Mooney thinks
on top and told her if they ever
relaxing but I love to can. My
could afford it they could set
first year of canning—I was
four chip diamonds in there. "I
we
before
that
about 17 because
went once and asked and the
didn't have a place big enough
jewelry store man said it would
to put a garden—I swept the
be cheaper to buy a new ring so
whole thing at the Washington
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Steiner honored
HOLLYWOOD (UPII—
Composer Max Steiner, whose
music included the (mores for
"Gone With the Wind" and
"King Kong," has been
selected for membership in the
Motion Picture Hall of Fame.

Stunt school
HOLLYWOOD I UP11—
Universal Studios has opened a
Junior Stunt School on Is
regular tour for youngsters to
try the tricks of professional
stunt men without getting hurt.

Tony Curtis, Piper Lathe,
Don
DeFore,
Spring
Byington. Soldier, home
from overseas, discovers
his ranch house over-run by
17 of his wife's relations who
I have come to work in community's new factory.

Friday Highlights
Friday, April 20
9:00 a.m.—Movie: channel 8.
"Palm Springs Weekend".
Troy Donahue, Connie
Stevens, Ty Hardin, Stefanie
Powers, Robert Conrad,
Andrew
Duggan, Jack
Weston, Carole Cook, Jerry
Van Dyke. Members of a
basketball team make dates
with pretty girls, while local
police try to keep the parties
and fights in hand during
Easter weekend in Palm
Springs. Two hoodlums invade a party which results in
serious injury.
3:30 p.m.—Movie: channel 4.
"Curly
Top". Shirley
Temple, Rochelle Hudson,
John Boles, Jane Darwell,
Arthur Treacher. Orphan ,
captivates wealthy trustee of
orphanage who adopts her
and her older sister.
Proceeds to play cupid.
4:00 p.m.—Movie: channel 5.
"Showdown at Abilene".
Mahoney,
( 1956) Jock
Martha Hyer, Lyle Bettger,
Davie Janssen, Grant
Williams. Former sheriff
now gun-shy, returns home
from the Civil War, to find
girl, believing him dead,
engaged to ruthless cattle
barn.
Movie:
10:30 p.m.—Late
channel 12 (11:30 on channel
5). "Wuthering Heights,"
starring Anna CalderMarshall, Timothy Dalton,
Harry Andrews and Pamela
Browne. Emily Bronte's
classic novel concerns the
mystical romance of a starcrossed pair who are so
obsessed with each other that
they ignore, fatally, all the
obstacles put in their way.
12:08 MID—Movie: channel 3.
"No Room For The Groom".
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Loretta Lynn Started with Lullabies
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LIFE AFTER DEATH"—Stuart Whitman stars as an artist in hiding from a world that believes
him tread, with Brigitte Foasey as the girl who brings new meaning into his life, in the world premiere
of "The Man Who Died Twice" Friday, April 13 (8:00-10:00 p.m., CST) on "The CBS Friday Night
Movies" on the CBS Television Network.
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OPEN 7 a.m. to 2 a.m.

Fill Your Own Tank

•Kwik Check-out
Self-Service Gas

•Kwik Shopping

ar:

a.

753-6363
DIAL Courtesy

TIME and
TEMPERATURE
DAY or NIGHT

For Correct

'Poseidon' award
HOLLYWOOD
A
Special Achievement Award
has been voted -The Poseidon
Adventure" for the special
effects in the movie which
features an upside-down ocean
liner.

Double Feature: "The In.
destructible Man" Lon'
Chaney Jr., Casey Adams,
Marian Carr, Ross Elliott.
Man goes to his death cursing
the three men who doublecrossed him following armored car holdup. Vows to
return and kill them. he does.
Followed by Movie: "The
Storm" Charles Bickford,
Barton MacLane, Preston
Foster, Tom Brown, Nan
Grey. Wireless operator tries
to keep his brother from
boats and women, but a
violent storm proves that
he's wrong.
11:00 p.m.—Movie: Channel 6
"Escape to Mindaneo"
George Maharis, Willi
Koopman, Nehemiah Persoff. Two American POW's
escape from a Japanese
prison with top secret information. 1 1968)
11:30 p.m.—Movie: Channel 5
"Never Say Goodbye" Errol
Flynn, Eleanor Parker,
Forrest Tucker, Patti Brady,
S.Z. Sakall, Donald Woods.
Divorced couple, still very
much in love are re-united by
the efforts of their little
daughter and a Marine on
leave, after a series of
humorous
misunderstandings

"proper
for
England
schooling." Enroute, thew
ship is attacked by pirates
and during the looting the
children board the pirate
ship and are .left. Study of
children's primitive behaivor
and reaction to a strange
Channel 4
11:0epvie:
m—sio
environment.

At Five Points
•Kwik Parking

'4
!
r

.

Saturday, April 14
12:00 Noon—Children's Film
Festival: Channels 5, 12 with
Burr Tillstrom's Kukla, Fran
and 011ie with Fran Allison
as hosts. "Dangerpoint."
Filmed on location on the
rugged Isle of Man, the
adventure drama centers on
two boys and a young girl
who become stranded at sea
in a stolen boat beside an old
wartime mine. Veronica
Gibson,
Ian
Purnell,
Raymond Haskins, John
Hicks, Bernard Lee, Patrick
MacLinney, Sidney Taffler
and Brian Croticher are
featured.
7:00 p.m.—Movie: Channel 8.
"Four For Te "—Frank
Sinatra, Dean Ma tin, Anita
Ekberg, Ursula Andress,
Charles Bronson, Victor
Buono, Edric Connor, Nick
Dennis, The Three Stooges,
Teddy Buckner and His AllStars. Two men constantly
feud with one another until
crooked banker comes up
with a dastardly scheme
which forces the men to unite
for the common cause.
8:00 p.m.—Movie: Channels 4,
6. "A Thoussand Clowns,"
starring Jason Robards,
Barbara Harris and Barry
Gordon. A man begins a new
life style by quitting his job,
only to find the Child Welfare
Bureau highly suspicious of
the way he is raising his
nephew.
8:30 p.m.—Movie: Channels 3,
8 "Popeye Meets The Man
Who Hated Laughter" I R),
original hour-long animated
comedy adventure featuring
a host of favorite comic strip
Professor
characters.
Morbid Grimsby, decides to
eliminate laughter from the
earth by luring all the comic
strip characters to his island
and holding them there. The
President enlists the aid of
Steve Canyon, Flash Gordon, Mandrake and others to
rescue the captured funny
people including Popeye,
Bettie Bailey, Maggie and
Jiggs and the Katzenjammer
Kids.
10:30 p.m.—Movie: Channel 3
"High Wind in Jamaica"
Lila
Quinn,
Anthony
Kedrova, James Coburn,
Deborah Baxter, Dennis
Price, Five children are sent
by their parents from their
home in Jamaica back to
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Saturday Highlights
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NIother (Helen Hayes) and son (Robert Walker I share a dramatic moment in "My Son John,"
coming to the ABC Sunday Night Movie April 29.

'/
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46110PlileZ
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then disappears from Fuji
Astro-Flying Center, The
Spore, using high pressure
electricity and atomic
energy from the earth has
magnified itself into a huge
monster weighing 15,000 tons
destorying everything in its
path.
9:00 p.m.—"Up With People,"
contemporary
folk,rock
musical spcial, Channels 5,
12, presenting a tribute to
human understanding set to
original music and lyrics and
voiced by 130 lively young
citizens of the world. The
program is a television
adaptation of performances
being given around this
country and abroad by
students combining
academic programs with a
year-long
itinerary
of
roadshow presentations.
10:30 p.m. —Late Movie:
Channel 12(11:30 on Channel
5) "The Extraordinary
Seaman," starring David
Niven, Faye Dunaway, resin
Alcia, Mickey Rooney and
Jack Carter. The story
concerns three U.S. Navy
men, in flight from the
Japanese, who discover an
urbane Royal Navy officer
living in uncanny nattiness
aboard a beached ship.
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BUFORD PUSSER
"WALVNG •
TALL".

THE GODFATHER
NEVER MET

Why pay extra for your operating expenses when
you can get a LOW COST BUDGETED
OPERATING LOAN from P.C.A. and pay cash.
They set up all you need for the year, but you only
pay interest on your outstanding balance. I say
that's the way to SAVE.

by

Masquerade in Venice,
elda Johnson 'Dodd, Me ,
$4.95 When Sara Randall g
to live as a companion to her
When great-aunt in Venice, she
finds plenty of trouble—
including a former fiance, a
peculiar family and murder.
She also finds, as will the
reader, the charm of Venice in
the 1880s in this better-thanaverage Gothic.

IN PURSUIT OF IMPOSSIBLE DREAMS—Rex Harrison stars
as the eccentric 17th-century Spanish scholar who withdraws to a
chivalric world of fantasy in "The Adventures of Don Quixote,"
acclaimed adaptation of the ageless Cervantes novel, to hi
broadcast as a two-hour special on the CBS Television Nets;art,
Monday. April 23 18:00-10:00 p.m., CST).
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By PATRICIA DAVIS
UPII—
NEW
YttliK
Several months ago, chandler
Dick Lewis mentioned to a
customer that he was a parttime band leader.
The customer turned out to
he the President of the Plar.a
Hotel and today Lewis, wearing
a tuxedo instead of a rhauifer.*
uniform, leads the orchestra in
the Plara's exclusive Persian
room.
The handsome black-haired
Lewis
finds
it
"ex•
citing. really exciting" to be
blowing a trumpet instead of a
car horn.
-We thought we were tr! ing
out for a chance to play bar
mitzvahs." he said cf the
audition arranged by Plaza
president James Levenson.
"When we found out it was
for the Persian room
oh,
wow !Several members of Lewis'
band are childhood friends
from Break lyn and were
members of the first band he
formed after high school
graduation.
On tri°n.
reason he formed a
band, Lewis said was his
mother's advice: "If you're
going to march in • band, make
sure you're the. leader."
Lewis' first band played
mostly "at block parties for
returning veterans right after
World War 11. We were
constantly employed — just
moving from block to block."
The group later played at
clubs and lounges on Long
Island and at resort hotels in
the summer.
Band disbanded
However, he said, ''we
couldn't get enough bookings to
keep playing on a fulltime
basis." So the group disbanded,
except for weekend work at
"weddingi
.i, parties and bar
mitzvahs.
Lewis went into his family's
fur business, curing and
stretching pelts to be made into
coats.
One member of his band
became a school teacher:
another began working in a poet
office.
Then, a year-and-a-half ago,
at the suggestion of a friend,
Lewis decided it would be
"more lucrative and interesting
to become a
chauffeur. He ended up driving
a limousine in the pool used by
the Plaza, chauffeuring such
celebrities as Billy Ekstine,
I,ome Green, Loretta Young—
and the hotel's president_

Thursday, April 19

ROBERT REDFORD stars in the title role of "Jeremiah
Johnson," as a man who decides on'the lonely life of a mountaineer in the 1800's. Redford is pictured as he braces himself in a
fight with an Indian. The movie is showing at the Capri Theatre
through Tuesday, April 17.

t.
Ati

1104

Thursday, April 19
9:00 a.m.—Movie: Channel 8
"The Cossacks" Edmund
Purdom,
Drew
John
Barrymore, Georgia Moll,
Pierre Brice. The fire and
fury story of history's fiercest warriors from the Court
of the Czar to the wild
Crimean
steppes. from
gypsy dancers' kisses to
war's fiery embrance.
3:30 p.m.—Movie: Channel 3 "It
Happens Every Thursday"
Loretta Young, John Forsytne, Frank McHugn,
Gladys George, Edgar
Buchanan. Newspaperman
takes over small town paper,
a California weekly. Tries
different schemes to bolster
circulation,
including
promising
in
farmers
drought area to produce rain.
3:30 p.m.—Movie: Channel 4
"Tartan's Peril" Lex
Barker, Virginia Hutson,
George Macready, Glenn
Anders. Two convicts, one of
whom has sworn to kill
Tartan, escapes from a
jungle jail.
4:00 p.m.—Movie: Channel 5 "X
From Outer Space" Toshiya
Wazaki, Peggy Neal, Eiji
Okada. Alied spore, found on
the moon, is brought back to
earth as scientific data and

Chauffer
swerved to
bandleader
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MONDAY, APRIL 16
4:00 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00 WINDOW TO THt
CLASSROOM: Guessing
Patterns Orientation
6:30 BUSINESS OF
WRITING PREVIEW A
preview of KET'S new series
on writing for business and
industry.
7:00 FOLK GUITAR III
7:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
8:00 SPECIAL OF THE
WEEK: What You Don't
Know Can Kill You: The re-

SUNDAY, APRIL 15
700 ZOOM
7:30 EARTHKEEPING:
Help Yourself: Dr. and Mrs.
Roger Barker, who have
spent 25 years studying the
834 people who live in
Oskaloosa, Kansas, determining how environment
affects people, analyze small
;
town life..
8:00 ASSIGNMENT:
NEW :JERSEY MEADOW
LANDS: A study of the
fight raging over the 20.000
acres of meadovvland in
northern Jersey
8:30 FRENCH CHEF
9:00 MASTERPIECE
THEATRE: The Golden
Bowl- Fanny — Charlotte
and Amerigo accept an invitation to a house party in
the country and leave'
Maggie and her father behind
10:00 FIRING LINE
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percentage

"WALKING

st;ry

:The powerful and true
— of Sheriff Buford

from MURRAY!

only 90 miles

in West, Tenn.,

It Happened

"East of Eden" James Dean,
Julie Harris, Raymond
Massy, Burl Ives; Jo Van
Fleet. Fine drama of
frustrated love existing
between father and his two
sons.
7:30 p.m.—Mystery Movie:
Channels 4, 6.. "Etude in
Black," starring Peter Falk
as Lt. Columbo. John
Cassavetes, Anjanette
Corner and Myrna Loy gueststar. A maestro is threatened
with scandal and possible
loss of his job if his mistress
exposes their affair to his
wife.
8:110 p.m.--Movie: Channels 3,
8. Two pilot dramas form a
special double-feature, "Rx
for the Defense," combining
the realities of medicine and
the law, stars Tim O'Connor,
Nancy Marchand and Ronny
Cox. "Nightside,"
newspaper columnist Pete
Hamill's tale of the midnight
action in New York stars
John Cassavetes, Alexis
Smith and Mike Kellin.
10:15 p.m.-111evk: Channel 3
"Big' Show" Gene Autry,
Smiley Burnett. Western
with songs, action and
horses; filmed at the Texas
Centennial Exposition.
1030 p.m.--hiovie: channel 6
"The Killing Game" (19681
Jean Pierre Cassel, Claudine
Auger, Michel Duchausaoy.
Young couple produce comic
strips until they meet an
overstrung young man who
turns their make-believe
adventures into real-life
dramas.

DUPLICATING

PRINTING AND

WHILE-YOU-WAIT

1 TO 1,000 CONES

(FORMERLY VALENTINE PRINTING)
A DIVISION OF WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICES, INC.

Fast Print Copy Center

Jack Gayer

CBS and the National
Association
Basketball
announced agreement on a
three-year pact that provides for
this network to have exclusive
video rights to NBA games
beginning with the 1973-74
season. ABC has had the
contract for several years.

Australian singer Helen
Reddy, who seems to be on
almost everyone's program each
time you turn the dial this
season, will be the hostess of a
weekly contemporary musiccornea', one-hour series this
summer. It will fill the 8-9 p.m.
Thursday spot while "The Flip
Wilson Show" is on vacation.

points from a survey two years

stations, up three

The Television Information
Office reports that six of 10
television homes in this country
are now able to receive
programs from at least seven

NBC's baseball coverage this
season is a record 41 games, 26
Saturday contests and 15
Monday night encounters.

New York I UPI I— The
tennis battle of the mem —
veteran Bobby Riggs vs,
Margaret Court for a 510.000
pot — will be telecast live from
San Diego. Calif., by CBS on
May 13.
•••
"The Little People," the
Brian Keith series that was newt
this season, has been renewed
for 1973-74 by NBC. The kids
are doing wen by Keith. First.
/there was that long, long run
"Family Affair" series, in
which he was guardian to three
orphaned children. In this new
one, he is a pediatrician in
Hawaii.

Television
notes

Sunday, April 15
1:00 p.m.—Movie: Channel 5
"International House" W.C.
Fields, Peggy Hopkins
Joyce, Rudy Vallee, Stuart
Erwin. Zany comedy about a
radio device invented by a
Chinese, living in an International House in China
and the people who buy it.
5:00 p.m.--Movie: Channel 8

Sunday Highlights
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MORNING AFTER--Gene Hackman is feted by fellow Oscar winners on the set of Irwin Allee's
production of "The Poseidon Adventure" after winning an Academy Award. Left to right are: Jack'
Albertson, Red Buttons, director Ronald Neame, Hackman, producer Irwin Allen, Shelley Winters,
and Ernest Borgnine. The film is showing through Tuesday, April 17 at the Cheri Theatre.

KFVS
Ch. 12

Robert
Redford
'Jeremiah
Johnson"

His Mountains. His Peace. His Young Bride.
With all tha it should have been different.

History
6:20 LAW OF THE
LAND: An information series on law for the public
6:30 SMALL BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION PRE•
VIEW
7:00 EFFICIENT READ
ING: Getting the Writer's
Plan.
7:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
8.00 FISH .AND WILDLIFE FILM: tba
8:30 BOOK BEAT. Reminiscing with Sissle and
Blake
9:00 LENOX QUARTET
TUESDAY,APRIL 17
Quar
4:00 SESAME STREET — HAYDN OPUS 20.
Minor
G
in
tet
ROGERS
MISTER
5,00
9:30 TURNING POINTS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5 30 ELECTRIC COM- 10:00 SOUL
PANY
600 Man In Space The THURSDAY. APRIL. 19
Second Decade
4 00 SESAME STREET
630 TV HIGH SCHOOL 5- 00 MISTER ROGERS
7:00 SMALL BUSINESS NEIGHBORHOOD
ADMtNISTRATION PRE5:30 ELECTRIC COMVIEW
PANY
730 K ET PRESENTS: 6:00 WINDOW TO THE
Conversation
CLASSROOM Images and
8:00 HUMANITIES FILM Things
FORUM: Hamlet: A 1969 6 30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
production, starring British
actor Nicol Williamson in FRIDAY, APRIL 20
the title role.
4 - 00 SESAME STREET
10:30 NEW SHAPES: ED5:00 MISTER ROGERS
UCATION
NEIGHBORHOOD
5 30 ELECTRIC COM
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 18 PANY
4 00 SESAME STREET
5 00 MISTER ROGERS
ALL TIMES ARE EASTERIII
NEIGHBORHOOD
COMELECTRIC
5:30
PANY •
600 WINDOW TO THE
CLASSROOM Kentucky

port of the Presidential
Commission on general public health is used as a basis
for this examination of the
health care situation in
America.
9:30 WALL STREET
WEEK •
10 00 WASHINGTON
WEEK IN REVIEW
10.30 BLACK JOURNAL:
The swies moves to a new
time and day with a repeat
of last week's program.

CC 25
Ch.• 53
CC 54
Ch 23
Ch. 35
Ch *
Ch. MI
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WKAS
WKGB
WCVN
WKIT
WKHA
WKLE
WKIII
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Ashland
Bowling Green
Covington
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Hazard
Lexington Richmond
Louisville
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WPSD
Ch, 6

Wednesday, April

he wouldn't have had it any
Associated Press Writer
other way.
RENO, Nev. (API — After
"I think it's good that it's
more than 20 years as a show
happening the way it is," the 5business trouper, Joel Grey is
foot-5 singer-dancer-actor exready for his status as a blosplained.
even
sAming superstar -"I have a sense of perthough he shuns the word.
spective about it all. If this had
"I can enjoy it now,- he
says, "because I know some-' happened maybe 20 years ago.
I don't know that I would have
thing Cl what it's .about. The
enjoyed It as much or that I
whole experience — working
wouldhave had as complete a
for somethin4 for a long time
life and this concept of who and
and then getting it."
where I am."
Grey's Oscar-winning perGrey, who turned 41 this
formance in the movie "Cabaweek, describes himself as a
ret" has catapulted him lothe
"together" person, a feeling he
top of his profession and he
said 'rhas been coming on for a
says it brought a degree of secouple of years now and It's
Universal gets 'Eiger'
curity, satisfaction and welgood4"
HOLLYWOOD 11:111—
1
come independence.
"The Eiger Sanction," a bestThis "integrated feeling,'1 as
"It's a nice place to be," he
selling novel on international
he put it, is a result of learning
said in one of his first interespionage, will be brought to
to trust in himself — "It's a
views since winning the Acadethe screen by Richard Zanuck
came
that
process
gradual
very
supporting
my Award as best
and David Brown at Universal.
inand
years
of
number
a
over
actor for his role as the Cabacluded psychoanalysis, quite a
iret's sleazY4 master of ceremobit of pain and an enormous
Small roles
nies.
HOLLYWOOD It P11 amount of pleasure."
Relaxing in blue jeans and
American International's "The
Of his Oscar, Grey said, "It
sweatshirt at Harrah's hotel-caLittle Cigars" stars five midgets
was a terrific way to close the
sino where he is headlining
playing gangsters: Billy Curtis,
to
had
that
of
life
chapter
my
twice-nightly shows, Grey said
Felix Sills, Jerry Maren, Emory
nice
a
was
It
do with 'Cabaret.'
that despite - the long, someSouza and Frank Delfino,
y to say goodby."
times bumpy' road to the top,

Grey Performance Puts
Him On Top Of Business

aaugnter,comes oack to 'eau
her father's band against the
Black Duke aided by the good
Regent's brother.
4:00 p.m.—Movie: Channel 5
"Naked Dawsn" Arthur
Kennedy, Betta St. John,
Eugene Iglesias, Charlita,
Roy Engel. After robbin
freight car, man hires landowner to drive him to
deliver loot to boss. Landowner becoming greedy,
decides to kill him and keep
money.
7:30 p.m.—Movie: Channels 4,
6. "To Steal A King,"
starring George Peppard as
Banacek. A valuable coin
collection vanishes from a
hotel vault and police an
hotel security are helpless to
solve the case. Pernell
Roberts and Breed Vaccaro
guest-star.
10:30 p.m.—Late
Movie:
Channel 12 (11:30 on Channel
5) -The Tiger Makes Out,"
starring Anne Jackson and
Eli Wallach. The comedy
frustrated
concerns a
bachelor mailman and an
equally frustrated suburban
housewife.
WKMA Ch 35
Madisonvill•
WKMR Ch 30
Morehead
Murray Mayfield WKMU Ch 21
WKON Ca 52
Owenton
WKPI Ch 22
Pikeville
WKSO Ch 21
Somerset
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Wednesday Highlights

Wednesday, paril 18
9:00 a.m.—Movie: Channel 8
"Fraulein" Dana Wynter,
Dolores
Ferrer,
Mel
Michaels, Theodore Bikel,
Maggie Hayes. Helmut
Dantine, Jack Kruschen,
James f.7,tiwards. Post-war
Berlin: After a German girl
aids an American officer to
escape she falls into hands of
Red • troop detachment;
escapes to Allied section of
Berlin and there recAmerican
encounters the
officer. ,
3:30 p.m.- 151ovie: Channel 3
"Broneo Busters" John
Lund, Scott Bredy, Joyce
Holden, Chill ,Wills, Don
Haggerty. World champion
rodip cowboy takes young
ridgi under his wing. They
soon become bitter opponents in the areana and
enemies over girl's affections.
3:30 p.m.—Movk: Channel 4
"The Son of Robin Hood"
June
Hedison,
David
Laverick, David Farra,
Marius Goring. Robin Hood's
''son", in actuallity a

I
'

Grows on Trees" Irene
Dunne, Dean Jagger, Joan
Evans, Richard Crenna.
When $5 and $10 bills start
growing on the Baxter's
back-yard trees, the laughs
begin, involving the U.S.
Treasury,
Depts. of the
Agriculture', and Internal
Revenue.
8:00 p.m.—Movie: Channels 3,8. "Red Line 7000" James
Caan stars in an adventure

4:00 p.m.—Movie: Channel 5 "It

Calhoun, Corinne Calvet,
Cameron Mitchell, Penny
Edwards, Carl Betz. After
his mining pal is killed, man
accepts job as marshal
Gambler's brother, whom he
suspected, is killed. He
learns killer's identity.
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p.m.—Late Movie:
Channel 12(11:30 on Channel
5) "Kid Rodelo," starring
Don Murray, Janet Leigh,
Broderick Crawford and
Richard Carbon. An exciting and powerful story of a
courageous drifter who finds
himself protecting a girl
from a band of escaped
convicts.

10:30

8:00 p.m.—Movie: Channels 4,
6. "Judith," starring Sophia
Loren, Peter Finch and Hans
Verner. A former Nazi
general (Verner) is sought
by his Jewish ex-wife (Miss
Loren), because he betrayed
her, and by Isrealis who want
to try him for war crimes.

drarria about stock car
racers and the women they
love, produced and directed
by Howard Hawks.

Dayiime Schedule for Monday-Friday

Monday, April 16
9:00 a.
Movie: Channel 8
"23 Paikes to Baker Street"
Van Johnson, Vera Miles,
Cecil, Parker, Patricia
Lair+, Isobel Elsom. A
blip:1; successful playwright
oviorliears a kidnapping,
murder and extortion plot but
Scotland
Yard
doesn't
believe him, until it's almost
too late....
3:30 p.m.—Mbvie: "Great Sioux
Uprising," Channel 3. Jeff
Chandler, Faith Domergue,
Lyle Bettger„ Peter Whitney.
Discharged Union officer
wins respect of Indian chief.
Stops band of rustlers from
driving Red Cloud and Sioux
notion to the war path.
3:343 p.m.—Movie: Channel 4
''Powder River" Rory

'Monday Highlights
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•
, TALL"

— WALKING

Take a ride dow,
the blacktop roads
of W. Tenn. with
Buford Passer
YOU'LL NEVER
FORGET IT!

Ftaker signs
HOLLYWOOD IUPII— oe
Don Baker, star of "Wal ng
Tall", signed with MGM to tar
in —The Outfit" along with
Robert Duvall, who blossomed
as the lawyer in "The
Godfather".

Selection
IUPI
HOLLYWOOD
"The Effect of Gamma RAys
on
Man - In -The-Moan
Marigolds," starring Joarine
Woodward, has been selectedwis
an official entry to this yeai's
annual Cannes Film, Festivid,
May 10-25.

XIV" directed by Roberto
Rossellini, and "The Apdersonville Trail," a fitrn
directed by George C. Scoitt.
This film won four Emrtly
Wards in 1970.
The film series is sponsored
by the National Endowment ItH
the Humanities and will be seen
each Tuesday night over KfT
until June 5.
Also during this week, KT
will broadcast:
"Assignment: New Jersey
Meadowlands," a half-hour
special at 7 p.m., April 15, absaut
the planned development of the
20,000 acres of marshes just
outside New York City.
—"What You Don't Know Can
Kill You" at 7 p.m., April 16, a
90-minute "Special of the
Week" examining the report of
the President's Commission .on
Health Education.
—"Wall Street Week" at 81:30
p.m., April 16, when host Lotdse
Ftukeyser welcomes economist
Ira Cobleigh, who discussed the
recent dollar devaluation,
arguing that the U.S. dollar! is
now internationally distrusted
because of the monetary
policies of 1934.
—"This Guy Dennenberg,r a
half-hour documentary ,on
Pennsylvania's Commissioner
of Insurance, Herbert 'S.
Dennenberg, who has been a
sharp critic of the medicalhospital-health insura ce
establishment.
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Murray
753-5273
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT .Kj.;
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

PARKER FORD, Inc,

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

WEDNESDAY
1 p m —Roger Carrls11
8 p.m. Firing Line
10 p.m.—Soul In Motion
TNURSDAY
2 p.m.—Lawrence Welk
7 pm —Special Opera
9 p m -- Sigma Alpha Iota
9 30 Jazz International
DAILY PROGRAMMING
12:10—Periscope
7 30 p m Arts Modular
3 p.m.—Story Hour
3:30—World Of Travel
4 p.m.—All Things Considered
7 p.m.—Evening News
For COMM/6411S or additional
WKAAS FM,
information. write
BOX 1175, University Station,
University,
State
Murray
Murray, Ky 42071.
The programs listed are on the
air at the same time each week
Please clip and save this schedule
for future reference.

FRIDAY
12. 30 p.m —Germany today
1 00 Land of Windmills
8. 30 Scarlatti Concert
SATURDAY
1:00 p.m—Met from NY
1:00—Album Preview
11:00—Woirman Jack
SUNDAY
1000 a m --Serenade Blue
Noon—Age of Telemann
7 ,00—Special of Week
MONDAY
2 p m --Talk About Atom
8 p.m—Evening Concert
9 p.m—Calloway Hi Hour
TUESDAY
2 p m —vets Admins
7 30—Music & Spoken Word
9 p.m —Murray High Hour

WKMS-FM
Highlights

Program

LEXINGTON, Ky.—A major
new film series premiers over
Educational
Kentucky
Television (KET) April 17. The
series will feature eight uncut
motion pictures, some of them
broadcast for the first time on
television.
"Humanities Film Forum"
begins at 7 p.m. Tuesday, April
17 with Tony Richardson's
William
of
production
"Hamlet,"
Shakespeare's
starring Nicol Williamson as
the elusive Danish prince and
Marianne Faithfull as Ophelia.
After each motion picture,
Dr. James H. Billington,
professor of history at Harvard
University and host for the
eight-week series, Will discuss
with guests the importance of
the filmS and the significance
they hold today.
After the broadcast of
"Hamlet," Dr. Billington will
discuss the film with Dr.
Maynard Mack, professor of
English at Yale University,
and Daniel Seltzer, professor of
English at Princeton University.
Later in April, "Humanities
Film Forum" will offer fulllength broadcasts of "Richard
HI" with Sir Laurence Olivier,
Charles Dickens' "Oliver
Twist," "The' Rise of Louise

New Film Series
Begins On KET-TV
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Hostess
phobe Linda Adams
Phone 753-2375
Asst Hostess
Sue McCoart

a

E 7C ,7

E

For information call:

OF GOOD BUSINESS AND GOOD
FRIENDS.
SIGN

THIS EMBLEM IS THE

Friends Are
A Nice Thing
To Have...

have a pretty fair explanation
in a show called "What Are
Taxes All About," one of CBS'
consistently good "What Are"
programs that try to decipher
adult matters for small children.
Saturday's show is narrated
by Christopher Glenn, who,
with his wife and two young
daughters, tries to illustrate
how local, state and federal
taxes affect one family and
what those taxes provide in return.
It starts with Glenn presenting himself at the CBS paymaster's window to collect an
oversized weekly paycheck of
$200, which he admits isn't
really what he earns and only
is an example.
Nearly $40 in taxes is missing
from the check. And off he goes
to show where the missing
money went, pausing en route
to point out that every business
and citizen earning a living
pays taxes.
,r It's a leisurely trip that
speeds up as he briefly explains
the history of taxation and gets
to the year 1913, when real
taxation in the U.S. took root
and grew. Boy, did it grow:
That's when Congress passed
the income tax law.
Glenn also covers the countless forms taxpayers now must
fill out and the fact that "a few
wealthy people actually pay no
taxes at all because they can
take advantage of certain pro-

in front of the TV set at 1 p.m.
EST Saturday.
At that time, CBS News will

By JAY SHARBUTT
AP Television Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) — There
basically are three kinds of
forms at tax-paying time: the
long form, the short form and
the prone form. The last is that
of the citizen after he totes up
his taxes.
If mothers don't quite know
-how to tell their young why old
tiad is prone at this time of
year, they might plop the kids
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Picture
Let's Make
A Dim ,

Tuesday, April 17
9:00 a.m.--Movie: Channel 8
"McHales Navy" Ernest
Borgnine, Joe Flynn, Tim
Conway, Gary Venson 1943:
Men of PT Boat 73 under the
command of an unorthodox
commander are not only
fighting the Jape, but their
captain who deplores the
commander's methods, but
is always outwitted.
3:30 p.m.--Movie: Channel 3.
"Kansas Raiders" Audie
Murphy, Brian Donlevy,
Scott Brady, Margurite
Chapman,Tony Curtis. Jesse
James and followers join
Quantrall's raider gang
vicious killers out for loot.
When James cares for him
after being blinded. Quantrill
saves his life.
3:30 p.m.—Movie: Channel 4
"Time of their Lives" Abbott
and Costello, Marjorie
Reynolds, Binnie Barnes.
Two revolutionary war
patriorts arrive as ghosts, in
the year 1946.
4:00 p.m.--Movie: Channel 5
Strange
"Incredible
• Creatures" Clash Flagg,
Carolyn Brandt, Atlas King.
Carnival dancing girls
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Geo
Smart
F Troop
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WDXR
Ch. 29
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who claims to have found a
Woman buried alive on the
grounds of her estate. ipseph
Cotten, Walter Pidgeon and
Ed Nelson also star.
8:30 o.m.—Movie: Channels 5.
12. "The Strangers in 7A,"
starring Andy Griffith and
co-starring Ida Lupino. A
New York couple become the
hostages of a gang of young
thieves planning a daring
bank robbery. Also starring
are Michael Brandon and
Susanne Hildur.
10:30 p.m.—Late Movie:
Channel 12(11:30 on Channel
5) "THX 1138," starring
Robert Duvall, Donald
Pleasenee, Don Pedro Colley
McOmie
Maggie
and
Futuristic drama of a
computer-controlled world of
human beings who are kept
on a steady diet of drugs that
reduce them to the level of
programmed automations.

.6

w

CBS
News
Buck
Owens

Gorardocow

KFVS
Ch. 121
Caps
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Phone 753-1640

114 S. 5th

'Lindsey Jewelers

Kiair ,ffliodem
*444cseam

A song to last forever.
In 18K gold.
With the size and quality
of the diamond stamped
on th inner band.
Your assurance of qualify.

Lyric.
By Orange Blossom

wt two tWeetiorR dowerai/ari

Ow dal(Me kyr.

murdered by incredible night
creatures of the midway who
have been hypnotized and
disfigured by a gypsy fortune
teller, aided by her sister and
a hunchback servant.
7:00 p.m.--Movie: Channels 4,
Hand,"
6. "The Hired
Fonda,
starring Peter
Warren Oates and Verna
Bloom. Three itinerant
cowboys become involved
with a sadistic merchant in a
desolate New Mexico town.
7:30 p.m.—Movie: Channels 3,
8. "The Screaming Woman"
original 90-minute suspensedrama made especially for
ABC. Two-time Academy
Award-winning actress
Olivia de Havilland makes
her TV motion picture debut
as a former mental patient

Tuesday Highlights

30
11

00

10::

7

00 MOM,.
Welby,
M.D.
30
0..-

Nevis,
"Th.

Maude
”
Howe ii
, Fiv•-0

To Tell
the Truth

Newt

P•ducah

Na•hvill•

Nashville

Minnie Pearl's cooking corner is a regular feature of "Hee
Haw." Here Minnie and Grandpa Jones get ready to prepare a
tasty recipe in the popular country-variety-comedy series' kitchen.

Time out
HOLLYWOOD (UPI I—
Richard Boone will take time
out from his "Hec Ramseyseries to narrate "Conquista,"
television special about 15thCentury America.

time theater acts.

HOLLYWOOD
Wolper productions will
distribute "The Popcorn
Palace," a half-hour television
vaudeville show starring Pat
Buttriun and • variety of old

Distributor

will be directed by John Flynn
from his own screenplay.

MGM's "The Outfit" which

Joe
Don Baker, who starred in
"Walking Tall," will share top
billing with Robert Duvall in

Share,the top
HOLLYWOOD IUPI I—

British color iv
LONDON 1UPI1— British
television manufacturers
delivered 1;775,000 color
television sets in 1972, a
whopping 93 per cent more
than in 1971, a manufacturers'
society reports.
Nearly 6.4 million radios and
3.6 million television sets, both
color and black and white, were
delivered in 1972. Both figures
were records.

called
visions in the tax law
loopholes."
The show's only flaw is that
it seems to be B bit too cursory
about why people gripe about
taxes. I suspect kids today are
a lot more hip on this point
than their elders realize.
But no matter. It's a good
primer and parents can provide
greater details if their children's curiouaity is aroused by
the show. And we hope it is.
The next "What Are" program in May will cover this nation's Skylab space launch and
what the Skylab program hopes
to accomplish. The, narrator
will be CBS anchorman Walter
Cronkite.

Nettla117

WPSD
Ch. 6

WLAC
Ch. 5

wsm
Ch. 4.
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Tuesday, April 17
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EPA Official Says Desertion Of Limits More Significant
areas that, until now, seemed
to need them.
Environmental Protection Administrator William D. Ruckelshaus, in announcing suspension of 1975 standards and establishment of interim standards for automobile carbon
monoxide and hydrocarbons,
mentioned just briefly EPA's
new position on the nitrogenoxide limit. He urged that it be
reviewed quickly.
In a later interview, however,
Eric Stork, EPA director of
mobile source controls, described the • position more
bluntly.
"We have said we're going to
back off the nitrogen-oxide
standard. That's the real story," Stork said.
Ruckelshaus, in a separate
In addition, EPA is question- interview, said EPA had "bading the more-general air-quality ly overestimated" the nitrogenstandards for nitrogen oxide, oxide pollution problem, prewith the result that plans to viously considered a serious
control this pollutant in urban source of smog.
areas will be delayed at least
"Instead of 47 regions with
another year, and strict nonve- serious problems," he said,
hicle controls may eventually "we really only have two: Los
become unnecessary in many Angeles and Chicago."
By STAN BENJAMIN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — An
Environmental
Protection
Agency official says EPA's
little-noticed desertion of 1976
nitrogen-oxide limits in automobile exhausts is far more significant than its delay in forcing abatement of two other pollutants.
If Congress accepts EPA's
views, auto makers may have
to provide little or no control of
nitrogen oxide beyond that already applied to today's cars.
That would make it a lot easier for them to meet the tough
carbon-monoxide and hydrocarbons limits which were postponed Wednesday from their
original 1975 deadline to 1976.

water pollution subcommittee.
Ruckelshaus offered no estimate of a more reasonable nitrogen-oxide limit, but another
EPA source said the agency
would be willing tp , settle for

He said he would bring the
subject up again in hearings
next week, which were announced Wednesday by Sen.
Edmund S. Muskie, D-Maine,
chairman of a Senate air and

Ruckelshaus :Aid he already
has suggested to Congress that
the 90-per cent nitrogen-oxide
reduction now required by law
for 1976 automobile should be
reconsidered.
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Through His prophet God speaks directly to His people by way
of .announcement: "Behold, thy King cometh unto thee." This
King to Whom the prophet was referring was not coming to
establish an empire for Himself, for His own profit and pleasure,
as the kings of the world do, but solely for the benefit of the people.
When He came the first time, the Jews rejected Jesus Christ, the
Saviour and King of kings. "Born King of the Jews" (Matthew
2:2), He offered Himself to them, but they refused to receive Him.
Seeing the Messiah as the King of kings. Zechariah assured his
readers that one day He will reign in the world. In the meantime
He lives to reign in the heart of every believer. True believers
have borne a faithful testimony to the effect that He established a
rule of geniune peace in their lives.
Zechariah urged his readeis to express their great joy bet'ause
of the good news of the certainty of the coming of the King. The
fact of His coming was sufficient cause for a demonstration of
their exuberance. In the fullness of time the Messiah came as the
prophet had predicted, proving His righteousness and showing
Himself to be the Saviour, or "having salvation in Himself." In
various ways He demonstrated that He was -lowly" or humble.
Abent-theiewithessof Christ therei*rtedoubt- When the King of kings made His triumphal entry into the ciao
of Jerusalem, He did not ride a prancing horse, as a symbol of war
and military might, but a colt, the foal of a donkey, a symbol of
humility, meekness, and peace. He presented Himself to the
people as the King of peace. He was the tery opposite of the
various kings who had ruthlessly plundered the city and breathed
out destruction and slaughter. He came as a peacebringer.

Paul challenged the Philippians to imitate Christ in their way of
thinking. He said, "Let this mind be in you, which was also in
Christ Jesus." "Mind" here has in it the idea of disposition.
Christians should be disposed to think, to speak, and to act as
Christ did,inasmuch as they are His followers. It is their privilege
and their duty to have the disposition and attitude toward others
which Christ displayed throughout His earthly life. When allowed
to hold sway,the mind of Christ will produce a Christlike life. ft is
this kind of living that is pleasing to God. It pleases Him because
it is chracterized by eminent humility, sublime benevolence, and
supreme devotion.
In His pre-existent state Christ was "in the form of God." His
self-abnegation was seen when He "emptied himself," and
became obedient unto death, even the shameful and ignominious
death of the cross. But, let us remember that all of this condescension and humiliation were entirely voluntary on His part of
this self-emptying theologian Robert Rainy said: -This selfemptying on the part of the eternal Son of God, for our salvation
involves realitie§ which we cannot conceive or put in any words.
This was more in this emptying of Himself than we can think or
say."
Certainly Paul could not have used a better and stronger
argument for following Christ than the example of the Saviour,
Who humbled Himself, made Himself of no reputation, took upon
Himself the form of a servant, died on the cross for the benefit of
all those who would believe on Him. If we have His mind, we will
not seek our own wills but His; and we will not strive for our own
advancement, but for His glory. In every respect Christ has given
us a perfect example.
After Christ voluntarily emptied Him.self and accomplished the
work which He came to do, God saw to it that He wia,exalted to
the highest height. Not only did He raise Him from the dead, but
exalted Him to the highest place, welcomed Him to the glory
which He had shared with Him before the world was, and gave
Him a name which is above every name. Blessed be that name! It
denotes all that He is now known to be. Of -all names His stands
alone, unique, and supreme.
"Jesus," oh, how sweet the name!
.."Jesus," every day the same;
"Jesus," let all saints proclaim
..Its worthy praise forever."
Concerning the future exaltation of Christ Paul wrote: "That at
the name of Jesus every knee should bow, of thing in heaven, and
things in earth, and things under the earth; And that every tongue
should confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the
Father." What a glorious triumph awaits Him when every tongue
shall confess that He is more than man, that He is truly Christ,
lierd, and King! All honor which is paid to Christ will be to the
eTory of God the Father. All should acknowledge Him now as
Saviour from sin and as King in their lives!

REGULAR

9r.

JESUS CHRIST IS KING
_
Jesus Christ, the King of kings, longs for those who have
received Him as their,Saviour to enthrone Him as the Lord and
King of their lives. Submission to His Lordship and compliance
with His perfect will guarantee the greatest joy and usefulness.
,
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the present level of control, or nesday, Ruckelshaus allowed said this would "increase
California to set a nitrogen- tremendously the chances at
a little better.
Present law requires the 1970 oxide standard of 2.0 grams per the auto companies to meet the
standards for the other pollunitrogen-oxide auto emissions mile.
The EPA source said levels tants."
of about 4.0 grains per mile to
Ruckelshaus said EPA is
be reduced 90 per cent, the 0.4 within this range could be
by 1976. At present, they'have reached dilth existing engine launching new research on the
been reduced about 25 per cent, modifications and would not re- validity of the national air-qualquire addition of still another ity standard for nitrogen oxide
to 3.1
In his official decision Wed- chemical exhaust scrubber. He as well.
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Calloway County 4-H Gun Safety Meetings Attended By Students
a.m. and the second meeting 1244 English of the Army
began at 10:00 a.m, with Reserve Unit and Doug Travis,
students from Kirksey and Conservation Education OfUniversity School represented. ficer, acted as instructors for
Sgt. Phillip Robinson and SFC the meeting.
The next meeting will he held
on Saturday, May 5, at the
Reserve Bldg.
Members of the groups are as
follows:
GROUP 1—Gene Dowdy,
Bengie Norsworthy, Harold
Alton,
Pittman, Timmy
Timothy Graham, Darnel Ahart,
Eddie Beach,Timothy Dix, Roy
Neal Provine, Steve Cherry,
Roger Scott, Bobby Eike, Mitch
Bill Glisson, Charles
Moss,
Glisson, Stephen Sills, Kenny
Erwin, Scott Barrow, Richard
Duke Jr., Lori Brandon, and
Jeffrey Ramsey.
GROUP 2—Roger
Greg Darnell, David
Freddie Kirkland, Everett
Hart, Mickey Overbey, Timmy
Falwell, Eric Lovins, Michael
Harrison, Bruce Taylor, Mark
Barber, Mark W. Cunningham,
Greg Schanbacher, Leann
Bridwell, Bradley Bryan,
Raymond Abbott, Frankie
Kodman, Heather Kodman,
Fred Kemp, Mark West, Billy
McCoart, Rollie Newton, Tonya
KIRKSEY AND Universil School students *ere represented at the second meeting Saturday
Walker, Marty Alexander, Joe
morning for the Calloway Canty 4-H Gun Safety Program.
Glenn Walker, Laura Forbes,
Kevin Scruggs, Terry Sledd,
and Ricky Miller.

The Calloway County 4-H Gun ,US. Highway 641 North.
One group of students from
Safety Program held its first
meeting on Saturday, April 7. Faxon, Hazel, Lynn Grow,
The meetings were held in the Almo and New Concord held its
new Army Reserve Building on first meeting beginning at 8:00

Federal State
Market Report

STUDENTS FROM Faxon, Hazel, Lynn Grove, Almo, and New Concord Schools met Saturday
morning for the Calloway County 4-H Gun Safety Program.

Federal State Market News
Service
Tuesday, April 10 Murray,
JCY-.
Murray Livestock Market:
Livestock weighed on arrival.
Cattle this week 65
Calves this week 10
Compared To Last Week:
Slaughter cows 2.00-3.00 higher,
feeders steers on limited offering 4.00-5.00 higher.
Slaughter Cows: Utility 32.0034.75, Cutter 29.00-32.00, Canner
26.00-29.00.
Feeders Steers: Choice 300400 lbs. 63.00-66.50, mixed Good
and Choice 400400 lbs. 55.0059.50.
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READ the WANT ADS

a.

Your Individual Horoscope

AGE'NINE

Frances Drake

* VOTE FOR *

FOR SATURDAY,APRIL 14, 1973

DAN
DUNN

Look in the section in which SCORPIO
MeNs
your birthday comes and find (Oct 24 to Nov. 22)
An
auspicious
period.
If you
what your outlook is, according
cooperate smartly, you can
to the stars.
make up for lost time or break
ARIES
through any barriers to new
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
attainment
Be circumspect in making SAGITTARIUS
agreements, involvement in the ( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
affairs of others. If you exDiscretion and secrecy may
perience delays in carrying out be your most important tools if
your plans, be patient Things you are aiming at some unusual
WILL work out.
or financial objective. Let past
TAURUS
experience guide you.
,
kk
(Apr. 21 to May 21) ti
CAPRICORN
Stellar influences somewhat (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) ICr
adverse. Be extremely careful
Avoid a tendency toward,
to discriminate between rumor lethargy. Rewards will be .
and fact, not 16 accept hearsay commensurate with the efforts
as accurate information. Some you expend. Keep your own
deceptive trends prevail.
counsel in personal affairs.
GEMINI
AQUARIUS
( May 22 to June 211
(Jan. II to Feb. 19)
Mercury now extremely-`- Good Uranus Influences, but a
beneficent. Especially favored: few "tricky" spots will bear
All those in the writing and watching. Properly alert,
journalistic fields; advertising however, you can eradicate
and promotional interests; them and go on to bigger and
communications of every type. better things.
CANCER
PISCES
(June 22 to July
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20i
You may be given some extra
Hunches sometimes warn
responsibilities, but if the end when not to speak or act but are
results seem worthwhile, ac- often ignored. Better pay atcept them — ambitiously. Curb tention to them, and to the
a tendency toward restlessness. suggestions of the experienced
now. Avoid excitability.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 2s) •124--g
YOU BORN TODAY are an
Friends and associates are
inambitious
working for you in the extremely
background, and you should dividual, energetic and highly
soon profit from some efforts versatile. Included in the many
you have long since forgotten. lines through which you could
carve an outstanding career are
VIRGO
business (especially
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
banking,
manufacturing),
Especially favored now: science, education, literature
Speedup action on pending and the theater. In the latter,
projects; making revisions in your talents run the gamut from
plans which didn't quite jell bright and witty comedy to
previously, property matters serious drama. Your sense of
and improvements generally. the dramatic also fits you for
LIBRA
trial law, where you could make
(Sept. 24 to-Oct 23)
a brilliant name for yourself.
Plan your schedule so as to Try to overcome a tendency to
allow for handling, not only be overly critical of others.
essentials, but some unexpected Birthdate of: Janies Brançh
new activities. Be realistic, too. Cabell, novelist; Sir Jelin
Do not confuse wishful thinking Gielgud, Eng. dramatic actor;
with "inspiration."
Julie Christie, film star.

elki0

Magistrate
-Or

District 3
I am the son of Mr. & Mrs. Paul Dunn of
Crossialtd.,Wiltrel MIS born and haxelixeill
all of niy life. I graduated from Hazel High
School in 1957, am a member of South
Pleasant Grove Methodist Church. Since old
enough, I have worked with my family at
Dunn's Store at Crossland.

EA
4(

Some of the duties of the Fiscal Court ( the
County Judge and four Magistrates 1—erect
and keep in repair necessary public
buildings such as County Health Dept.,
courthouse, jail, hospital, schools, etc., buy
or sell land for the use of the county when
necessary: erect and keep in repair
bridges, drainage ditches and county
ROADS, employ the road employees and
county road engineer; cause correct accounts and records to be kept of all receipts
and disbursement of the public funds of the
county (your tax money).

fc

I would lilt
friends, and
me in the ra
help and sill
* trying to sei
responsibilit
* have been em
try to see all
sider this m
ar, support.
.Te

Availabi

Pol Ad Paid
The only promise I make is, do my very
best to serve in the best interest of ALL the
people of 3rd District and Calloway County.
I live on a black top road and NOT obligated
to anyone.

ipLL

•

VOTE for the candidate of your choice. It
must be DUNN.
Your vote
preciated.

and

support

will

be

ap-

(Paid Political Ad, paid for by Dan Dunn,
Rt. Hazel)

BLONDIE

WI-Isif DON'T YC
A JUKEBOX 7
MUSIC VJMA
MEALS

New Ideas for the Boy Generation
Department-At-1410mm
---4411-Ourlieys
,
In Order To Fit The Young Man
Up To Size 20.

THE PHAN

Donmooi

\ew Donmoots
For. His New Jeans

KAYN EE
"Endura-Press by Keynes - the shirt fashioned for
young bodies. Stripes, solids, prints in the newest
colors and styles. Sizes8 29

$450.$700
santone e ROBERT BRUCE

BEATLE Bi

Two great looking knits, that'll see a guy through summtrTh hand—The toursome style. We have them in all colors for all his-slacks,
shik, in two-bone mesh knit with solid
trim. The textured knit, with zip
pocket, mock neckline.
Sizes 3-7,8-20.
$500

$30_

Site clz3

Carter's
Tee Shirts
and Irierfs

3 for $3"

Newest fashion shades
in ties. Whites, stripes
prints.

$150

100% combed cot.
ton . .

remforcad

points of st*oin and
MI cut. Tee Owl*
with no sog neck
. .
with
double soot Both in
sizes 8 to N.

$300

Tartan
Dress Plaids
For great leeks try these tartar
dress plaids with scoop front
pockets. Available in sizes 27 thru
30. Many other stacks in sires 11 to
12 in regulars and slims.

D. H.Neumann
Single Breasted, 2-button model. 3 flap Pockets,-100%
Polyester knit. Stripes & Plaids and &Ditch.
$9900
Sizes 8-12

Sizes 13-20

$3400

Atbersolf5
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

iLLD

NANCY

ABNE1

FASHION
CENTER

247-1638 or 243 1655

4--tS

1973
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* VOTE *

4,4,4, EARL FUTRELL
* for SHERIFF
3

I would like to thank my many neighbors, relatives, old
friends, and new friends for the support they have given
me in the race for sheriff. I feel that with your continued
help and support, I can win this election. I have been
trying to see and talk with each one of you about the
responsibilities of the office: I have met many of you and
have been extremely grateful for your kind words. I shall
e
•
try to see all of you; but if I miss seeing you, please con* sider this my personal appeal to you for your vote and
.,support
*
*
it
*

- Available 24 Haunt A Day, 7 Days

week, 365 Days A

Year

(Pa Ad, Paid for by Earl Futrell, Route 1, Murray,Ky.)drir***************************

HELLO? 15
THIS THE LEAGUE
PRESIDENT? I'M
igk WERE
DISCONNECTED..

FRIDAY—APRIL 13, 1979

Student Ad Winners
Announced Art Show
Winners of the top awards for
the 1973 Student Art Exhibition
at Murray State University will
be announced at the opening of
the show at 8 p.m. Wednesday,
April 18, in the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts'Center.
In addition to three top
awards, several merit awards
and several purchase awards
will be presented at the opening
Scheduled to run through April
29, the exhibition is open to the
public.
Sponsored by the Murray Art
Students MASS), the show will
Include work representffig-the
different media taught on the
Murray State campus. It is
being juried by Phillip Morton,
art professor at the Chicago Art
Institute,
and
Gerald
DeSchepper, formerly on the
Murray State faculty .and now
an art professor- at Ohio
University.
--- - •
The opening is one of the
special events during the
Festival of Arts and religion on
the campus April 16-20. Sponsored jointly by the School of
Fine Arts and the United
Campus Ministry, the festival is
planned
to explore the
relationships of art and religion.
Serving as co-directors are
Dr. Joe N. Prince, dean of the
School of Fine Arts, and the
Rev. William Porter of the UCM
staff. Among the other events
each evening during the week

400 i4X-REN'T1C LeEs, R...4.1€
DISCONNECTED.. WON OUR FIRST
GAME -MAY-'
I HUNG UP
IM
ON Nint:
VERq

BLONDIE

FRANKFORT,
Ky. - cash value of all crops.
Bitzer
expects
grain
Imagine acres of wheat bending
in the breeze and vast grain production to be down in
elevators rising out of the Kentucky this year because wet
fields. Where are you? Kansas? weather last fall prevented the
Nebraska? South Dakota? No, harvesting of corn and soybeans
you could easily be in Kentucky. on schedule. Farmers who had
This state, known primarily planned to double-crop their
music.
Multi-Media for tobacco, also has an im- land were not able to get the
Tuesday-A
Happening directed by Mrs. portant part of its land planted corn and soybeans out of the
Hansen, associate in samll grains - wheat, fields in time to plant the sartill
Rena
grains.
director for the arts of the barley, oats, and rye.
Bitzer points out that the
Although Kentucky is not one
National Council of Churches in
New York City, including rock of the nation's more important wheat produced in Kentucky is
music, picutres and other grain producers, small grains different from that produced in
are rapidly becoming important some other states. It is soft red
audiovisual effects.
Thursday-A concert by the parts of the state's agricultural winter wheat and is used for
• cobkie and pastry flour.
Murray_ State. UaiversitY production.
`Not only doeir-iiinill-grain
Dr. Morris Sifter,- grain crops
Symphony Orchestra conducted
specialist at, the University of production help farmers inby Neale Mason, with Alice
Kentucky
College
of crease their profits and use
Hopper as the featured soprano
soloist.
Agriculture, says, "Small grain their land more efficiently, it
Friday-A performance of production in Kentucky is going also provides the raw materials
"Rosencrantz and Gundenstern to increase very rapidly in the for all those good things like
chocolate chip cookies, Danish
Are Dead" by Tom Stoppard, a future."
University Theatre production
One of the main reasons for „pastries, cakes, rolls....
directed by James I. Schempp, this, he says, is the recent rise
assistant professor of theatre in wheat prices. A year ago, the
arts.
price of a bushel of wheat was
Mrs. Hansen, who has a $1.20. Today wheat sells for
background in both art and about $2.50 per bushel. With
theology, will be on the campus potential yields of 50 bushels per
Carlos W. Jones of Parker
Airing the entire week to speak, acre, profits can be quite good,
Ford, Inc., Murray, has been
lead classroom discussions, Bitzer says.
serve as a panelist and appear
Small grains have several named a member of Ford
daily at 8:30 a.m, on the WNBS potential uses. They can be used Division's exclusive 300-500
Radio Breakfast Show.
for hay, for- grazing.„ cover Club, a national organization of
Using "Art and Religion" as crops, silage, feed grains, and outstanding Ford salesmen.
Membership in the club was
her topic, she will speak at the for flour.
earned
throu6 individual sales
UCM lunotieon. at 12:30 p.m.
Because the small grains
Wednesday and at the Rotary grown in Kentucky are mainly success during the 1972
luncheon at 19* p.m. Thur- winter crops, a farmer can calendar year.
members
received
sday,
—.double-crop his land_ A typical Club
eon H. Capp,
arrangement is corn or awards from *r
soybeans during the summer Ford Division's Louisville
an wheat or one of the other district sales manager, at a
small grains during the winter. dinner Saturday, April 7 at the
In this way the farmer can Executive Inn in Louisville.
The purpose of the 300400
increase his production and
income without any increase in Club is to recognize outstanding
salesmen and to highlight
acreage.
Small grains can also be automotive sales positions as
planted as companion crops to "valuable service to the
grasses. They provide cover national economy and the local
and protection while the grasses community," Mr. Capp said.
The 300400 Club was founded
grow kid can later be harvested
23 years ago.
for hay or silage.
on the campus are:
Monday-A concert by the
University Chorus directed by
Robert Baar presenting the
premiereperfacipmee of'
Triumphant" by Dr. itula
McCain, associate professor of

woNoER IF WE BE
OFFENDED IF t STUFFED
A DisH TOWEL DowN
HIS THROAT

THE PHANTOM

BEATLE BAILEY
VOLUNTEER:PI&
I4A6 PICKED UP
5INCT MPS-9StrALEY,
JOINED THE
9TAFF

Carlos Jones
Named to Honor

Last year 301,000 acres of
Kentucky farmland were
planted in wheat. Total small
grain acreage amounted to
nearly 450,000 acres. According
to Baker, western_ Kentucky
Revised navigation charts on
• :loads the stale in small grain
• the Tennessee and Cumproduction because the fgu-ms
rland Rivers are now
are larger and the land flatter available at the Us, S. Army
than in the rest of the state.
Corps of Engineers' Office in
He says however, that "More Nashville, according to Col.
more
small
grains
are
and
William F. Brandes, District
being grown_in..the oentralpari -Engineer.
of the state. In bluegrass there
The Tennessee River folio of.
is a great demand for rye as hay charts covers the Tennessee
for, horses. They can't get River from Paducah, Kentucky,
enough of it."
to Knoxville, Tennessee, and
Even in eastern Kentucky, sell for $2.50 each. The Cumthere are possibilities for in- berland River folio covers the
creased grain production, Cumberland
River from
Bitzer says. "Small grains can Smithland, Kentucky, to Celina,
be used as cover crops in the Tennessee, and sells for $2.00
mountains to protect the soil in each.
the winter. Eastern Kentucky
Folios may be purchased in
also has a livestock feed deficit person from the Map and Chart
that could be partially solved by Section, Room 302, Federal
more production of small Office Building, 701 Broadway,
grains. They could grow their Nashville, Tennessee, or by
own feed grain and not have to writing to the District Engineer,
buy it.
Map and Chart Section, P. 0.
If farmers in all parts of the Box 1070, Nashville, Tennessee
state did this, Bitzer says many 37202.
of them could increase their
"Regualtions do not permit
livestock herds without any the issuance of charts prior to
extra outlay of money for feed. receipt of remittance and
This would increase their written requests should be
profits he says.
accompanied by a check or
Small grains are second in money order made payable to
value to corn, as feed grains in the Treasurer of the United
the state, and fourth in total States," Col. Brandes said.

Navigation
Charts Available

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

NO,
WH AT ?

66 Army meal
67 Playing card

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

LEGAL NOTICE

EOR RENT

THE COMMONWEALTH OF UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom
KENTUCKY CALLOWAY brick home near college, fenced
Circuit Court WILLIAM EARL in back yard, $100.00 per month
CHARTRAND, ET AL Plaintiff, on 6 months or year lease. Phone
A 16C
VERSUS FRANK KEEHN, a 753-6417.
single person, Jim Keehn and
wife, MRS. JIM KEEHN SHOP FOR rent. Call or see
Jones' Brothers, Hazel Highway,
Defendant.
A17C
By virtue of a judgement and 753-7150.
order of sale of the Calloway
Trireuit -Court rendered at the FOUR ROOM house,-Poo
March 15th Term thereof 1973, in south on 641, toilet and bath.
yard
and
garden
the above cause, and by Nice
agreement of the parties hereto privileges. Phone 492A17N(
and its cost therein I shall 8356,
proceed to offer for sale at the
Court House door in the City of
AUCTION SALE
Murray Kentucky, to the highest
bidder, at public auction on the
HOUSEHOLD AND real estate
23rd day of April 1973, at 1:00
auction, 503 South 16th Street in
O'clock p.m., or thereabout, upon
Murray, Ky., Saturday, April 14,
a credit of six months, the
10:00 a.m., rain or shine at the
following described property tolate C. A. (Cull) Phillips home_
wn:
Will sell all furniture including Seventeen 17) acres more or
bedroon suits, 2 half beds,
less, being the remainder tract
complete, dining room suit,
conveyed to Gilbert Colson by
dinette set, round walnut table, 4
Osie R. Parrish on 10 October,
extra leaves. Color and black and
1946, shown in Deed Book 83 page
white TV's , large Hot Point
498 it being the north east half of
regrigerator, stove, 2 air consection
the northwest quarter of
ditioners, RCA and Welbilt gun •
20 township 3 range 6 east,
case, typewriter and desk,.
containing 80 acres more or less.
laundromat washer, cooking
EXCEPT, the following tracts utensils, waffle.
irons,electric
heretofore sold to Oliver Durrer skillett, mixer, pressure cooker,-,
2 deeds to Jack Steppy, to Martin Electrolux vaouum cleaner, fans
Exner, to Bud Geer, to Norma and heaters.
Swain,to Jimmie Cross, to Henry Easy chairs rugs, phone and
Naskinhoff, to Chester Hinton, to record table, quilts, blankets,
Ken Puckett, to Ben Madrey, to
electric clock, real nice large tin
Bill Ed Sawyer & Joe Henry, to
door safe, Queene Anne chair
Johnnie Greer„to Herb Barnett, with
carved grapes, small table,
to Joe & Jimmie Beckham, to
with drawer wood pegged),
David Madison,._ leaving a collar and
cuff buttons, 3 ironbalance in this deeds 17 acres stone bowls, wine bottle, 2 blade
more or less.
bone handle pocket knife,
EXCEPTION FURTHER, that daguerreotype picture and case,
portion conveyed to Charlie King, old binoculars-in
good shape,
and that portion conveyed to Fay beautiful picture frames
and
Browning
and
Catherine mirrors, old Atwater Kent radio
Browning, his wife.
with loud speaker, very old. Flat
For the purchase price, the top trunks, initialed pewter set
purchaser must execute bond, with initial P. Amber candle
with approved securities, bearing holders, wine set and scattered
legal interest from the day of old pieces.. Also wheelbarrow,
sale, until paid, and having the ladders, grinder, drill, vise, tool
force and effect of a judgment. box, rakes, 2 yard chairs, 2
Bidders will be prepared to wrought iron chairs, concrete
comply promplty with these flower pots, golf clubs, also
terms.
double
garage
full
of
miscellaneous furniture and
Frank Rep
A./frail
.../Easier
missier Mr. pleCti.
Ray
Brownfield from
CALLOWAY
Circuit
Court Peoples Bank is administrator of
1TC
the Phillips' estate and is offering
at 1:00 p.m., this nice three
PEST CONTROL
bedroombrick home with tub and
FOR THE best in pest control shower bath, living and dining
basement,
service and termite control call rooms, __full
Superior Exterminating Com- breezeway, double garage.
pany, 753-7266.
May 3C Painted and well kept. On lot
1021
/
2' frontage and 295' deep.
Actually two lots and through
Mr. Owen Billington, Strout Real
Estate Agency, located in
Murray Insurance Agency
building, Belaire Shopping
Center, he will offer brick
residence and large lot on which
it stands and lot in back
separately. Then combined and
selling for highest money. Mr.
Brownfield reserves right to
reject highest bid. Terms 10 per
cent day of slae, balance with
clear deed. Possession at once.
Know someone
Eats and drinks available.
who'll soon
Douglas Shoemaker associate
Shoemaker Auction & Livestock
celebrate a
Company in charge of sale.
s:
Phone 753-3375 for inbirthday?
formation.
Al3C
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MOCOM memo
B013(110311
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AUCTION SALE, Hazel Auction
1 Sandarac
a
tree
House,
Hazel,
Kentucky,
1 Soar
5 Trade
Saturday, April 14, 6:30 p.m.,
2
Inlet
agent
9 Secret
3 Sum up
Jenny Lind bed, antique rocker,
12 Take one's
4 Reparation
Part
tables, lamps, oak wardrobe, old
-5 Lean tos
13 At fhis
6 Pronoun"
pictures, wind up record player.
place
7 Skill
.14 Chinese
In good condition Tools, tool
8 Wampum
pagoda
9 Farm
chest, pocket knives,tape player,
15 Oar
building
10 Symbol for
large assortment of glass inBucket
10
tantalum
Ii Ivy schen!
cluding depression and hull
18 Be 01
Rents
16
19 Communists
pottery. A building full of other
50 Man's
33 Repair
20 Place
21 'Late great
nickname
36 Tear
, 22 Cooled lava
good items For all your auction
movie star
Si Den
38 Scholar
23 Grate
23 Let go
needs contact Wilson & iThomp24 Mohammedan 41 tongs for ,52 Athletic group
27 Man
56 Devoured
43 Fabulouspird
chieftain
son Auction Service. Wayne
nickname
river
Swiss
58
45 tatTrir
‘
,5 Chinese mite
28 Improperly
Wilson and Cfkilles Thompson
conrunction
59 FalsehoOd
26 Obscure
29 Mans
47 Note of scale
60 Crafty
30 Deceived
licensed and bonded ;10cnickname
Bone
63
earning
49
Cuts
of
meat
32
31 Shade tree
tioneers.
MAC
34 'Spanish for
"yet"
7 I .. .
10 11
I
2
';•:•;--5 6
-36-Weighsol-- - -.
•4...s
India
1:
..4
...16•*4.••..e.0•.4
.g.to„.t,st*o•4
• .: 33
37 Prefix: wrong 12
_...
14•74•V•0•et1:•••••".etite rn!••!:!••:re.
39 farce Islands
• • •,18
lb
13
......:;17
whirlwind
40 Left with
r , 3..
..'
20
...i,
21 i*.!
2
lever
1.:•.., :' -•:.:119
(Shaped Notes)
42 Title of
:....:' •
.:*'.1
- ....
respect
27
26 ..:•:'
23 24.
25
...
...•
._..
• 44 Strict
to be sold at
46 Printer's
30 ••.•••• 31 321
28 •
measure
:...:.
48 Contaminated
38
39,
-'.,3?
36 ...,37
34'
•'.
.••.
50 fold
.......4„ 4 .4
4.
53 Female
43
?../..•,44
45
41
•.•'
.
42
46
....
,
student
1*
.
a,
'4
54 Organ of
et .
49
•
•
46_
_or ;4-•,•.:wilill.
4(ors'rir
•
hearinc
•"..
•
55 Babytorean
Way
753-8382
••, 53
'$2 1......,
51
30
deity
• *:••
.4/read
i
.
47 Models of
IlitIV.4.5 trir•••.
-2'. 57
' .48
54
with
WANTED'- TO RENT
peroectxin
.61 Metal
Wont
• • •: 62
63
61'
.'.•.
ENT ho
eirSalag disk .
Ads
64 Metal fastener
copntry, within 14 miles of
65
65 Bitter
.
...•....
Murray. Phone 753-0326.
A.14P
.a.-......
vetch
Fr, lure Svnitra e
Distr I l'ni

7i-1916
74;
ilEto place your ad

10
. The Ledger int
& Times

43 •

UL' ABNER'
>nu-1.MM PUT YOU INTO THE
PROPER NolooD-RD RECREATE
THE FIRST'CORPORAL CROCK"COMIC BOOK?

TRUST YOU'VE
PROVIDED MUSIC
AND CHAMPAGNE.-

7.5K.f- I FORGCr
THOSE DETAiLs!!I'LL_
FILL THE WIPIE CELLARS
AND HIRE THE EMTIRE
,
IPAPHow/
P.
-05T004 5
ORcHESTRAff,

SONG BOOKS

AUCTION
April 28, 1973
JOHN RANDOLPH
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75:-71:16SHOP THE WANT ADS W
FOR RENT

SERVICES OFFERED

Trailer

SERVICES OFFERED

Spaces

40

AVAILABLE MAY 5, two
bedroom apartment, central heat
and air, wall to wall carpeting,
outlet for washer and dryer.
Phone 753-9741.
A13C

Protect Your Home!
CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION
"EVERY DAY YOU WAY
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"

TWO IIEDROOM furnished
trailer,--air conditioned, 1 mile
from Mw-tay. Garbage pick up
and water furnished. $85.00 per
month. Phone Cadiz 522.6332.
AMC

FREE ESTIMATE on spectic
teilation Phone
7850.
TFC
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
i'WO LARGE water front lots in
lood River Subdivision. $4500.00
or both. Phone 436-2427 or after
:00 p.m. 753-8997.
MayllP
Special $10,000
Vaeatioa-Retirement Lot
150' x 100'
Lake Access, Community
Dock, Boat and Motor,
Partially
Furnished,
Living
Room
with
Fireplace, Bedroom, Bath,
Complete Kitchen.
Call A. Simrnen
Lile Real Estate and
Auction
Home 354-8353 or
Office 474-2717

Murray,Ky.
Phone 753-3914 Da) or Site

Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
Licensed by State of Kentucky
k' Member Chamber of Commerce

Service Offered

Will Do Trash
&
Brush Hauling
Reasonable Rates

ONE BEDROOM furnished
apartment, air conditioned, lots
of cabinets, two closets. Adjoins
'NISU campus, next to White
Hall on Payne Street. Couples
only. No pets. Available now.
Phone 753-3805.
A14C

1753-61301

HOUSE
TRAILERS, two.
Located on Blood River Lake
water. front lots. Phone 436WILL HAUL trash and brush.
after 7:00p.m.
Al8C
Phone 753-4622.
A16P
FURNISHED APARTMEnt, one
bedroom. Electric heat and air
conditioning. Water, trash pick
up and cablevision furnished. No
pets please. Phone 753-8611 or 7539537.
Al6C

WIL DO trash and brush hauling.
Reasonable rates. Phone 753TFC
6130.

KELLEY'S TERMITE
PEST CONTROL
100 S. 13th Street

CARPET CLEANINo - ProfessiOnal. Commercial or residential
at reasonable prices. Free
estimate. WW furnish references.
Phone Handyman,753-5827. May
10C

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

AIR COMPR EsSi irts
-Sales & ServiceDIXIELAND COMPRESSOR
CO.
753-30th Day or Night
All Work Guaranteed

Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours a day the year
round_ Winter and Summer.

FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
living room, kitchen, bathroom
and shower and bath. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th Street, 7536609.
Slay9C

FURNISHED BEDROOM. Will
rent reasonable to some nice
person. Phone 753-5611.
A 13C

Carry Germs

PESTS

TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
apartment, wall to wall carpeting, good location. No lease
required. $120.00 per month.
April 28C
Phone 753-4331.

SINGLE BEDROOM furnished
apartment. Available immediately. Electric heat. R.W.
Churchill, 753-2736 or 7538395.
A 13C

Roaches
CAT R D OF

ONE BEDROOM apartment, air
conditioned, partial utilities
furnished. Phone 753-9741. Al3C

THREE DOOR clean up shop,
available immediately.' If interested phone 753-4763.
A18C

a

omp e
ome
Remodehng
MUST!,

•
•
•

BY OWNER
Four bedroom brick house
on deep lot. Two baths,
living room, dining room,•
large paneled den with
:
fireplace, kitchen, with lots
of cabinets, full basement.•
Located at 512 Broad.
•
Cash Price $21,000.00
Phone 753-3963

your additionsMOBILE HOME, two bedroom FOR ALL
residential or
large yard. Electric heat, air remodeling,
commercial. New or old. Free
conditioned, 12'x18' living room
IN GATESBOROUGH by owner,
TFC
753-6123.
has extension. Water furnished. estimates. Call
brick home, carpted, three large
753-O61
Phone 489-2513.
A16C
bedrooms, living room, den,
OY'S LOCKSMITH Service
I• •ne Paris,642-6551.
TFC JOHN'S REPAIR Service. kitchen, with built-ins, utility,
Plumbing-electrind-roofing and two baths, double garage with
SERVICES Of r ERED
JERRY'S REFINISHING & carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or storage room, patio, central heat
TFC and air, nice lot. Shown by apCustom Built Furniture, 6 miles 753-7625 nights.
SEAM!PS ALUMINUM gutters South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
pointment only. Phone 7534742
manufactured and installed by Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492- WILL DO house paining,inside or after 5;00p.m.
Atkins Gutter Installation, 8837.
Al9C
TFC outside. Truman Edwards, 607
Murray, phone 753-8a or 753Olive Street, phone 753-6587. A14P
8992.
IL L1NC HOUSE PAINTING-exterior,
FIVE ROOM frame with about 1
interior-city or farm. Quality
acre of land, $4600.00. Phone 753REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
BULLDOZER WORK; trucking, work, reasonable priced. C & J
0124.
Al4P
also bank gravel, fill dirt and Painting Contractors. Phone 437topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138, 4712.
May 4P
or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC
WANT YOUR house trailer
WILL DO painting, interior or underpenned with fiberglass?
exterior. By the job or hour. Free 12'x60', only $125.00. Phone 753estimates. Phone 437-450 or 527- 3938 or 753-5461.
A13P
9714.
April 24C
Right on The Water Boat Dock, Boat House, electric heat,
big fireplace, screened in front porch, patio overlooking
SUMMER HEAT won't stop-but KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
the lake. One of the most beautiful views you've ever seen.
your air conditioner will, if not Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
*Not Many Left.
serviced properly. Call Morris 13th Street, "Every day you
17,,2 minutes from Murray
Refrigeration Sales Si Service, delay lets bugs have their
Phone 753-1833 after 5:00 p.m.
TFC
May2C way."
753-7205.

Bill Flou

on

Year Around Cabin
ON KENTUCKY LAKE

706 ELM STREET, A REAL FINE FOUR BEDROOM stone
and brit* veneer house on -Writ:1W size lot with Pz stories,
basement, fireplace, central gas heat, two air conditioners,
and priced to sell. $28,750.00.

160 ACRES-70 ACRES TENDABLE new well, and rest is
beatitiful woodland. Located near Pottertown. -Unbelievable
price.

1605 LOCUST DRIVE. HOME WITH two apartments, 3',2
baths, central heat and air. On 100'x200' lot. A lovely home
with good income. Near schools and university. Call for
appointment to see.
,
NEW FOUR BEDROOM HOME in Gatesboro, near completion. Central heat and air. Large living room and extra
large family room, two baths, built-ins, carpet. Ready soon,
so call to see.

AT 1007 POPLAR, BIG AND BEAUTIFUL five bedroom
brick home. Has all modern fixtures, three car carport,
central heat and air, formal dining room, located on two lots.
If you are looking for a fine, well kept old home, just call for
an appointment to see this one.
AT_PANORAMA SHORES-TWO STORY Cottage on lake
front lot with beautiful view of lake. Cottage has 2 bedrooms
upstairs, a large all purpose room downstairs, two baths,
carpeting in all rooms, large walk-in closets, baseboard
heating. Stone fireplace downstairs. Included are two air
conditioners, draperies, metal tool house on concrete slab,
snack bar and outside shrubs. See to appreciate.
NEAR HARDIN-LARGE THREE bedroom brick vetheer
house on Pi acres. One bathroom, good well, built-in oven
and range, and has good barn. Acreage is cleared and
fenced. Excellent pasture. Price can't be wrong.
ON NORTH FORK CHURCH ROAD, mile north, of Lynn
Grove Road, a large three bedroom brick home, two baths,
large lot. All paneled, carpets and built-in range. Has carport, electric heat, and good well. Priced to sell. $21,500.00.
9 MILES EAST ON HIGHWAY 94-Attractive two bedroom
brick veneer house, less than -2 years old, with central gas
heat and one air-conditioner, located on one and three tenths
acre Plenty of carpet and one bath and good size single
carport. Priced right-317,500.00.
FOUR MILES NORTH OF MURRAY we have the Herman
Lovins home and used car business for sale. House consistsof
3 bedrooms, kitchen with all built-ins, large living room with
fireplace, beautiful family room, full basement, central heat
and air. Has both garage.end carport. all fenced with chain
link fence. Several out buildings, good pond. Clean up shop is
50'x46'. Lots of parking out front, office space. All this and 6.
acres of land. Give us a call and look at this beautiful home
and business.
ON DORAN ROAD, THREE BEDROOM brick, central air
and heat, two tile baths, formal dining room, foyer. Huge
living room and family room. An built-ins, beautiful hardwood floors, carport.
AT 416 SOUTH 16TH STREET, four bedroom brick veneer.
Large living room, family room, large kitchen and dining
area, 3 baths, central heat and air, garage with automatic
door opener, paved driva_
and patio. On nice corner lot.
KAY'S RESTAURANT, JUNCTION OF Hwys. 68 and 80,
with 3 acres and all fixtures, also cottage with 4 units. A fine
piece of commercial property in a perfect location. Don't
pass this up. Inquire at office.
WESTWOOD-HERE'S A BEAUTIPUL brick veneer
duplex. Two bedrooms on each side with stove, refrigerator,
dishwasher, and central heat and air. Located on large lot
and priced to sell.
REDUCED!! 808 NORTH lgTH STREET-Attractive three
bedroom brick veneer house on large lot, 75' x 225'. Plenty of
shade and fenced. Carport, utility and large rooms. Price at
only $18,900.00,

BUDGET PRICE ON A COMFORTABLE and well located 2
bedroom home at 1105 Mulberry. Masonry Conitruction
with gas heat. New carpet.Priced to sell at $10,500.00.
AT SIXTEliliN HUNDRED SYCAMORE, LARGE seven
bedroom brick veneer Colonial. Central heat and air.
Downstairs has living-dining room combination, 3 bedrooms,
2 baths, family room with fireplace, utility room, patio,
upstairs has private entrance, 4 large bedrooms, 2 baths, all
carpet. Could be used for income. House also has two car
garage and paved driveway.
NEW 3 BEDROOM HOUSE at 810 Bagwell Blvd. 2 baths, 2
car garage. Central heat and air-conditioner All built-in,
carpeting. Don't pass this one up.
BEAUTIFUL 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME in Bagwell
Manor. Has all built-ins, central heat and air, 2 baths, carpet,
draperies, fireplace, double carport. Really nice. Call for
appointment to see
AT PANORAMA SHORES,extra nice 4 bedroom brick home
on large lot. Year around home. Has 2 baths, carport and on
paved street. Has fireplace, dishwasher and draperies. A lot
of house for the price. Call us for more details.
TWO WATERFRONT LOTS ON KENTUCKY LAKE near
Aurora. Each lot ½ acre and wooded. Gentle slope to water
and beautiful view of Eggners Ferry Bridge. We don't
know of any better lots left on the lake. Pribed to sell.
IN FAIRVIEW,ACRES 4 MILES Southeast of Murray on 121
real nice 3 bedroom brick veneer. Large living room, kitchen
and dining combination, 1½ baths, 34 acre lot. All this for
only $19,500.00.
GROVE HEIGHTS-PERFECT THREE bedroom brick
veneer house on large size lot-100'x215'-central electric
heat and air. One and half bath, plenty of built-ins, fully
Fireplace and waiting for someone. $28,500.00.
carpeted,
PEGGY ANN DRIVE-READY TO MOVE IN-Brand new
three beciroorrt brick veneer house wit)) two baths. Fully
carpeted, plenty of'cabinets and dishviasher, carport, central
heat and air, and large pittio. Cannot beat this price.
SUNSHINE NURSERY at 305 N. 7th St. Has aluminum
siding, large lot and 3 baths. Owner's apt. has 4 bedrooms.
Sortie carpets. All furniture and fixtures except in owners
apartment-Could accomodate 35 children. Shown by appointment only. Call for details.

Nobody Knows Murray and Calloway County Like
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PRIME LOCATION. Large commercial lot on 641 S. across
from Holiday Inn. 150' frontage and extra deep. Ideal for
most types of businesses. Call for details.
REAL NICE BRICK HOME in Lynn Grove. Has 3 bedrooms,
baths, built-ins. Family room with fireplace, city water
and on wooded lot 95'x490' and priced to sell.
WE HAVE SEVERAL GOOD LAKE LOTS, City and County
lots. Some small, some large. All different price ranges.
Check with us for residential or commercial lots.
NEW HOME AT 812 Bagwell. 3 bedroom, central heat and
air-condition. 2 baths,2 car garage-You will want to see this
one.
HARDWARE STORK Iki HAZEL. All stock, building and rot.
Building is in good condition. Can be bought at a bargain.
190 ACRES LAND on state road, No. 614 one mile North of
Highway 121.-335,0(4).00.
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Member of Multiple Listings

Phone 753-7724

Guy Spann 753-2587
Prentice Dunn 753-5725
Louq Baker 753-2409
Glenn Wilcox 753-2761
Jack Persall 753-8961
Buddy sykes 753-3465
Tripp Williams 753-0310
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FIVE ADJOINING WATER FRONT LOTS ON Barkley
Lake. All are wooded and with view of Highway 68 bridge. On
paved road and city water. This is a prime location and
priced right.
-.
A LARGE 1.143RARY IN THIS LOVELY BRICK home in
Bagwell Manor. Has three bedrooms, central heat and air, 3
baths, built-ins. EffastiCally reduced.

,.
Sale's- ,Consultants -. Home Phone
_
'A FARM HOUSE and
14 acres of BY OWNER; two wooded lots, BY OWNER; Three bedroom, fW0 BEDROOM masonary
* tillable land in'Buchanan,
Tenn., Sharpe Street, beside park, brick house, air conditioned, house, cazpeted. On one acre of
Rim Talent
753-4910.'
753-1607 X 15 minute drive from Murray.
carpeted, built-in appliances, land. Located
block north of
near schools, shopping center,
ceramic bath, utility room, 121 bypass on North 16th Street.
information
phone
further
For
university. Phone (606)54975.3-8958
C. Bailey Hendricks. . '753
carport and patio, 1610 Kirkwood House coMpletely furnished,
. 7638 W Darrell Rowlett, Puryear, 247- 2494.
May8C Drive. tty
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EXCELLENT LOCATION AT 1614 KEENLAND. New 3
bedroom home with all built-ins, 2 baths, family room. Large
double garage has big storage room. Also has covered patio
and central heat and air. A most desirable home. Call us to
see.

Guy Spann Realty
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REDUCED!!THREE BEDROOM AND FAMILY room
home on large lot in Grove Heights. Has carpet, utility room
and on city water. In excellent condition and priced to sell at
$20,250.00.

901 Sycamore St.

-.

REAL ESTATE FOR SAL

704 FAIRLANE-PERFECT THREE BEDROOM BRICK
Veneer house. Recently built, plenty of built-ins, storm doors
and windows and priced right. This house is ideal for the
oung or old at heart. $17,500.00.

811 NORTH 16TH STREET-Four bedroom masonry house
plus two complete apartments. Built on 100'x200' size lot,
central heat and air. Live and rent, or live and have separate
quarters for relatives. Zoned R-4, and Priced to move.

TWO OR three bedroom house,
all lit* -inside. New floors, new
ceilings, new paneling, new
carpets, new linoleurns, new
electrical wiring and heaters,
new water pipes, many closets,
new bathroom fixtures., new
kitchen cabinets, new patio, ne*
oversize garage. 1613 West Main
Street, 753-9288
A14P

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

For Buying and Selling Real Estate Contact
Guy Spann Realty. We have a large staff
of Qualified Salesmen to serve you.

LOOKING FOR A FINE BUSINESS near the University? If
so-we have the University Inn on North 16th Street for sale.
Business, good will and all equipment. Call Guy Spann for
details.

••••••••••■OOOOOOOOO

•Papering
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceilin Tile

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

MEADOW GREEN ACRES-BEAUTIFUL large three
3
4 acre lot. All built-ins, two
bedroom brick veneer house on /
baths, central heat and air, full basement.

FIFTY FOUR acres, woven wire
fence around entire farm.440
acres in permanent pasture, the
rest in good timber. This is an
Ideal cattle farm. Good well,
large metal garage, small house
with running water, good ponds,
stables, corn crib, good loading
chute. Blacktop road to farm, 12
miles from Murray, East 94, turn
Palestine Church Road. If interested phone 753-4838, ask for
Alfred Duncan. I can show you
A13C
the farm most anytime.

: FOR SALE

753-1916

-

SERVICES OFFEatED

Spiders

Termites
Eat Your Home

Three Choice spots now
Water,
available.
sewerage, garbage pickup,
furnished. Mobile Home
Village located near
University on
Bailey
Road. Phone 753-3895 & 7533482.
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appointment only. everything in good condition.
Phone 7534782 after 5:00 -p.m. Good investment for the future.
AIIC Phone 753-0960.
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TATE FOR SAL
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
IN CANTERBURY Estates,
three bedroom brick house with
family room, utility, fireplace,
double garage, central heat and
air. Phone 753-6455.
A13C
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AUTOS FOR SALE
JEEP, 1972, automatic lockout
hubs, vinyl roof, roll bar, 14,000
miles,6 cylinder. Phone 7532923.
Al3P

Another

FOR SALE

t wt.-SOPER

View

mARKET

CLEAN RUGS, like new, so easy
to do with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer $1.00 Big K,
F3elaire Shopping Center.
A14C

COUGAR 1967'iCR7, 289 three YOU saved and slaved for wall to
speed,6700.00. Phone 753wall carpet. Kepp it new with
9043.
Al6C Blue Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Kwik-Pik Market,
A14C
VOLKSWAGEN BUG, real good, Five Points.
sun roof, $650.00. Phone 753-8840
or can be seen at 1609 Locust AiOdSTRONG'S best line or
.4juy
Drive.
A13P
BY OWNER: three bedroom
775 x 14 or 15" - $16.60 + 62.11
brick house at 1717 Keenland BUICK SPECIAL, 1962. Runs, 825 x 14 or 15" - $17.11 + $2.27
but
needs
fuel pump, recently 855 x 14 or 15" - $18.14 + $2.43
Drive with den-kitchen combination, with all built-ins ( in- repaired, $60.00. Phone 753-5750, Armstrong Custom supreme 4
cluding refrigerator, dishwasher 902 Main.
Al4C ply polyester 78 series whitewall
and garbage disposal), central
tires.
heat and air and garage. Call 753- routs UT 1967, in excellent F78 x 14 or 15" - $17.40 + $2.42
.5625.
A13C condition. Phone 753-0960. A17C G78 x 14 or 15" - $18.27 + $2.60
HELP WANTED
1964 CHEVY wagonY8, straight H78 x 14 or 15" $19.51 + $2.80
shift, power steering, with fac- J78 x 14 or 15" - $19.70 + $219
rmstrong's best line of
WANTED SOMEONE to help tory air. Phone 753-8780.
A13C
polyester glass belted whitewall
with elderly lady in per home.
Phone 436-2248.
A13P 1967 VOLKSWAGON station tires.
wagon, rebuilt engine. Bethel F78 x 14 or 15" - $20.30 + $2.54
DENTAL ASSISTANT wanted. Church Road, 1st house on left G78 x 14 or 15" - $20.89 + $2.73
Give qualifications and three past graveyard. Box 414.
A19P H78 x 14 or 15" - $21.98 + $2.96
references Write P o. Box 32F, Murray, Ky:
Al7C 1971 GRAND Prix, S.J., 27,000 J78 x 14 or 15" - $22.43 + $3.02
miles. Factory air, power win- L78 x 14 or 15: - $24.73 -+ $3.13
WANT A second income? For dows, steering and brakes., tilt Armstrong's best line of
opportunity to work part time, set wheels, AM-FM stereo, vinyl polyester steel belted whitewall
own hours, have financial roof. Pontiac mags. $3350.00 tires.
security. Phone 753-1470. MaylIC Phone 753-8818 or 753-9997. A18C F78 x 14 or 15" - $23.13 + $2.68

•

HARLEY DAVIDSON parts.
Good assortment. Phone 753-2462
before 3:00p.m.
A13C
FIBERGLASS BOAT, 14', convertible top and upholstered
seats. New tires on trailer. 40
H.P. Motor. $450.00. Also 15' wood
lapstake boat, 80 H.P. motor,
heavy duty trailer, $525.00. Phone
753-5901.
A13C

FOUR BEDROOM brick, 1M1
baths, wall to wall carpet,
fireplace, 1,-2 blocks from
downtown, 1 1 7 blocks from
Murray Middle School. Phone
753-1257.
A13('

SO9ER
MARKET

NOTICE

FOR SALE

BLACK VINYL couchif-id-al1
- U,
bedroom suite, table and four
chairs. Phone 753-0428.
A13C
and
RABBITS: FRYERS
breeding stock. Reagan's Rabbitry. Phone 753-4011.
A13C
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across from
Post Office, Paris, Tennessee.
A13C

NOTICE

ter

You'll want to be in harmony with
the season...so come where spring
has made its deput.:.to Kings
Den...for all the bloom ofthe pretties
looks any season Ilas had.to oiler In
a long long time!?

Compare Our Prices

King's Den
"The Store for Men"

Li- la

FOR SALE

1 oR SALE

HOLSTEIN CALVES
- BULLS or HEIFERS
•

From 1 Week to Weaning Age

TWO GENTLE,7-years, 12 hand,
gelded, ponies. One pinto, one
dark chestnut, flaxen mane, tail.
Phone 753-3505 after 4:00
p.m.
Al3C
USED BALDWIN Spinet pianos.
Used Baldwin organs. Used
Baldwin grand pianos. Lonardo
Piano Company, across from
Post Office, Paris, Tennessee.
A13C

Southskie Shopping Center

ATTENTION FARMERS!
For Your Grain Storage
Call
Your READ Dealers
W.

WANTED WAITRESS for Oak CHEVROLET, 1969 four door, G78 x 14 or 15" - $24.27 + $2.87
E. NEALE
JOE. BEDWELL
* For Further Information
Point Restaurant, near Paris 327, automatic transmission and H78 x 14 or 15") - $25.58 + $3.10 •
AUTOMATIC WASHER,
489-2630
Landing State Park. Must furnish power steering. 1965 Oldsmobile Armstrong Polyester glass
898-3692
Westinghouse, heavy duty, clean,
own transportation. Apply in four door Delta 88, power belted wide 70 series with raised
excellent condition, $70.00. Coffee
person.
A13C steering, brakes and air. Phone white letters.
table and 2 end tables with for753-3103. Can be seen at 1010 Story G70 x 14 or 15" - $23.01 +$2.86
mica top, $15.013 for set. Phone $200.00 REWARD for information
CHEIVIISF: OPPO'RTUNITY for Avenue.
Al4C H70 x 14 or 15" - $23.81 + $3.09
753-3092.
A13P leading to the arrest and congraduate chemist for work in
11"
MOWER,
Stratton
Briggs
&
1973,
ENDURO
500
YAMAHA
Armstrong nylon glass belted
viction of person or persons inengine, 649.88. 5 H.P. Tiller. miles. Excellent condition. Phone
control laboratory of speciality SUBARU, 1971. Low mileage. wide 60 series
with raised white
volved in the
break-in at
MASSEY
Ferguson
35
tractor,
economy
owner.
car.
Good
One
Briggs & Stratton engine, power 474-2346.
chemical manufactures, located
A18P
letters.
plow, disc and cultivator. New Wallace's Book Store, Monday
in Western Kentucky. Ex- Excellent condition. $1200.00.
reverse, $147.88. 5 H.P. riding
A19C G60 x 14 or 15" - $25.53 + $3.18 mower, 25" cut, Briggs & THREE BEAUTIFUL Siamese tires. Real good condition. Phone night, April 9. Contact Fred
perience in instrumental analysis Phone 753-8124.
LSO x 14 or 15" - $28.44 + $3.66
489-2462.
Al3P Measters, _phone 753-7334. Insuch as AA, IR, etc. desirable, INTERNATIONAL TRUCK, 1½ Armstrong's best highway Stratton engine, $258.95. 7 H.P. kittens. Special Easter price $7.50
formation will be kept conriding mower, 30" cut, Briggs & each. Cathy Christopher, 753but not necessary. Applicant ton. Price $1,000.00. Phone 753- tread truck tire, tube type.
A k9C
ALLIED 0-190 amateur fidential.
Stratton
engine,
$323.95.
7
H.P.
should submit complete resume 2327.
5355,can be seen at 1504 JohnAl6P
receiver
and
matching
speaker.
riding
mower,
30"
cut,
Briggs
& son.
and salary requirements to P.O.
Al4C Excellent
condition. $220.00.
'
CORVETTE. 1968-327, engine 650 x 16 -6 ply, 620.93 + $2.58 Stratton engine, electric start,
Box 32-X, Murray, Ky.
P. t3C
670
x
15
U.S. COAST
6
ply,
$20.69
+
$2.40
A13C
with four speed transmission.
6399.95. Roby Sales Highway 88, GOOD SET of aluminum Phone 753-9242.
700 x 15 - 6 ply, $21.67 + $2.80
GUARD
Good condition. Phone 753AUXILIARY
Benton,
Kentucky.
May2C
MacGregor irons, 2 through
RELIABLE AND mature service
2493.
Al6P 750 x 16 - 8 ply, $28.07 + $3.69
SAFE
BOATING
New
oedger$60.00.
Dunlop
bag.
station
825 x 20 - 10 ply, 654.16 + $6.14
atteindant
* FOR SALE *
wanted.
A18C
Should-have some experience in
COURSE
1973 12x71) Jefferson
900 x 20 - 10 ply, $65.43 + $7.33 SEWING MACHINE sale. Heavy Phone 753-5885.
FOR SALE
Tuesdays April 17, 't4 May 1
service station work. Apply in
Trailer. Entire contents
1000 x - 12 ply, $76.68 + $9.10 duty, full size. Regular $79.95.
person to Kentucky lake Oil TOY POODLES; white, 7 weeks 1000 x it 12 ply, $80.26 + $9.98 Sale $47.99. Heavy duty rig zig. CHEVROLET PICKUP 1960.
Murray Vocational School
goes with it. Must sell soon
7:30 P.M.
Company, South 4th Street. No old. For more information phone Arm
ng's best lug or regular $99.95. Sale $63.96. Good condition 1965 Mustang,
REDUCED 753-0028
RCA
condition.
Victor
perfect
phone calls please.
For
information
phone....
A14NC
A13C 753-3635 after 6:00 p.m.
traction
Deluxe
zig
zig.
type
Regular
$139.95.
truck
tire.
ri
600 x 16 -6 ply, $21.83 + $2.56 Sale $95.47. Super deluxe zig zig. television,$15.00. Phone 753753-2234
323().
•
Al4C AIR CONDITIONER, 14,000
HIbE-A-Bed, Giiffliti With in- 670 x 15 -6 ply, $22.09 + $2.89 Regular $159 95. Sale $114.37.
or
BTU, four years old. Perfect
700
Roby
,Sales,
x
15
Highway
68,
Benton,
6
ply,
$23.30
+
$3.23
wing
nerre,mg mattress. Air
753-2277
RACKING
FAST
mare,
show
753-6069
$125.00.
condition,
Phone
$4.12
Kentucky
+
750
$30.18
x
16 - 8 ply,
May 2C
back :ha r and -egulk.- inn
quality English saddle, good between 7:30 and 2:30 days. A14P
chair. Excelient cor...1.Lion. Phone 825 x 20 - 10 ply, $63.89 + $7.25
condition. Also 8 month old Irish
Now Open: Fleming-Go900
AVON
TO
buy
or
sell.
x
20
Call
75310
ply,
$69.92
+
$8.51
Al7C
-- I
Marina complete boat
1000 120 -12 ply, $83.21 + $10.52 8706 or 443-3366 Write Glenda Setter puppy. Phone Valerie NEW MODEL 94 Winchester,
Spencer 753-3616.
A14C Lever Action Carbine, 30 x 30.
For an excellent waitr:-, service. Located on Ky.
BOAT, 16' 1000 x 22- 12 ply, $87.61 + 611.50 Duke, P.O. Box, 3247, Paducah,
FIBERGLASS
who has more tha
Lake, 6 miles N.E. of New
Sling and two boxes of Ammo,
April
26C
Kentucky,
42001.
68,
Highway
Sales,
Roby
motor
H.F.Evinrude
Glastron,
33
waitress ability. This is L
Concord, Ky. Phone 502A14C
$80.00. Call 753-8351.
May 9C
condition. Benton, Ky.
Excellent
and
trailer.
2ii2 Mi. North of Murray
SALE, Friday,
salaried job with pa
GOLF CLUBS, 7-piece set. tARAGE
753-0224 or 436-2169.
Phone 753-2264 after 6:00
commensurate with ex
KENTUCKY's
LARGEST Portable typewriter. Electric Saturday, Monday. Antiques, STOREY & Clark antique pump
(Formerly Neal Starks
Al6C
p.m
perience and ability.
variety of pistols. Buy now while adding machine. Gas grill. Phone glassware, old trunks, treadle organ and stool. Excellent
and condition, $150.00. Phone 753-8769
machine
& Sons)
A13C sewing
1972 FABUGLASS BOAT, walk you can still get them at 753-1257.
miscellaneous items. Phone 753- after 3:30p.m. •
Country
prices.
Boy
reasonable
Al4C
through windshield, 115 H. P.
5970 or see at Lee Bolen
motor, Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles FENCE SALE-Chain link residence, located west side
Mercury
of
Junction
Hopkinsville,
117
from
r'REE BOOT give away, every
REFRIGERATOR AND stove,
heavy duty trailer. Phone 753fencing now on sale at Sears. Call
Highway 641 north, one house
Ffiday ( women's, men's, boy's
used. Phone 753-8282 from 8:00
Al6C and 164. Open Sunday until 4:00 -Larry Lyles, at 753-2301 for free
8856.
Morris
south
&
Son
of
Joe
Trailer
Al4C estimate Expert installation also
pm.
or girl's), at Vernon's Boot-Shoe
a.m. till 5:00 p.m. or after 5:00
Sales at Almo Heights.
A16C
& Western Store and Shoe
CUB TRACTOR and equipment.
753-6522.
753-4953
A 1tiC
available.
April 28C
Repair. Corner of Sycamore di
Plow disc, mower, cultivator. CREOSOTE POLES, 8' to 25',
WANT TO BUY
GENTLE PALOMINO mare with
and treated fence posts. Murray GARAGE
4th.
A27NC
Phone 753-5538 after 5:00
ZENITH COLOR
console,
SALE, 1703 ParkL1ne saddle and bridle. Phone 435Al3P Lumber Company, 104 Maple Drive, 9:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m,
reasonable. Phone 753-2748. A16C
EXPERIENCED WAITRESS for p.m.
Al6P
4640.
WANT TO BUY Long bed pick-up THERE WILL be a meeting,
A14C Saturday,
Street.
afternoon shift. Must be neat and
April 14. Lawn mower,
camper top. Phone 437-4496 after Saturday, April 14, at 2:00 p.m.
, fast. Approximately 35 hours per MOBILE HOME,8'x35'. Ideal for
at
PICTURE
9'6"x4'6".
WINDOW,
roll-away
tricycle, FREEZER 15' chest, good
bed.
4:30p.m.
A14NC Allbritten's Grocery in New
week. Good working conditions. lake lot. May be seen at Hale's
Portable Coppertone Whirlpool
numerous other items.
A13C condition,
Couch,
$35.00.
Providence for purpose of
No phone calls. Apply Colonial Lock Shop and trailer Park. A14C THREE BEDROOM doubledishwasher, Phone 436-5513. A19C
traditional style, brown, good
Mobile
$6595.00.
home,
wide,
WILL BUY or trade old guns, financing upkeep of cemetery.
Bill's
only
TWO
mobile
BEDROOM
House Smorgasbord.
Al7C
condition,440.00. Phone 492TOY POODLE, AKC registered, used guns, or new guns. Will buy All interested please come. A 13C
STURDI-HOUSE 1 O'xl 2' Homes, South Beltline Highway, extra clean, on rented lot
A16C male.
WANTED DELIVERY boy. aluminum barn building, in- Paducah,Ky. Phone 443overlooking Kentucky Lake A*0385Apricot 14 months old. laying hens. Phone 753-6940. May
Al4C conditioned, utility pole. 8'x16
Apply in person to Yellow Sub- sulated, wired and paneled. 6150.
Shots and wormed. House 16C
Caret 00 le The
guitar.
porch, underpenned, concrete ),IBSON C-1 classical
marine.
A16C Electric heat. Phone 753.broken. Good with children.
W/1D
antenna. ()Ids trumpet. Phone 753$60.00. Phone 753-0930 after 5:30
RASPBERRY'
Al6C ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales, walk, fences, T.V.
SALESMAN: NATIONAL 8856.
-532.
Al6C
Al4NC
Mayfield, Kentucky, on the Phone 436-2284.
p.m.
Al6NC WANT TO BUY left shoe. Contact
), ow. t•• Ike Exam 1144, a hot
company, largest in its field, due HONDA 1970-50 mini trail. Good Benton Highway. Travel trailers,
Arthur C. Jones, Room 10,
-414
Moe Mr Gest Gra,
to promotions has immediate condition, $175.00. 1951 Ctievrole pickup camper, toppers. We also 1970 TRIUMPH 500cc,
National Hotel after 5:00 - 6750.00.
.Hi4 AN iffil
opening. 612,000 first year
rent campers by the week or 1969 MG B Roadster, ,wire
Al4P
p.m.
42 ton panel will make g
potential. Group insurance, camper,$250.00. Phone 489weekend. Call 247-8187' or 489- wheels, AM-FM radio, leather
rillLIIILM1011\11\11WIMIMIV,'
company paid retirement, 2595.
Age interior, 23,000 miles, $1475.00.
WANT TO BUY male puppy for
Al 2303.
Happy Birthday P
company car furnished. A career
Phone 753-3273,
child. Prefer German Shepherd 0
Al3P
0
opportunity. Must be 21 years of
DAVE
NEW HOLLEY carbureator, 6.50
or beagle. Phone 492-8216. Al4C 0
0
age, married and settled. Call AKC REGISTERED apricot toy CFM.Phone 753-3473.
A14P 200 BARRELS of yellow corn
0
I Love You!
0
Orkin Exterminating, 442-8251 in poddle puppies and AKC
Phone 753-2987.
A16C
LOST & FOUND
Size E78-14
0
-Gail 0
Paducah between 8:00 a.m. and registered German Shepherd OLD "COMFORT" magazines,
AIMMLIIIM~ILWIIVIILIIL4
A 17C puppies. Also AKC registered dated
5:00 p.m. for interview.
Plus F.E.T.
back to 1918 up until 1934. USED MAXI Mist compressor
FOUND: POINTR, small
lfor
emphysema.
new
Poodle and AKC registered Not many copies missing. ExAlso
'female, Center 'Ridge area.
COUNTER WAITRESS Wanted. German Shepherd stud service. cellent reading material, con- vaporizer. Phone 753-9421. Al6C
Phone 436-2150.
Al4C
If You
Must be courteous, neat and Phone 753-0957.
A14C taming stories - by famous
clean. Fast food service exauthors. Comfort Sister's letters, GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
LOST: LONG haired black mixed
perience preferred, but not
receipes, quilt and crochet seamless gutters, installed per
breed dog in Locust Grove-New
Please Phone
necessary. Hours 11:00 a.m.-5:00 CARPORT SALE, 1209 Doran patterns. Letters to Uncle your specifications. Call Larry
Providence area, medium
p.m. daily. Phone Burger Chef Road, Friday and Saturday, Charlie, during World War One. Lyles
Your
at 753-2310 for free
sized, wearing red collar. Please
A19C April 13 and 14, 10:00 a.m.-4:00 These magazines are large size estimate. •
753-7199 after 9:00 a.m.
May 12C
call 753-5622 after 5:00 p.m. Al3C
595
6-Cylinder i
p.m. Lots of baby clothes, shoes, with 40 or more pages in some. I
8-Cylinder $
household items, men and also have a few old books and
MT'CI('
First
A
Thomas
sale
LOAD
TRUCK
Includes: Plugs, Points, Condenser
women's clothes clothing. A14C farm magazines. Phone 4928272.
A14C Edison air conditioners. 10,000
If No Results:
BTU,$184.25. 17,000 BTU,$233.00.
PIANO TUNING and Repair.
GOING OUT of business sale
8 Pack of 16-oz. Pepsi with
Phone
Jerry Cain, 753-87)2. Registered
Cook's General Merchandise, VA LOANS,no down payment for 20,000 BTU, $260.62. 23,000 BTU,
oil change and lube.
craftsman Piano Technician
Hazel, Kentucky. Closing out qualified veterans. 12 years to $285.00. 26,000 BTU,$318.40. Roby
Guild.
entire stock of dry goods, ready pay. Drive on out to almost to Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
TFC
Experienced man or will
Before 5:00 p.m.,
May 2C
Clarks River Bridge on Beltline. Kentucky.
At
notions.
and
shoes,
wear,
to
train for full time job. Must
Bank financing on spot. Bill's
discounts
u
Some
discounts.
big
LPIANO
TUNING-RepairThen
be neat and efficient. Good
A14 Mobile Homes, 3900 South TWO PARTY "Carport sale,
to 50 per cent.
rebuilding. Prompt expert Serworking conditions and
p.m. and
5:30
After
Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky, Saturday, April 14,9:00 a.rn 408
vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
insurance benefits. Write
443-6150.
pidhos
for
•
Dyer,
Ben
W
sale.
AMC
p.m.
Glassware, antiques.
Until 6:30 p.m.
NEW 19" color Television, $29995
resume to: P.O. Box 32C,
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753while they last. Roby Sales, High- SOLID RED couch and chair. clothes, toys, household items;
_Murray, Ky. 42071.
Road
Mayfield
and
Bypass
121
R911
way 68, Benton, Kentucky. May Good condition, $50 00 Phone 753- baby items and maternity wear.'
TEC
1652 Ryan Avenue.
Al3C
4875.
A 14NC

Phone 489-2161 After 5:00 p.m.
*******************

Take a ride down
the blacktop roads
of W. Tenn. with
Buford Pusser
YOU'LL NEVER
FORGET IT!
"WALKING
TALL"

CAREER
OPPORTUNITY

,.JOE MORRIS
& SONS
Mobile, Home
Sales, inc.

Triangle
Inn

753-9636

.4

SALE!!

4 Atlas Pacesetter Tires

$99

724

3-5725
2761
1465

ROOM masonary
ad. On one acre of
1½ block north. of
1 North 16th Street.
)letely furnished,
.n good condition. lent for the future.
0.
Al7C

Help
Wanted

5.00 Off on All Other
Pacesetter Size

Miss Your Paper

ENGINE TUNE-UP
1995

Paper Carrier

FREE!

753-1916

-Air Conditioning Service North Point Standard

753-7278
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ICU To Meet With
Representatives
Of Key Industries
House, it must go to a SenateHouse conference.
Congress plans to adjourn
next Thursday for an Easter
recess. If it does so without approving President Nixon's request for a one-year extension
of his authority to control
wages and prices, the power
would expire 11 days later.
ROADRUNNER PATROL of Troop 46 of the Boy Scouts of America, New Concord School, is
The Nixon administration composed of Gary Raker,front right, Christopher Taylor,front left, Harry David, patrol leader, back
wants a simple extension of the right, and Steve McCuiston, back left. The troop,'sponsored by Parent-Teacher Club, has just been
law and is strongly opposed to formed in the area and interested boys are invited to attend the meetings each Thursday at sey en
the proposed price ceilings up p.m. at the school.
for a House vote.
The administration criticized
a proposal that would have extended controls temporarily for
60 days while Congress debated
are
Murray
of
Bank
Peoples
(Continued from Page 1
the
of
the bill. This would have
-NEW CONCORD Adult Farmer Class officers and officials
guests on Thursday
and
members
class
the
for
bank
the
by
hosted
meeting
caused companies to raise
chown at the dinner
"Nixon spotted an opWilliam M. Boyd. bank president, Ray
prices in anticipation of strong- portunity with the break in
e‘ening. They are, left to right, Bill F.dd Hendon. president,
vicesenior
bank
Ellis.
Harvey
vice-president.
Brownfield, bank vice-president, Bobby Spiceland.
er controls by Congress, admin- relations between Russia and
president, and Harold Houston, secretary-treasurer.
istration officials said.
Red China," Koppel continued.
)
'Staff Photo by Jo Burkeen
The bill up for a House vote "And he has played the game
would roll back rents back to superbly since that time to
the Jan. 10 level while allowing establish relations with both
see
landlords to pass on, dollar-for- countries and to extricate the
•• (Continued from Page 1)
dollar, increases in taxes and United States from Vietnam."
other costs.
in
arrives
truck
ladder
an
since
new
county
the entire
"pure
it
called
He
The president would be reambulance service just within August.
unadulterated rubbish" to
bring
to
days
60
within
quired
Mansfield
the city limits, operated by the
Councilman
suggest that the United States
about further rollbacks in
city, would not be feasible.
reported that the low bidder for
could have got the same setprices or explain why they
2,000 feet of natural gas pipe
tlement of the Vietnamese
In other action last night the
were
feasible.'
not
was Hoe Supply of Paducah.
Officers of the New Concord
situation in 1968 that it got
council approved an increase in
Treasury Secretary George
Their bid was $171.57 per 100 Adult Farmer Class were
earlier this year.
from
mayor
the
of
the salary
P. Shultz said recently the confeet. This pipe will be used
for the fourteenth
$4800 per year to $5,400; the city where the Highway Department reelected
Koppel predicted that if there,
not worare
ceilings
gressional
dinner held for the.
judge from 84200 per year to is widening the radii at 12th., year at the
that Nixon is to be a big war within the nsat2,
hinted
and
kable
at
Philip Morton To
84400; the city prosecutor from and Sycamore and 12th., and class members and guests
might veto them, leaving the few years. it will between'
House
Colonial
82400 to 83,000. These increases Chestunut streets. A contract the
Russia and Red China. He exnation without controls.
Thursday
on
Smorgasbord
Lecture
Here
Give
in salary will take effect has been let to have the gas
Mills, chair- plained that the border situation
D.
Wilbur
Rep.
the
by
hosted
January 1, 1974. Car expenses lines moved in these areas with evening and
man of the House Ways and remains "a very real danger of
Peoples Bank of Murray.
Phillip Morton, a professor at
for the mayor will be increased the city furnishing the pipe.
Committee, said exploding into war "
Means
from $40 to 850 a month. This too
Those named for the four- the Chicago Art Institute, will Thursday in New York that the
Changes made in the
Popleins, who was jailed for a
lecturea
will take effect on January 1,
teenth -Year were Bill Edd present
answer to "rampant runaway week for refusing to reveal his
privilege license ordinance
EAGLE PATROL of Troop 46 of the Boy Scouts of America,
at
State
Murray
demonstration
1974.
inflation" is "a complete freeze sources of information on
were as follows. Gasoline Hendon, president; Bobby University Sunday, April 15.
New Concord School, is composed of Chuck McCuiston, front left,
vice-president;
time duration."
Bids were received on the stations are now charged 822.50 Spiceland,
research relating to the Pen- Earl Hicks, front right, Philip Zacheretti, patrol leader, back,
Scheduled at 8 p.m. in the without
secretaryDemocrat said tagon Papers case, told of his and Benjie Norsworthy who was not present when the picture was
Arkansas
The
•
twelve inch water line which per gasoline pump. New Harold Houston,
Clara M. Eagle Gallery on the
treasurer.
will be installed to the Fisher- stations have two hoses coming
made
fourth floor of the Price Doyle he has suggested to Nixon that experiences and issued a
Price Company on U.S. 641 from them instead of one`hose.
Officials of the bank present. Fine Arts Center, the presen- the only way to control rising scathing indictment of the
will
North. The low bidder was The change is that stations
were William M. Boyd,. tation sponsored by the Murray prices is to "go back where he present grand jury system in
Tilford Plumbing and Heating, now be charged $15.00 per hose president, Ray Brownfield, Art Students (MASS) will was on Aug. 15, 1971." That the United States.
•Inc. of Paducah with a bid of rather than $22.50 per pump.
vice-president, and Harvey concern the use of audio-visual was the date on which Nixon
He likened grand juries today
Vending machine operators Ellis, senior vice-president, who materials.
began a 90-day freeze on wages
I69,110. Quality construction Co.
to the congressional comInc. of Benton bid $88,888.88. have been charged $7.50 per each spoke briefly at the dinner.
It is open to the public at no and prices.
Mills°would exempt interest mittees which were prominent
Tilford indicated the twelve machine. This will be reduced
The invocation was given by admission charge.
inch line will be installed within to $5.00 per machine. Some Ray Brownfield. W.H. Brooks,
Morton is also serving as one rates and agricultural products during the Communism scare in
vendors have over 150 machines class teacher, gave special of the jurists for the Student Art at the farm level from the and Sep. Joseph McCarthy era
thirty days.
of the 1950e. He attributed the
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — state convention at Louisville,
Six ordinances were read, and it was felt that the total they statistics concerning the adult Exhibition to open at 8 p.m. freeze.
to the Kentucky Edu- said "Such laws should estabDelegates
trend
a
to
"law
and
order
privilege
any
exceeded
far
paid
and
reading
second
three on the
farmer classes since they were Wednesday, April 18, at the
Association
(KEA) have lish statutory penalties for
cation
business
paranoia."
a
to
charged
license
three on the first reading.
started in 1960, and thanked the Eagle Gallery.
volume of
assigned the "highest priority" school boards that do not barOrdinances read for the with a far greater
Popkins tied his criticism of
Bank for their sponPeoples
limit will be
to pushing for enactment in gain in good faith or do not
second time to become law were business. An upper
the grand jury system directly
soring the dinner for the class.
year
Last
meeting.
later
a
as
„set
.174
c011ecOvO CoRIDIX-wALBSS9Uated eonOf
72- which. changes ilighes
-efferts-heing- made to fore*
Gtfts were-presented • by the
$600 for its
bargaining bill.
tracts."
Anue from one way to two one firm paid over
bank to both the men and the
reporters, scholars and jourThe resolution, passed
The upper
Church
The resolution-4mo gave the
Presbyterian
At
of
sources
way traffic; No. 574 which privilege license.
women.
nalists to reveal their
and
two
association's
between
the
Thursday
at
professional negotiation
be
may
limit
KEA's
traffic
one-way
reverses the
Members and wives present
information. He said 30 to 40
"He Took A Whip" will be the
commission "authority to conflow around Robertson School; three hundred dollars. Penny were Messrs and Mesdames
reporters have been put in jail
longer
sermon topic for Palm Sunday,
sult and work with other public
A program of music ap- within the past year for pot—
No. 575 which rezones three vending machines will no
Hal Allbritten, Hollie Alderdice,
for
are
most
Rev.
since
Chuck
taxed
Moffett,
at
employe groups in writing a
be
services
church
at
use
from
for
propriate
city
the
areas in
L.C. Bailey, Paul Blalock, Joe
disclosing sources—"and in
at the First Presbyterian weddings will be presented at almost every case a grand jury—
bargaining bill or bills."
various charities.
residential to business.
Joe
Pat
Pat
Carraway,
A letter from the First
Church,
16th and Main Streets. the First United
Joe Pessarelli of Waddy, Ky.,
Methodist was responsible."
_
Otis
Mac
Coleman,
Coleman,
Ordinances read for the first Christian Church was read
of the negotiation
chairman
p.m.
7:30
be
at
17
April
on
will
readings
Church
Scripture
The
Falwell, Bill Edd Hendon,
time were No. 576 which complimenting Gary Hohman,
commission, said exploratory
The U. S. Supreme Court has
Sponsored by the Music
19:3-40, and John
Luke
from
Thomas
Harold
Houston,
changes the wording in the City Parks Director for the
talks already had been held
Houston, Gill Hopson, W.T. 2:13-22. Special music will be Department of the Murray even ruled in the case of Paul
privilege license ordinance; No. excellence of the church
Louisville
a
Branzberg,
with representatives of the poPrimary
is
the
program
by
the
Club,
provided
Woman's
Kingins, Bobby Meador, Mike
577 which reduces the privilege basketball program which was
that
reporter,
l
firemen's, nurses', and
lice,
Courier-Journa
the
by
and
acquaint
class,
School
Church
to
designed
Miller, Tommy Parker, Bobby
Holy Week Preaching ser- state and municipal employe
license for a shoe shine parlor recently concluded.
State University prospective brides and grooms, he must reveal his sources,
Murray
Bill
Spiceland,
F.H.
Spiceland,
Councilman Buel Stalls asked
vices at the First Christian groups.
from $25.00 to $22.50; and oras well as other interested Popkins went on.
Stubblefield, Pat Thompson, Trumpet Choir
Church this year will feature a
dinance No. 578 which increased for a postponement of a
Included in the talks, he said.
attend
to
invited
is
public
The
of
selection
wide
a
with
persons,
Wilson,
"If a reporter is forced to
the salaries of three elected discussion on a Police Training Chesley Wilson, Jim
Church School at 9:30, and the music that could be considered reveal the identity of a person different minister each evening were representatives of the riD.B.
Grubbs
Wilson,
Pat
Jim
be
will
This
and morning starting Sunday,
officials, the mayor, city Incentive Program.
Federation of
service of worship at 10:45. A when planning a wedding.
who has given him information April 15, and going through val Kentucky
discussed at a later meeting. and his guest, Tony Raspberry.
prosecutor, and city judge.
AFL-CIO.
provided.
is
Teachers,
nursery
have
compositions
Many
and his source is prosecuted,"
Representatives of the State Also present were Mr. and Mrs.
17, 7:30 p.m.,
Councilmen Fred Workman,
Pessarelli said andther
traditionally Popitins pointed out, "then the Tuesday, April
so
become
Mr. and Mrs. J.B.
David Roos, or meeting of these groups is
pastor,
the
with
Paul Mansfield and James R. Child Welfare Department W.H. Brooks,
weddings
at
use
with
associated
up
dry
Boyd,
Mrs.
will
and
flow
news
Mr.
public's
Burkeen,
to
council
the board chairman, Lyle scheduled next Thursday.
Allbritten voted against the appeared before the
that they are no longer special because these kind of people
Mrs. Ellis, and Mr.
the
Underwood, leading
salary increase for the three explain the day care licensing Mr. and
Earlier Thursday, the 600
unique
or offer a couple a
Brownfield.
i continued from Page Ii
will not talk to reporters congregational singing.
procedure.
•
elected officials.
delegates at the KEA conprogram of nuptial music. This anymore."
meeting
to
council
unable
the
members
Class
Following
The evening preachers in- vention voted to up their deAn acreage recently purthis finger jabbed into the
concert will present many other
Councilman Henley showed a attend were Joe Meador, Otley
He described his own ex- clude: Sunday—Rev. Bobby E. mands for salary increases to
chased by Howard' Brandon on
know
Never
shelf.
the
of
edge
confor
suitable choices
twenty minute film on an White, and Earl Wilson.
perience with the grand jury as Roberts of the First Christian
South 9th, extended, was
what's going to happen
be sought from the 1974 Genersideration.
ambulance service instituted by
the "most frightening and Church of Clinton, Monday— al Assembly.
recommended to the council to
the city of Jacksonville,
The public is invited to attend upsetting experience of My
Helton of
Rev, Kenneth
be changed from R-2 to R-4oThe
The delegates adopted a new
Florida.
the recital, according to Mrs. life." He was jailed for not
"The liberal national for
Tuesday—Rev. legislative program calling for
and
Paducah,
adjoining property is R-4. An
Music Department naming the persons whom he
Prince,
Joe
expensive
social
programs
is
W. (Bill) Morris of the First 91/ per cent pay raises, as well
ordinance to be drawn making
chairman.
both to redistribute income
had interviewed in an effort to Christian Church of Wickliffe.
this change was approved.
as a cost of living increase, for
and to encourage the kind of
determine who wrote the
Gegenheimer, a
Henry Holton, evangelism each year from 1974 to 1976.
Jerry
Two bids were received on a
social
mobility
that
would
Pentagon Papers.
chairman, announced that two
counselor in the division of
Offered By
radio for the new fire truck. The
If passed by the legislature,
reduce proverty to a matter of Reward
Prayer Breakfasts would be the pay raise proposal would
personnel services at Vincennes
about
low bidder was Motorola for
writing
in
work
His
choice
bad
or
lurk Since
the
was
University,
Ind.)
Information
$595.00. GE bid $730.50. The bid
Vietnam and a personal held in conjunction with the raise the state-guaranteed minfederal services programs POW For
resource 'eider at a Murray
of Motorola was accepted by the
acquaintance with Daniel Holy Week Preaching Services. imum beginning salary for a
have
accomplished
it
neither,
These breakfasts will be under
State University graduate
Missing Children
council on condition that it met
Ellsberg, the man charged with
teacher ;nth no experience to a
would make sense to un- On
evening in
the supervision of Mrs. John little more than $7,900.
Ky.
Specifications and that the bid
HEIGHTS,
the
HIGHLAND
releasing
Philip H. Murdock, formerly seminar Wednesday
and
stealing
them
dertake
more
prepare
to
included installation.
of Lynn Grove, has received the program
(AP)—A $100 reward was of- Pentagon Patters, are the Quertermous,
Kentucky is presently ranked
cautiously...
The Convenor for the seven
'Bids will be taken on two acknowledgement from the teachers for two-year colleges.
by the National Education As'That kind of ritical fered by former prisoner of factors Popkins believes led to
is
two
Monday
replace
a.m.
breakfast
police cars to
Making his presentation to judgement, however, is the
L/hited States Geological
war Michael Branch Thursday his questioning by the grand
sociation at 47th in teacher pay
present cars.
Survery for his work in the the 20 students involved in the last thing congressional for information on the wherea- jury and the subsequenst week Bailey Gore. His guest among the 50 states, with an
devotional leader will be Rev. average salary of 87,825. The
Alexander survey of the effects of Coal program in the community liberals are used to exer- bouts of his two children.
.._Councilman
in jail.
reported that the Calloway Mining on the Water Resources !room of the Murray Branch of cising. It is very easy to say
Branch, 26, who was released
He described Ellsberg as "a Martin Mattingly of St. Leo's, national average is 810,114.
County High field will be used of the Tradewater River Basiin. Hopkinsville Federal Savings that we should be building
from almost five years of cap- national hero" and said he does Catholic Church. The convenor
for the Tuesday breakfast is
Loan
Association,
Murdock is employed by the and
this summer by the Women's
hospitals instead of bombers, tivity in South and North Viet- not think Ellsberg committed a
Glenn Card. His guest
Softball League. The only field Department for Reclamation 'Gegenheimer used as his topic and very disconcerting to hear
nam, said his estranged wife crime.
devotional leader will be Wayne Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Hawaii
to
for men is the field at Dexter, and Environmentaal Protec- "Cultural and Ethnic Ap- that most parts of the United
flown
has
met
Popkins
and
Koppel
Both
Manly
United Service April 13, 1973
KirkseY
the
however their- are fourteen tion-Division of Water, at proaches in Student Personnel States suffer from an overwhere
without leaving word
earlier in the day with members Perrin,
teams in the men's league and Madisonville. He is son of Mr. Services."
Market Report Includes 9
couple's two children are lo- of Sigma Delta Chi national Methodist Church.
supply of hospital beds.
The Evening Services will Buying Stations
efforts will be made to find and Mrs. Philip Murdock of
The seminar was part of a
cated.
society
and
journalistic
Unused hyperbaric chambers
Lynn Grove and received his B. series during the spring
another field.
Branch filed for divorce this members of the Murray State focus on Holy Week themes with Receipts: Act. 464 Est. 1500
and empty college dormitories
Councilman . Dave Willis S. degree from Murray State semester for students enrolled
News in a question-and- answer the offerings going to the In - Barrows & Gilts 50 cents to 75
week.
have never caught on as
District Miflittry of the cents higher Sows steady to 50
"welcome
home"
official
asked for permission to ad- University.
in a graduate class entitled
session.
An
of
symbols
warped
vertise for bids for a steam jet
celbration is planned Sunday by
U.S. Sen ThorrutsF. Eagleton Christian Church in Western cents higher.
priorities...
His wife, the former Jeanette Higher Education,689, Seminar
machine to clean off Sanitation Walston, daughter of Mr. and in Higher Education. The major
(D.Mo.) will be the featured Kentucky. The Tr -District US 1-2 200-230 lbs. 35.25-35.75
his hometown.
"A little something for
vehicles. This was Mrs. J. H. Walston of Murray,is topic of the series is "Student everybody is, always, good
-System
Branch was granted custody speaker for the second program serves some fifty congregations US 1-3 200-250 Ilia., 375-35.25
•
approved..
of the children Wednesday, but of the series,this evening at 8 with offices in Madisonville, US 2-4 240-260 lbs. 34.00-34.75
'an elementary librarian in the Personnel Services."
politics. But the price of
d,- • 'Serving as hosts for the continuing to fight for social
tv7
ete
a search failed to produce the' o'clock in Lovett Auditorium. and We' Tr -District minister is US 3-4 260-280 lbs. 33.50-34.00
Councilman Furches asked Hopkins County 5choolity
• meeting were three Murat' ..programs that don't work is to
youngsters.
Harry Lee Waterfield, former a member of the Regional staff Sows
for permission to ask for bids on Madisonville. Slie also'
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WASHINGTON (AP) — With
a showdown set nert week on
the future of wage-price controls, the Nixon administration
has summoned representatives
of key industries to find out
why their prices have skyrocketed.
The Cost of Living Council
will call in representatives
from the textile, canning, paper, nonferrous-metal and machine-tool industries, among
others, it was learned. "We
want to try to find out more
about these industries, take a
harder look at the problem
areas,". a council source said.
The goal is to try to hold
downs these prices.
The industry sessions will
open next week and will continue for several weeks.
The council has been edging
back toward Phase 2-type mandatory controls in several problem areas as Congress debates
proposed new ceilings on
prices.
Meantime, House Democratic
leaders decided Thursday that
legislation to set ceilings on
most prices and interest rates
at their March 16 levels will go
to the House floor Monday and
a vote,,-frill come later in the
week. If the bill passes the
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